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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE F I R S T ; ~ ~ % ~ ~ A
S LRX'
OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAl

I

I

I
I
1
1

NEIGHBORS FOR RESPONSIBLE
GROWTH, a non-profit,
unincorporated association;
PRESERVE OUR RURAL
COMMUNITIES, a non-profit
unincorporated association;
KOQTENAI ENVIRONMENTAL
ALLIANCE, INC., a non-profit
corporation; NORBERT a n d
BEVERLY TWILLMANN; GREG
and JANET TORLINE; SUSAN
MELKA; MERLYN and JEAN
NELSON;

1
1
1
1
)
)

1
)

1

1

1
1

1
1
)

1

1
1
)

1
1
)

- 83-74

PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW

1

1

KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political
subdivision of the STATE OF IDAHO
acting through the KQOTENAI
C O U N T Y B O A R D O F
COMMISSIONERS; S.J. "GUS"
JOHNSON, CHAIRMAN; ELMER R.,
"RICK" CURRIE and KATIE
BRODIE, COMMISSIONERS, in their
official capacities; and KATIE
BRODIE, personally and individually,

case NO. CV-06

CATEGORY A-1

FEE: $88.00

j V -

PREFACE

Pursuant to Idaho Code 967-6521 and $567-5270 - 67-5277 and Rule 84,
I.R.Civ.P., plaintiffslpetitioners petition for judicial review of the issuance on
November 9, 2006 of Findings of Fact, Applicable Legal Standards, Conclusions
of Law, Comprehensive Plan Analysis and Order of Decision in Case No. CP-08005 granting a request by Powderhorn Communities, LLC of Seattle, Washington
for a Comprehensive Plan Map Amendment from Agricultural to Rural on
approximately 3,000 acres.
JURISDICTION AND VENUE

1.

The District Court has jurisdiction as provided by Rule 84,I.R.Civ.P.

and Kootenai County is the correct venue.
PARTIES
2.

PlaintiffJPetitioner Neighbors

for Responsible Growth is an

unincorporated association filed with the Secretary of State pursuant to Idaho Code
$953-701 et. seq. The Association represents a broad number of individuals and
similar groups dedicated to responsible planning for growth in Kootenai County.
Representatives of the Association testified and presented written material in all
proceedings in Case No. CP-080-05.

3.

Plaintiffipetitioner Preserve Our Rural Communities is a nou-profit

unincorporated association whose representatives testified and presented written
material in all proceedings in Case No. CP-080-05.
4.

Plaintiff/Petitioner Preserve Our Rural Communities is a non-profit

unincorporated association whose representatives testified and presented written
material in all proceedings in Case No. CP-080-05.
5.

PlaintiffIPetitioner Kootenai Environmental Alliance, Inc. (KEA), is

a non-profit corporation active in the community continually since the early 1990's.
KEA representatives have participated in hearings in this case and in numerous
other proceedings before the Kootenai County Board of Commissioners involving
serious environmental concerns.
6..

Plaintiffsffetitioners Norbert and Beverly Twillmann, Greg and Janet

Torline, Susan Melka and , Merlyn and Jean Nelson are affected persons having
interests in real property which are adversely affected by the
unjustified amendment to the Comprehensive Plan Map and all have participated
in all proceedings in Case No. CP-080-05.
7.

Under the provisions of Idaho Code 567-6521, plaintiffslpetitioners

have the right to seek judicial review.

8.

DefendantiRespondent Kootenai County is a political subdivision of the

State of Idaho.

DefendantIRespondent S. J. "Gus" Johnson is commission

chairman. Defendantslrespondents Elmer R. "Rick" Cunie and Katie Brodie are the
other two commissioners.

9.

DefendantJRespondent Katie Brodie is named personally and

individually based upon her refusal to recuse herself from participation in the final
decision after demand had been made grounded upon her wrongful communications
on the site visit on September 26, 2006.
STATEMENT OF FACTS

10.

Defendant

Kootenai

County

has

committed

to

update

its

Comprehensive Plan and has hired outside experts at considerable cost to conduct
formal and individual public hearings and meeting throughout the county with the
expressed desire of the board of county commissioners to have a new revised and
updated Comprehensive Plan to be completed within the twelve (12) months.
11.

Reflecting this rapidly increasing growth and development far

exceeding projections at the time of the adoption of the last Comprehensive Plan
in 1994, the assessed value of Kootenai County real property adjusted to very large
developments such as the one challenged here increased by 30% in 2004 and 50%
in 2005.

12.

On December 16, 2005, Powderhorn Communities, LLC filed a

Request for Amendment to the Kootenai County Comprehensive Plan for
Powderhom Peninsula.
13.

The same individuals also constitute Heartland, LLC and Powderhom

Partners, LLC.
14.

The request for amendment was joined by other property owners

including East Point Farm, Inc., Bla Bar, Inc. and Charles R. Blakely, H. F.
Magnuson and Coeur d'Alene Land Company, Inc. all of whom authorized
Heartland, LLC to act as their agent.
15.

As set forth in attached Exhibit "A", the Request for Amendment of

the Comprehensive Plan was addressed to Rand Wichman, Planning Director for
Kootenai County, who was department head of the Kootenai County Building and
Planning Department.
16.

All further proceedings of Kootenai County on the Request for

Amendment were subject to direct supervision and control of Planning Director
Rand Wichman from December 16, 2005 until he resigned on June 16, 2006.
17.

Immediately after he resigned as Planning Director, Rand Wichman

was retained as a paid consultant by Powerderhorn Communities, LLC and
Heartland, LLC and has continued as such to this date.

18.

The proposed amendment to the Comprehensive Plan was to allow

change in the land use zoning designation for approximately 3,000 acres (including
180 acres owned by the United States) from Agricultural to Rural Residential.
19.

On August 14, 2006, Heartland, LLC modified the Request for

Amendment to change the land use classification to Rural for the same purpose.
20.

In the public proceedings which followed the initial Request for

Amendment, representatives of Powderhorn Communities, LLC and Heartland, LLC
I

I
I

stated that the objective of the Request for Amendment was to provide for a

I
I

Planned Unit Developments for 1,300 residences, each with homes costing in

I

excess of $1,000,000, for three private golf courses and for equestrian facilities.

I

21.

In the existing Agricultural Zone, subdivisions are prohibited and so,

by implication, are Planned Unit Developments which would divide properties into
units less than five acres.

Golf courses and equestrian facilities are neither

permitted nor allowed as conditional uses in the Agricultural Zone.
22.

On July 10, 2002 in Case No. 2718-02, the Kootenai County Board

of Commissioners unanimously denied a request by Jerome Hustead and Jack
Finney for a zone change from Agricultural to Rural for the purpose of subdividing
160 acres located in the same general area because the zone change did not fit the
public necessity needs and would make a negative impact on public services

,

because of the distances from those services. That property has been sold to the
applicants in this case.
23.

Public hearing upon the Request for Amendment was held before the

Kootenai County Planning Commission on April 27, 2006.
24.

voted to
On May 25, 2006 the Planning Commission ~~nanimously

deny the amendment and

11

. . .recommended the applicant wait for the

Comprehensive Plan Update and participate in that process." Order of Decision.
51.03.
25.

The application came before Kootenai County Board of Commissioners

at a public hearing on September 14, 2006. The overwhelming majority of oral
and written testimony at that hearing was in opposition.
26.

On September 25,2006, the Board of Commissioners made a site visit

to the Powderhorn Peninsula. While visiting that site, Commissioner Brodie, acting
contrary to explicit instructions from County Attorney John A. Cafferty, had ex
parte conversations with Rand Wichrnan, present as a hired consultant for
Heartland, LLC,

and with Powderhorn Communities, LLC Project Manager

Stephen P. Walker 111.
27.

Thereafter on September 27, 2006, plaintiffipetitioner Beverly

Twillmann acting for plaintiffslpetitioners Neighbors for Responsible Growth, made

written demand by e-mail directed to the Kootenai County Board of Conirn~ss~oners
through County Attorney Cafferty reciting the ex parte communicatton and
requesting that Commissioner Brodie not participate hrther in Case No. CP-080-05
on the Powderhorn Communities, LLC request.

A copy of s a ~ de-mail w~th

photographs is attached to the Affidavit of Beverly M. Twillmann submitted with
this petition.
28.
I
I

I

Commissioner Brodie continued to participate in the I~mitedhearing

on October 4, 2006 and in the final decision on October 5, 2006.
29.

At said hearing on October 4th, plaintiffsipetitioners presented again

I

I
I

evidence similar to that presented at the public hearing on September 14, 2006

I
I

I

establishing, contrary to statements made by the applicants, that substantial portions
of the 3,000 acres were in a federal Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) that
makes payments to the farmers not to farm viable agricultural land with payments
to one of those seeking zone changes, Charles Blaltely, totalling $190,000 between
1995 and 2004.
30.

On October 5, 2006, Chairman Johnson and Commissioner Brodie

voted to approve the Request for Amendment with Commissioner Cunie voting
against approval.

31.

In a proceeding in 2004 involving the granting of a pennit for

construction of pole barns subsequently declared null and void by District Judge
Charles Hosack, Commissioner Brodie expressed her bias favoring any action
recommended by Rand Wichman:

BY COMMISSIONER BRODIE: Uh, I have worked with our Planning
Director for fourteen years. And, most of those have been great warm,
wonderful exchanges. And I know, that Rand gives this job and his
responsibility the utmost of, I mean, none of it is taken lightly. Urn, I
feel 1 need to uphold Rand's decision. . . .
I

Transcript, Case No. A-004-05, p. 7, Gilbert v. Kootenai County, CV-054653.

1

32.

I

A copy of the relevant page from the transcript of the commissioners

i

meeting in Case No. A-004-05 is attached as Exhibit "B."
,33.

The Findings of Fact, Applicable Legal Standards, Conclusions of

Law, Comprehensive Plan Analysis and Order of Decision executed by Chairman
Johnson and Commissioner Brodie on November 9, 2006 contain the following
Findings of Fact which do not support but are counter to amendment of the
Comprehensive Plan for the 3,000 acres from Agricultural to Rural:
2.06 Land Use and Zoning.

Existing land use consists in major part ". .

.of large parcels that have recently experienced some kind of agricultural activity."
2.05 Physical characteristics.
production and timber production.

Soils are very suitable for agricultural

2.09 Comprehensive Plan. The Kootenai County Future Land Use Map
designates the subject area as Agricultural with a Surface Water
Resource overlay. The purpose of this designation is to preserve existing
productive agricultural lands. Continued viability requires that these
areas remain in relatively large land units and that agricultural lands be
buffeted and protected from encroachment by incompatible land uses.
Services and infrastructure are not expected to be improved in these
areas. Subdivision development is discouraged. . .
2.12 Trans~ortation. The zone change hlly built out, would res~lltin an
additional 2,440 p.m. peak trips on Highway 97 which presently is under great
safety stress from increased traffic use with no mitigation plan underway or likely
to be financed.
2.15 Idaho Department of Fish & Game (IDFG), In a letter dated
January 25,2006, Regional Supervisor Chip Corsi stated that the subject
property supports a variety of wildlife species and is an important
winter grazing area of deer and elk. IDFG believes that another
.planned, destination community of homes, multiple golf courses and
equestrian trails will reduce the capability of Kootenai County to
support wildlife populations. (Exhibit PA-8, Letter).
2.17 Public Comment.

The majority of the 156 public comments

were in opposition.
3.04 Idaho Code 967-6508 requires the Planning Commission to conduct
Comprehensive Planning updates.

That process is underway to be completed

within 12 months.

IV.

Comprehensive Plan Analysis

Goal 5:

Encourage the preservation, protection, and enhancement of
native vegetation.

What little native vegetation lefl on the property could be i n jeoparrly with
any development. .

.

Goal 6:

Encourage the preservation, protection and enhancement of
fish and wildlife habitats.

The Idaho Department of Fish & Came responded that the
developnzent of this property would have a negative impact on
wildli$e.

Poriulation
4.04 Goal 10:
Guide population growth to allow for inevitable expansion without
.sacrificing the environment or the quality of life, which currently
characterizes Kootenai County.

Because it is proposed to be a seasonal, destination community it is
uncertain how the proposed increase in dwelling units will affect the
overallpopulation growth in the area. . however, existing wildlife habitat
and corridors will be severely affected Additionally, this request will have
a dramatic affect on the quality of life to the property owners of the area.

..

Economic Development
4.06 Goal 13:

Maintain viable agricultural, forestry, and mining land

uses. Viable agricultural and forestry use will be eliminated.

Transportation.
4.07 Goal 14:

Provide for the efficient, safe and cost-effective

movement of people.
The project will add substantially to traffic on Highway 97 and no amount
of mitigation (none is planned) for Highway 97 will prevent hrther degradation of
its level of service.
Public Services and Utilities
4.08 Goal 16:
Goal 17:

Goal 21:

Provide efficient, convenient, and effective government
services.
Ensure efficient and effective police, fire and
emergency services.
Provide environmentally sound, efficient, and costeffective management of wastes.

The sheer size ofjilture development will require greatly expanded police,
fire and emergency services. It is unclear at this point what the Applicant
will do to address the concerns of these emergency service providers. If
approved, DEQ will address the feasibility of providing environmentally
sound and efficient sewage disposal and will ensure adequate quantity and
quality of drinking water. This proposal will put additional pressure on
sound, efficient and cost-effective management of solid waste.
Communitv Design
4.11

Goal 26:

Foster growth i n a manner, which does not
compromise the visual qualities of Kootenai County.

Goal 27:

Preserve, protect and enhance natural landmarks and
areas of scenic beauty, such as waterways and unique
landscapes.

The public comment generated by this request suggests that this
amendment, to the extent that it culminates in subsequent
development, will compromise the visual qualities of Kootenai
Cotmty.

34.

On September 1, 2001 Stephen P. Walker 111, Managing Director of

Heartland, LLC, acting for and on behalf of Powderhorn Community, LLC and all
other properties in the 3,000 acres, applied to the City of Harrison for annexation.
35.

The request for annexation to a city makes the county proceedings in

Case No. CP-080-05 moot.
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION
memand of Order of Decision)
36.

The action of Chairman Johnson and Commissioner Brodie in

executing the Order of Decision granting the Request to Amend the Comprehensive
Plan for the 3,000 acres to allow a build out development of 1,300 residences was
contrary to the expressed purpose in the introduction to the Comprehensive Plan
adopted March 16, 1994 by Resolution No. 95-03:
As the community grows and changes over the next twenty years, this
Comprehensive Plan will serve as a guide to the public officials and
citizens who will shape the community physical and social form. The
Kootenai County Comprehensive Plan is a "living document" that
reflects the values of the community and establishes long-range plans for
growth, development, land use, and environmental protection. This Plan

is a culmination of a cooperative effort, utilizing the knowledge and
sl~illsof diverse citizens, interested organizations, and public agencies.
The ideas in the Plan a r e a distillation of the community's many desires,
tempered by what seems feasible and reasonable.
Kootenai County is a special place with a unique character, culture, and
history that distinguish this community from other counties across
America.
This Comprehensive Plan particularly addresses the
preservation and enhancement of these special qualities, such as a "rural
way of life," and that distinctive character felt by the citizens who live
and work here. This sense of uniqueness and pride of place are the
guiding forces and strongest motivation for those who have contributed
to the realization of this Plan.
37.

The reported deliberations of the October 4th meeting of the Board of

County Commissioners indicate that Chairman Johnson and Commissioner Brodie
disregard the uncontested record of CRP set aside of viable agricultural lands and
based as part of their decision of approval upon the false statement that registration
under the CRP program was proof that the land was not suitable for farming.
38.

The action of the majority of the Board of County Commissioners in

disregarding the CRP evidence and in stating factual conclusions directly contrary
to the tmth was an abuse of discretion.
39.

The granting of the Request for Amendment of the Comprehensive

Plan for 3,000 acres was in violation of Idaho Code 567-5279 (3) under each of the
following provisions:
(c)

made upon unlawhl procedure;

(d)

not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole;

(e)

arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion.

40.

The Order of Decision must be set aside and remanded for further

procedures as necessary.
SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
(Unlawful Ex Parte Communications)
41.

Paragraphs 1 through 35 are adopted by reference.

42.

The actions by Commissioner Brodie at the site visit on October 4,

2006 constitute communication directly or indirectly ex parte on substantive issues
with representatives of Powderhorn Properties, LLC and its related entities in
violation of Idaho Code 467-5263 and applicable decisions of the Idaho Supreme
Court:

43.

Commissioner Brodie acted contrary to statutes and decisions of the

Idaho Supreme Court in continuing to participate in Case No. 080-05 on October
4th and October 5th and in signing the Order of Decision on November 9, 2006.
44.

Upon remand, this Court should order and direct that commissioner

Brodie both as a member of the board and ilidividually abstain from any
communication or participation of any kind in Case No. CP-080-05.
45.

The Order of Decision should be declared null and void and Case No.

CP-080-05 remanded to the Board of County Commissioners for further procedures.
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION
(Wichman Conflict of Interest)

46.

Paragraphs 1 through 35 are adopted by reference.

47.

As indicated by Exhibit A, the initial recipient of the Request for

Amendment of the Comprehensive Plan from Powderhorn Communities, LLC and
Heartland, LLC was Planning Director Rand Wichman.
48.

With an application of this very large size, a number of the staff

members of the Kootenai County Planning Department representing various
disciplines would become involved in responding to the application, preparing
recommendations for the Planning Commission and forming opinions on the many
facets of the Request to Amend.
j

.49.

During the entire time period from receipt of the Request to Amend

1

I

on December 16, 2005 through unanimous rejection by the Planning Commission
on May 25th and continuing until his resignation on June 16, 2006, Rand Wichman
had full knowledge of the internal staff deliberations and exchanges of information
within the relatively small department.
50.

Because of his position as director, Rand Wichman had access to all

internal deliberations and opinions of all involved personnel in his Department.
51.
!

I

Immediately after his resignation, Rand Wichman was retained by

Powderhorn Communities. LLC and Heartland, LLC for the purpose of obtaining

--

-

7

A ,

nPx,,~,l,

a reversal by the Board of County Commissioners of the recommendation for
rejection by the Planning Commission.
52.

Rand Wichman is identified as Principal Planner for research in the

preparation and production of the Kootenai County Comprehensive Plan
Amendment CP-72-94, Resolution No. 93-03 adopted 111 1/95, p. 125.
53.

Because of his extensive experience and knowledge gained through

long tenure first as Principal Planner and then as Director, Rand Wichman was able
to give an unfair advantage to the applicants to override the very large public
opposition in obtaining amendment to the 1994 Comprehensive Plan.
54.

The retention of Rand Wichman by the Powderhorn Communities,

LLC and Heartland, LLC created an irreparable conflict of interest that should
ethically and legally void all actions taken after the date of the Wichman
resignation.
55.

Having Rand Wichman present and participating in the public hearing

before the Board of County Commissioners on September 16th, at the site visit on
September 25th and at the public hearing on October 4, 2006 violated the
appearance of fairness which should govern all county zoning procedures.
56.

The Court should declare all proceedings in Case No. CP-080-05 after

the date of the employment by Powderhorn Communities, LLC and Heartland, LLC

of Rand ~ i c h m a nincluding the Order of Decision made on November 9, 2006
null and void and remand Case No. CP-080-05 to the Board of Commissioners.
WHEREFORE, plaintiffsipetitioners pray for judgment against defendants
Kootenai County, et a1 as follows:
1.

That the Findings of Fact, Applicable Legal Standards, Conclusions of

Law, Comprehensive Plan Analysis and Order of Decision entered in Case No. CP080-05 be declared null and void and that this case be remanded back to the
Kootenai County Board of Commissioners for further procedure.
2.

That Commissioner Katie Brodie be restrained and enjoined from

further action as the member of the Board of Commissioners in Case No. CP-080-

3.

That any and all proceedings in Case No. CP-080-05 from and after

June 16, 2006 or the first employment of Rand Wichman by Powderhorn
Comniunities, LLC and Heartland, LLC be nullified and that the defendant
Kootenai County begin again all procedures which follow on the recommendation
by the Kootenai County Planning Commission on May 26, 2006 denying the
Request for Amendment.
4.

That plaintiffsipetitioners be awarded their costs and attorney's fees.

5.

That the Court grant such other and hrther relief as may seem just and

proper.
Dated this 15th day of November, 2006.

Scott W. Reed
Attorney for Plaintiffsipetitioners

'
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J-U-8 ENGINEERS, Inc.
ENGINEERS

.SURVEYORS .PLANNERS

Regional Office
7825 Meadowlark Way, Suite A
Coeur d'Alene. ID 83815

December 16, 2005

208-762-8787
Fax: 208-762-9797
w.jub.com

Rand Wichman
Planning Director
Kootenai County
451 Government Way
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83816-9000
KOOTENAI COUNN COMPREHENSIVE PLAN-POWDERHORN PENINSULA
REQUEST FOR AMENDMENT

RE:

Dear Mr. Wichman:
On behalf of Powderhorn Communities, LLC, c/o Heartland, LLC, J-U-BENGINEERS,
lnc. i s pleased to submit the attached Request for Amendment to the Kootenai
County Comprehensive Plan for the Powderhorn Peninsula.
The applicant proposes a modification of the Kootenai County Comprehensive Plan for
the land area located west of Highway 97 on the Powderhorn Peninsula and a small
portion of land under common ownership, with some of the land located east of
Highway 97 (the "Peninsula") as follows:

-

-

Amend the land use designation for 2,725 acrescurrently designated
Agricultural to Rural Residential;
.
.
Amend the approximately 40 acres of land located on the east side of Highway
97 that is in common ownership with lands on the west side of Highway 97 from
Timber to RuraI Residential; and
Amend the land use designation for those lands currently designated Federal
Lands to include an overlay designation of Rkr&Qsidential in the event
ownership of these lands becomes private (approximately 181 acres, or 6
percent of the tand area on the Peninsula).

The appticant does not propose any changes to the tand located alons the lake at the
southeast portion east of Harlow Point of the Peninsula currently designated as Open
Space.
The requested amendments to the Comprehensive PLan are appropriate due to
'
----- ;n + h e actual conditions in the area, including that agricultural
--..-I.-f the land area has

Rand Wichman
Pase 2
December 16, 2005

gineers

Surveyors

Planners

the attached narrative. As such, w e respectfully request t h e Planning Department to
forward a Recommendation of Approval to both the Planning and Zoning
Commissioners and the County Commissioners.
If you have any questions, please contact me.

Sincerely,
J-U-B ENGINEERS, Inc.

Brad Marshall
Sr. Planner/Project Manager

Enclosure

c:

Powderhorn Communities, LLC

Koatenai County
Department of Legal Services
451 Government Way
P.O. Box 9000
Coeur dlAlene, ldaho 83816-9000
John Cafferty, Legal Counsel
Phone: (208) 4464620

Attorney fur Respondents

IN THE DlSTRlCf COURT QFTHE FIRST JUDlCIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOQTENAi

BRAD GILBERT, KIM GILBERT
SUSAN CHRlSTENSEN and KEVIN

CHRISTENSEN

VS.

KOOf ENAl COUNTY, a political subdivision
of the STATE OF IDAHO, acting through the
KOOTENAI COUNN BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS, in their official capacities,

TRANSCRIPTS
CASE NO. A-004-05

zb.,

-

!

FORE T H E K O O T E N A I COUNTY B O A R D O F
COMMISSIONERS

RE:

Case No. A-004-05
Administrative Appeal
Bradley and Kimberly Gilbert

DATE:

May 12, 2005

TIME:

10:OO a.m

PLACE:

M e e t i n g Room # I
Kootenai County Administration
Building
451 Government Way
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

COMMISSIONERS
PRESENT:

Commissioner Brodie
Commissioner Currie
Chairman Johnson

COMMISSIONERS
ABSENT:
STAFF PRESENT:

None
Rand Wichman
John Cafferty
J i l l Bowes
Mark Mussman
Dan Martinsen
Sandi Gilbertson
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1

ones that have t o determine and define what t h
.

I
I

I

2

actually s a y s for that building.

3

hardest decision, isn't it?

4

BY C O M M l S S l O N E R C U R R I E : W e l l , i t ' s a l i t t l e o n e , b u t i t ' s ...

5

BY COMMISSIONER BRODIE: (Inaudible).

6

B Y C H A I R M A N JOHNSON: B u t i t ' s a b i g ...

7

B Y C O M M l S S l O N E R CURR1E: J u s t d o n ' t t a k e t h i s w r o n g .

8

l i t t l e , i t i s a t i t t l e d e c i s i o n , b u t i t ' s d a r n b i g ...

9

BY CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: f o r the County.

The littfe ones are always the

It's a

?Q

BY C O M M l S S l O N E R CURRIE: For, f o r a l l the p e o p l e i n t h e

I

County. A n d i t ' s also darn big for t h o s e residents.

12

B Y C H A I R M A N J O H N S O N : U r n , hmm.

13

entertain a motion.

14

B Y C O M M l S S l O N E R B R O D I E : W e l l , I, I g u e s s I w i l l b i t e t h e

15

bullet, as i t were.

16

for f o u r t e e n years. And, most of those h a v e b e e n great warm,

17

wonderful exchanges.

18

h i s r e s p o n s i b i l i t y the u t m o s t o f , 1 m e a n , n o n e o f i t i s t a k e n

19

lightly.

20

f e e l that I w o u l d like t o m o v e t o d e n y this a p p e a l , w i t h t h e

21

c a v e a t t h a t , h u r r y up a n d g e t t h a t Z o n i n g M a p f i x e d , s o t h a t w e

22

don't go into this again.

23

COMMlSSlONER CURRIE: I am gonna e c h o , u h , C o m m i s s i o n e r

24

Brodie's comments on Rand Wichman.

Oh, I agree.

i would

This i s when i t ' s f u n t o be t h e Chairman.

Uh, I have worked w i t h our Planning Director
A n d I k n o w t h a t R a n d g i v e s t h i s job a n d

Urn, I , I f e e l I n e e d t o u p h o i d Rand's d e c i s i o n , a n d I

-

-

s

Uh, b u t I am, I very,
s t a n c e for myself,

,.,'

Kootenai County
Department of Legal Services
451 Government Way
P.O. Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816-9000
John A. Cafferty, Civil Attorney ISB #5607
Phone: (208) 446-1626
FAX: (208) 446-1 621
Attorney for DefendantslRespondents

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAl

NEIGHBORS FOR RESPONSIBLE
GROWTH, a non-profit, unincorporated
association; PRESERVE OUR RURAL
COMMUNITIES, a non-profit
unincorporated association; KOOTENAI
ENVIRONMENTAL ALLIANCE, INC., a nonprofit corporation; NORBERT and
BEVERLY TWILLMANN; GREG and JANET
TORLINE; SUSAN MELKA; MERLYN and
JEAN NELSON,

KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political
subdivision o f the STATE OF IDAHO acting
through the KOOTENAI COUNTY BOARD
OF COMMISSIONERS; S.J. "GUS"
JOHNSON, CHAIRMAN; ELMER R. "RICK"
CURRIE and KATIE BRODIE,
COMMISSIONERS, in their officiat
capacities; and KATIE BRODIE, personatly
and individually,
DefendantslRespondents.

Case No. CV-06-8574

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE
CATEGORY: I(1)(A)
FEE: Exempt

COMES NOW, JOHN A. CAFFERTY, Kootenai County Department of

Legal Services, and hereby gives notice to the plaintiFfs/petitioners and their
counsel of record, Scott A. Reed, that the undersigned appears on behalf of the
defendants/respondents in the above-entitled action, and that any papers or
pleadings to be served on the named defendantslrespondents, except service of
process, shall be served upon or delivered to the office of the undersigned.

DATED t h i s 2

7 %ay

of

GAL SERVICES
Attorney far Oefendants/Respondents

CERTIFlCATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 2'8 d a y of November, 2006, 1 served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed
to the'following:

V( U.S. Mail
[ ]
[ f
[ 'f

HAND DELIVERED
OVERNIGHT MAIL
TELEFAX (FAX) 208-765-51 17

Scott W. Reed
Attorney at Law
P.O. Box "A"
Coeur dJAlene,ID 83816

Scott W. Reed, ISB#818
Attorney at Law
P. 0. Box A
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
Phone (208) 664-2 161
F A X (208) 765-51 17
IN THE DISTXUCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAf

NEIGHBORS FOR RESPONSIBLE
GROWTH, a non-profit,
unincorporated association;
PRESERVE OUR RURAL
COMMUNITIES, a non-profit
unincorparated association;
KOOTENAI ENVIRONMENTAL
ALLIANCE, INC., a non-profit
corporation; N O R B E R T a n d
BEVERLY WILLMAIVN; GREG
and JANET TORLINE; SUSAN
MELIC4; MERLYN and JEAN
NELSON;
PlaintiffslPetitioners,

1
1
)
)
)

1
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

1
1
1
3

KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political
subdivision of the STATE OF IDAHO
acting through the KOOTENAI
C O U N T Y B O A R D O F
COMMISSIONERS; S.J. "GUS"
JOHNSON, CHAIRMAN; ELMER R.,
"RICK" C U M E and KATIE
BRODIE, COMIMISSIONERS, in their
official capacities; and KATIE
BRODIE, personally and individually,

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CV-06-8574

PETITIONERS' MOTION FOR STAY

Pursuant to Rule 84 (m), I.R.Civ.P., petitioners move this Court to stay
respondent Kootenai County from conducting the scheduled public hearings on
requests by Powderhorn Communities, LLC and others for changes in zoning
classification from Agricultural to Rural on Kootenai County Building and Planning
Department Cases Nos. 2-787-06, 2-788-06, 2-789-06, 2-790-06 and 2-79 1 -06.
Copies of the published Notice of Public Hearing are attached hereto, Said
public hearings should be stayed until such time as the Court enters a final decision
upon the Petition for Judicial Review of the change to the Comprehensive Plan.
Dated this 8th day of

Attorney for Plainti ffs/Petitioners

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I certify that a copy of the above and foregoing is sent by first class mail,
postage prepaid, this 8th day of December, 2006 to:
JOEIN CAFFERTY, ESQ.
KOOTENAI COUNTY DEPT, OF
LEGAL SERVI

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEAIRING
NOTICE IS REmBY G W N that the Kootenai County Hearing Examiner will
conduct a public headng at or after the hour of 6:W p.m. on December 21,2006 in the
Kootenai County Administration Building, Meeting Koom I., located pt 451 Govemmcnt
Way, Coeur d'AIcne, Idaho to consider &e follo*g:
Case Nol Z-787-M, s request by
Heartlaud, 5;LC for Powderborn Communities, LLC to change the z u h g
classification from Agriculturd to Rural on approrimately 260 acres. The site is located
on both sides of East Point Road, west of Highwy 97 on the.Powderhorn penhsda. The
sire is described as a portion of the 13 9i of Section 22 and a portion ofthe W % of Section
26, Township 48 North, Range 4 We& BM., Kootenai County, Idaho. A11 written
comments must be received ten (1 0) days prior to &e hearing data. Ifyou require special
accammodntions, please contact the Kootenai County BSuiIdingand Planning Department
s e w s (7) days prior to the public hearing. F d e r information may be obtained fmm the
Kaotenai County Building and Planning Department located at 451 Governear; Way,
Coeur dXAlene, ID 838 16-9000,(208)446- 1070.
.-.
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC REARING
NOTICE IS IIEREBY GWEN that the Kootenai County I-Iearing Examiner will
conduct a public hearing at or after the hour of 6:00 p.m. on December 21,2006 in the
Kootenai County Administration Building, Meeting Room 1, located at 451 Government
Way, Coew d'Alene, Idaho to consider the following: Case No. 2-788-06,a request by
Heartland, LLC for Charles BiaMey to change the zoning classification from
Agricultural Lo Rural on approximately 20 acres. The site is located on the south side of
East Point Road west of Highway 97 on the Powdcrhon peninsula. The site is descnied
as a portion of the NE '/a of Section 27, Township 48 North, Range 4 West, B.M.,
Kootenai County, Idaho. All written comments must be received ten (10) days prior to
the hearing date. If you require special accommodations, please contact the Kootenai
ComV Building and Planning Depaxtment seven (7) days prior to the public hearing.
Further idormation may be obtained &om the Kootenai County Building and Pllanning
D e p m e n t focated at 451 Govcrnmenr Way, Coeur d'Alene, T1) 83816-9000, (208) 4461070.

-

NOTICE IS m W B Y GWEN that the Kootcnai County Hearing Examiner will
conduct a public hearing at w after the how of 6:OO p-m. on December 27,2006 in fie
Kootenai County Administration Building, Meeting Roam 1. located at 451 Government
Way, Coeur dPAlene,Idaho to consider the following: Case Ne. 2-789-06,a request by
Heartland, LLC for East Point Farms, Inc to change the zoning classification h r n
Agricultural to 'Rural on approximately 390 acres. The site is located an both sides of
East Point Road and both sides of Highway 97 on ~IIG
Powderhorn peninsda. Thc site is
described a portion of Section 26, Township 48 North, Range 4 West, B.M., Kootenai
County, Idaho. A11 written commnis must be received ten 110) days prior to the hearing
date. If you require special accommodations, please contact the Kootenai County
Building and Planning Department seven (7) days prior to the: public hewing. Further
information may be obtained kom the Rooienai County Building and Planning
Depatzment: located at 45 t Government Way, Coem d' Alene, ID 838 16-9000, (208) 4461070.

NOTICE OF PUBLIC IIEARWC

I

I
I

I
I

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Kootenai County Hearing Examiner will
conduct a public hearing at or after the hour of 6:00 p.m. on December 21,2006 in the
Kootenai County Administration Building, Meeting Room 1, located at 451 Government
Way, Coeur d'Alene, Idaho to consider the following: Case No. 2-790-06, a request by
Beartland, LLC for H. F. Magauson and Coeur d'Alcne Land Co. to change the
zoning classification from Agricultural to Rural on approximately 100 acres. The site is
located approximately % mile south of East Point Road, west of Highway 97. The site is
described as a portion of the S ?hof Section 26, Township 48 North, Kmge 4 West, B.M.,
Kootenai County, Idaho. All written comments must be received ten (10) days prior to
the hearing date. If you require special accommodations, please contact the Koofenai
County Building and Planning Department seven (7) days prior to the public hearing.
Further information may be obtained from the Kootenai County Building and Planning
Department located at 451 Government Way, Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000, (208) 4461070.
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
NOTICE IS HEREBY GMCN that the Kootenai County Hearing Examiner will
conduct a public hearing at or after the hour of 6:00 p.m. on December 21, 2006 in the
Kootenai County Administration Building, Meeting Room I, located at 45 1 Govemment
Way, Coeur d'AIene, Idaho ro consider the following: Cnse No. 2-791-06, a request by
Heartland, LLC for BLA BAR, Inc to change the zoning classification Erom
Agriculmal to Rural on approximately 194 acres. The site is located on the south side of
East Point Road, west of Highway 97 on $hePowderhorn peninsula. The site is described
as a portion of the E '/z of Section 27, Township 48 North, Range 4 West, B.M.,Kootenai
County, Idaho. A11 written comments must be received ten (10) days prior to the hearing
date. If you require special accommodations, please contact %he Kootenai County
Building and Planning Department seven (7) days prior to the public hearing. Further
information may be obtained from the Kootenai County Building and Planning
Department located at 451 Government Way, Cocrur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000, (208') 4461070.

Scott W. Reed, ISBif818
Attorney at Law

P.0. BOX A

STATE OF 1%M10%?-r$j COUNTY OF KDOTEHAl
FILED:

2aD6 DEC 1 t

4: 20

Coeur d' Alene, ID 8381 6
Phone (208) 664-2 16t
FAX (208) 765-5 117

IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE FIRST JZIDICXAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
NEIGHBORS FOR RESPONSIBLE
GROWTH, a non-profit,
unincorporated association;
PRESERVE O U R RURAL
COMMUNITIES, a non-profit
unincorporated association;
KOOTENAI ENVIRONMENTAL
ALLIANCE, INC., a non-profit
corporation; NORBERT and
BEVERLY TWXLLMANN; GREG
and JANET TQRILINE; SUSAN
M E L U ; MERLYN and JEAN
NELSON;
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1
1
)
)

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
)
)

1
KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political
subdivision of the STATE OF IDAHO
acting through the KOOTENAI
C O U N T Y B O A R D O F
COMMISSZQNERS; S.J. "GUS"
JOHNSON, CHAIRMAN; ELMER R.,
"RICK" CURFtIE and KATIE
BRODIE, COMMISSIONERS, in their
official capacities; and KATIE
BRQDIE, personally and individuatly,

1
3

1
1
)
)

1

Case No. CV-06-8574

PETITIONERS' BRIEF tN SUPPORT OF
MOTION FOR STAY

Petitioners Neighbors for Responsible Growth et al have fled a Motion to
Stay Respondents Kootenai County from holding public hearing upon the five
applications of Powderhorn Communities, LLC for zone changes from Agricult~~ral
to Rural on the properties in the Amendment to the Comprehensive Plan requested
by Powderhorn Communities, LLC as agent for all entities now seeking zone
changes. The Kootenai County Board of Commissioners granted the request for
amendment of the Comprehensive Plan. These petitioners thereafter fled timely
appeal.
Rule 84 (m), 1.R.Civ.P. governing administrative appeals specifically provides
that ".

. .the

reviewing court may order, a stay upon appropriate terms." The

complete agency record and transcript has been ordered and paid for. This Court
has granted to respondents until December 14, 2006 to lodge the record and
transcript. Appropriate briefing will thereafter follow so that this case on appeal
may be heard and decided in a timely fashion.
As set forth in the Petition for Judicial Review, Powderhorn Communities,
LLC has plans for a mammoth development to be accomplished in phases for 1,300
residences, three private golf courses and equestrian facilities.

A delay in the rezoning hearings will not cause any hardship or
inconvenience of any kind to respondent Kootenai County.

The costs of

publication of notice of public hearings is borne by the developer, not the county.
As to Powderhorn Communities, LLC (which is not a party to these
proceedings, the delay of two or three months, if the amendment order is
confirmed, would in the big picture be minor.
On the other hand, if as petitioners seek, the amendment order is set aside,
the staying of the proceedings will have been of very substantial financial benefit
to Powderhom Communities, LLC in that it will not have incurred any expense in
taking action if the zone changes were granted after public hearing.
The first cause of action in the petition for judicial review sets forth the
substantive grounds for reversal of the Order of Decision granting the request to
amend the comprehensive plan. When the record and transcript are completed and
filed, the facts and law will be furnished by petitioners to support that reversal.
The second and third causes of action are not dependent upon the record and
transcript, but each is upon uncontested facts that justify judicial reversal. The
second cause of action is unlawhl ex parte communications by Commissioner Katie
Brodie with representatives of Powderhorn Properties, LLC on a site visit in on
October 4, 2006.

With the petition for judicial review is filed the Affidavit of Bev Twillmann
with an e-mail to County Attorney John A. Cafferty and photographs of
Commissioner Katie Brodie in private conversations with Stephen P. Walker 111,
project manager, and Rand Wichrnan, consultant.
In Eckert v. Bonner County, 139 Idaho 780, 86 P.3d 494 (2004), the Idaho
Supreme Court held that pursuant to Idaho Code 867-5253 ex parte communication
with a party to the administrative contested case was improper and grounds for
remand of the ultimate decision by the county commissioners. 139 Idaho at 786787.
The third cause of action is unusual, indeed unique, and certainly should fall
in the category of violation of the appearance of fairness, or, as it is labelled,

blatant conflict of interest.
Rand Wichman had been with the Kootenai County Planning and Building
Department for many years. He was listed as "Principal Planner" in 1993-1995
while the Comprehensive Plan was being developed and adopted. Rand Wichman
was the director to whom the original request for amendment of the comprehensive
plan was addressed by Powderhorn Communities, LLC on December 16, 2005.
Rand Wichman was director of the Planning and Building Department at the
time the public hearing before the Kootenai County Planning Commission on April

22, 2006 and when that commission on May 25, 2006 unanimously recommended
that the application is denied.
Rand Wichman resigned as director on June 16, 2006 and within one month
was a paid consultant for Powderhorn Communities, LLC participating actively in
all hearings and in the site visit of the Kootenai Co~mtyBoard of Commissioners.
It is generally recognized that it is an ethical violation for a public employee
upon leaving public employment to participate in any manner in any proceeding
which was ongoing at the time of his or her departure.
Federal law makes it a crime for any former employee ever in his or her
lifetime to communicate with or appear or influence any employee of the United
States in any matter in which the United States has an interest in which that former
employee ever participated personally. 18 USC $207 (a) (1).
The second prohibition is a two year bar after departure f?om employment
in connection with any matter in which the United States is a party or has an
interest. 18 USC $207 (a) (2). Initial limited research has disclosed that several
states and one .city have similar outright prohibitions upon participation in any
matter in which the former employee worked or in any matter for a year or two
that involved the same department. California, Political Refom Act, Government
Code Sections 87400-87406;
---'

Ohio Ethics Law, Ohio Revised Code (R.C.)
--a

-091

A?.

TnAiann

r o d e IC 4-2-6-1; New Jersey

State Ethics Commission, P.L. 1999, C. 274 52; 13 D - 17; City of Philadelphia
City Ethics Code; Pennsylvania Public Official and Employ Ethics Law 65
Pennsylvania Consolidated Statutes

5s 1101-1 114.

Copies of portions of these ethical standards are submitted with this brief.
Switching sides is prohibited for lawyers. If a lawyer individually or with a firm
leaves to join another firm, he or she cannot in any manner participate in any
matter in which he or she or anyone in the former firm was involved, Idaho Rules
of Professional Conduct, Rules 1.10 and 1.11.
Law firms are not here involve but the reason for the disqualification of
lawyers applies equally here. Rand Wichman would have actual and imputed
knowledge concerning everything related to the amendment for change in the
comprehensive plan. The last action taken before Wichman resigned was the
Planning Commission rejection presumably done with full knowledge of the
planning staff. Three weeks later Wichrnan stepped outside and went to work for
pay to reverse that decision.
This comment made in the 1995 Senate Report upon passage of one of the
federal prohibitions is relevant:
Public confidence in government has been weakened by a widespread
conviction that federal officials use public office for personal gain,
particularly after they leave government service.

S. Rep. No. 95-170 at 32 reprinted 1978 U.S.C.C.A.N. at 4298.

This preliminary briefing is intended only to show that petitioners have
colorable claims.
Finally, it is important to note that Rule 83 (m) 1.R.Civ.P. to stay of
administrative proceedings carries none of the heavy burden of a preliminary
injunction under Rule 65 1.R.Civ.P. There is no necessity to show irreparable
ham, nor likelihood of ultimate success nor to post security.

Postponements or delays in zoning hearings are requested, often sought by
,

the applicant or imposed by the government agency for a wide variety of reasons.

I

There is no need to balance the equities since the county will suffer nothing from

I

a stay.

r

Attorney for PlaintiffslPetitioners
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certi@ that a copy of the above and foregoing is sent by first class mail,
postage prepaid, this 11th day of December, 2006 to:

JOHN CAFFERTY, ESQ.
KOOTENAI COUNTY DEPT. OF
LEGAL SERVICES
45 1 GOVERNMENT WAY
DAHO 83816-9000

3,3TA?'EOF IDAHO
COUNTY OF K O O T E H A I ~ S
FILED:
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MISCHELLE R. FULGI-IAM
ISB #4623
PETER J, SMITH IV
ISB #6997
LUKINS & ANNIS. P.S.
Sfe 102
250 Northwest Bivd.
Coeur d' Alene. ID 838 14-297 1
Tefe~hone:
(208) 667-05 17
Facsimile No.: (509) 363-2478
Attornevs for A ~ d i c a nPowderhorn
t
Communities LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDXCIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO,
'

AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

NEIGHBORS FOR RESPONSIBLE
GROWTH, a non-profit unicorporated
i
association; PRESERVE OUR RURAL
COMMUNITIES, a non-profit unicorporated
association; KOOTENAI ENVIRONMENTAI
ALLIANCE, INC., a non-profit corporation;
NORBERT and BEVERLY TWILLMANN;
GREG and JANET TORLINE; SUSAN
MELKA; MERLYN and JEAN NELSON,
Plaintiffs,

K0OTENA.I COUNTY, a political subdivision
of the STATE OF IDAHO acting through the
KOOTENAl COUNTY BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS; S.3. "GUS"JOHNSON,
CHAIRMAN; ELMER R. "RICK" CURRIE
and KATIE BRODIE, COMMISSIONERS, in
their official capacities; and JUTIE BRODIE,
personally and individually,
Defendants.

I

NO. CV-06-8574
MOTION TO INTERVENE AS OF
RIGHT, MOTION FOR PERMISSIVE
INTERVENTION
Fee: $61.00
Fee Category: J(5)

COMES NOW Applicants Powderhorn Communities, LLC and Heartland LLC,
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 24(a) and 24(b) and move this Court for an order granting them the right to
intervene in this action as DefendantsIRespondents. This Motion is supported by the
authorities set out in the Memorandum in Support and the Affidavit of Mischelle R. Fulgham,
simultaneously filed herewith.
To the extent the Court finds it necessary, oral argument is requested.
DATED this 14th day of December, 2006.
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.

Attorneys for Applicant Powderhorn
Communities LLC

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 14th day of December, 2006, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
following:
Scott W. Reed
Hand-delivered
Attorney at Law
First-class Mail
401 Front St
Overnight Mail
P. 0 . Box A
Facsimile - 208-765-5 1 17
Coeur d' Alene, ID 838 16

John A. Cafferty
Kootenai County Legal
- Services
P. 0. Box 9000Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
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Hand-delivered
First-class Mail
Overnight Mail
Facsimile - 208-446- 1621

STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF HOOTEHAI}SS

FftEtt:

2006 DEC I !, FM 3: 1 8

MISCHELLE R. FULGHAM
ISB #4623
PETER J. SMTTH EV
ISB #6997
LUKlINS & ANNIS. P.S.
Ste 102
250 Northwest Blvd,
Coeur d' Alene. ID 838 14-297 1
Tele~hone:(208) 667-05 17
Facsimile No.: (509) 363-2478
Attornevs for A~plicantsHeartland LLC and Powderhorn Communities LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COTJNTY OF KOOTENAI
NEIGHBORS FOR ESPONSIBLE
GROWTH, a non-profit unicorporated
association; PRESERVE OUR RURAL
COMMUNITIES, a non-profit unicorporated
association; KOOTENAI ENVIRONMENTAL
ALLIANCE, N C . , a non-pr05t corporation;
NORBERT and BEVERtY TWILLMAW;
GREG and JANET T O U M ; SUSAN
MELKA; MERLYN and JEAN NELSON,

KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political subdivision
of the STATE OF IDAHO acting through the
KOOTENAI COUNTY BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS; SJ. "GUS" JOHnSON,
CHAIFWAN; ELMER R. "HCK" C U W E
and KATIE BRODIE, COMMISSIONERS, in
their oflicial capacities; and KATIE BRODIE,
personally and individually,
Defendants.

NO. CV-06-8574
AFFIDAVIT OF MISCHELLE R
FULGHAM
SUPPORT OF MOTION
TO INTERVENE AS OF RIGHT,
MOTION FOR PERMISSIVE
INTERVENTION

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Kootenai
MISCHELLE R. FULGHAM, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says as
follows:
1.

I am the attorney for Applicants Heartland LLC and Powderhorn Communities

LLC and have personal knowledge of the matters set forth in this affidavit.
2.

Heartland LLC is the Owner's Representative and the designated Applicant in

the Comprehensive Plan Amendment case presently before the Court in this matter. It is also
the Applicant for all five zone change cases currently pending and at issue in the Petitioners'
Motion for Stay.

3.

Powderhorn Communities LLC is the fee owner of real property located along

Lake Coeur d'Alene on the Powderhorn Peninsula in Kootenai County, Idaho. Powderhorn is
also an Applicant/Owner in one of the zone change cases at issue in the Petitioners' Motion for
Stay.
4.

Petitioners have brought this Petition for Judicial Review to invalidate the

decision of the Board of County Commissioners, Kootenai County, Idaho, November 9,2006,
to grant an Amendment to the Future Land Use Map of the Comprehensive Plan for Kootenai
County. Other than amending the map designation, no further revisions to the Comprehensive
Plan were requested or approved.
5.

The composition of the Board of County Commissioners, Kootenai County,

Idaho, will change on January 1,2007. The future Board, may not take an active role to sustain
the decision of the previous Board of County Commissioners in this matter. Thus, Applicant is
placed in the situation where its approval for a Comprehensive Plan amendment may not be
vigorously defended by the only existing DefendantIRespondent-Kootenai County. Because
the new, incoming Board of County Commissioners, Kootenai County, may not adequately
protect Applicants' interests and property rights in this appeal, Applicants have the right to
intervene and represent their legal interests.

Applicants Heartland and Powderhorn have an interest relating to the subject

6.

real property and the transaction which approved the Comprehensive Plan amendment which is
the subject of this appeal. These Applicants are so situated that without their intervention and
participation, the disposition of the action will, as a practical matter, impair, or impede the
Applicant's ability to protect that interest. Upon grating of this Motion to Intervene, no undue
delay or prejudice will result in the adjudication .
Therefore, the requirements of I.R.C.P. 24(a) and I.R.C.P. 24(b) have been met

7.

and Applicants should be granted leave to intervene.

SIGNED AND SWORN TO before

I

Kristine M. Scott

(Sea or St

W8tary Public
State of Idaho

this /&&day

of Decembef, 2006.

MY appointment expires:

!,a//$),LO

/o

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the
and correct copy of the foregoing
the following:
Scott W. Reed
Attorney at Law
40 1 Front St
P. 0. Box A
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83816

day of December, 2006, I caused to be served a true
by the method indicated below, and addressed to

John A. Cafferty
Kootenai County Legal Services
P. 0. Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, ID 838 16
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Hand-delivered
First-class Mail
Overnight Mail
Facsimile - 208-765-5 117
Hand-delivered
First-class Mail
Overnight Mail
Facsimile - 208-446- 1621
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MISCHELLE R. FULGHAM
ISB #4623
PETER J. SMITH IV
ISB #6997
LUKINS & ANNIS. P.S.
Ste 102
250 Northwest Blvd,
Coeur d' Alene. ID 83814-2971
Tele~hone:(2085 667-05 '17
Facsimile No.: (5095 363-2478
,i

Attomevs for Aw~iicantPowderhorn Communities LLC

I

IN THE DISTRfCT COURT OF THE FIRST SUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

1
i
1
I
1

I

NEIGHBORS FOR RESPONSIBLE
GROWTH, a non-profit unicorporated
association; PRESERVE OUR RURAL
COMMUNITIES, a non-profit unicorporated
association; KOOTENAI ENVIRONMENTAL
ALLIANCE, MC., a non-profit corporation;
NORBERT and BEVERLY TWILLMANN;
GREG and JANET TORLINE; SUSAN
MELKA; MERtYN and JEAN NELSON,
plaintiffs,

KOOTENA1 COUNTY, a political subdivision
of the STATE OF IDAHO acting through the
KOOTENAl COUNTY BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS; S.J. "GUS" JOHNSON,
CHAIRMAN; ELMER R. "RICK" C U M E
and KATIE BRODIE, COMMISSIONERS, in
their official capacities; and KATIE BRODIE,
personally and individually,
Defendants.

NO. CV-06-8574

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO INTERVENE AS OF
RTGHT, MOTION FOR PERMISSIVE
INTERVENTION

I

1

COMES NOW Applicants Powderhom Communities, LLC and Heartland LLC,
pursuant to I.R.C.P. 24(a) and 24(b). Applicants submit the following memorandum
supporting their motion to this Court for an order granting them the right to intervene in this
action as DefendantsIRespondents. Rule 24(a) provides:
Upon timely application anyone shall be permitted to intervene in an action: (1)
when a statute of the state of Idaho confers an unconditional right to intervene;
or (2) when the applicant claims an interest relating to the property or
transaction which is the subject of the action and the applicant is so situated
that the disposition of the action may as a practical matter impair or
impede applicant's ability to protect that interest, unless the applicant's
interest is adequately represented by existing parties.
I.R.C.P. 24(a) (emphasis added).
In the alternative, Applicant moves this Court pursuant to I.R.C.P. 24(b) for permissive
intervention in this action as Respondent. Rule 24(b) provides:
Upon timely application anyone may be permitted to intervene in an action: (1)
when a statute confers a conditional right to intervene; or (2) when an
applicant's claim or defense and the main action have a question of law or
fact in common. When a party to an action relies for ground of claim or defense
upon any statute or executive order administered by a federal or state
governmental officer or agency or upon any regulation, order, requirement, or
agreement issued or made pursuant to the statute or executive order, the officer
or agency upon timely application may be permitted to intervene in the action.
In exercising its discretion the court shall consider whether the intervention
will unduly delay or prejudice the adjudication of the rights of the original
parties.
I.R.C.P. 24(b) (emphasis added).
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 24(a), Heartland LLC and Powderhorn LLC claim an interest in the
"transaction which is the subject of this action." The Board of Commissioners for Kootenai

County signed an Order of Decision, changing the County' Comprehensive Plan future land use
map designation for the Powderhorn Peninsula from Agricultural to Rural. That is to say, these
Applicants, Heartland and Powderhorn, obtained a favorable decision from the Board of
County Commissioners, amending the County's Comprehensive Plan. That favorable
Comprehensive Plan decision has been appealed and is the "subject of this action." I.R.C.P.
24(a)(2). These Applicants seek to intervene in order to protect their interest in that decision.
Contrary to Rule 24(a), these Applicants' interest may not be adequately represented by
the existing parties. The PlaintiffsRetitioners are adverse to these Applicants' interests and
only Kootenai County has been named and served as a Defendanmespondent. Kootenai
County is a political subdivision of the State of Idaho. Its elected officials do not have the
same vested interested in seeing their Comp. Plan amendment upheld. Kootenai County's
participation in this appeal is not adequate to represent the interest Heartland and Powderhorn
have in preserving the Commissioners' Comp. Plan amendment.
In order to intervene permissively under I.R.C.P. 24(b), these Applicants must establish
that their "claim or defense and the main action have a question of law or fact in common." Id.
Because Heartland and Powderhorn seek to preserve the Rural Comp. Plan land use designation
adopted by the Commissioners, and the Plaintiffsh'etitioners herein seek to overturn it,
common questions of law and fact exist. The same decision, the same facts, the same
procedures, and the same legal issues are presented in their claims attacking the
Commissioners' Order and in our defenses seeking to uphold the Commissioners' Order of
Decision.

This intervention will not unduly delay or prejudice the adjudication of the rights of
Kootenai County or Neighbors for Responsible Growth, et. al. Instead, Heartland and
Powderhorn could suffer great prejudice of not allowed to intervene. Thus, Rule 24(b) is
satisfied and this Motion should be granted.
This motion is support by the Affidavit of Mischelle R. Fulgham served with this
motion.
DATED this 14th day of December, 2006.

LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.

Communities L a

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 14th day of December, 2006, I caused to be served a true and
correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to the
folkowing:
Scott W. Reed
C
3
Hand-delivered
Attorney at Law
lEl
First-Class Mail
401 Front St
CJ
Overnight Mail
P. 0. Box A
El
Facsimile - 208-765-5 117
Coeur d'Alene, ID 838 16
John A. Cafferty
Kootenai County Legal Services
P. 0. Box 9000
Coeur dfAlene, ID 83816
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Hand-delivered
First-class Mail
Overnight Mail

STATE Of IDAHfi
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FILEC:
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MISCHELLE R. FULGHAM
ISB #4623
PETER J. SMITH IV
ISB #6997
LUKNS & ANNIS, P.S.
Ste 102
250 Northwest Btvd.
Coeur d'Alene. ID 838 14-2971
Telephone: (208) 667-05 17
Facsimile No.: (5095 363-2478
Attornevs for POWDERHORN COMMUNITIES LLC and HEARTLAND LLC

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF ZDAHO, EN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

'

NEIGHBORS FOR XCIESPONSIBLE
GROWTH, a non-profit unicorporated
association; PRESERVE OUR RURAL
COMMUNITIES, a non-profit unicorporated
association; KOOTENAI ENVIRONMENTAL
ALLIANCE, MC., a nan-profit corporation;
NORBERT and BEVERLY TWTLLMANN;
GREG and JANET TORLINE; SUSAN
MELKA; MEWYN and JEAN NELSON,
Plaintiffs,

KOQTENAI COUNTY, a political subdivision
of the STATE OF ZDAHO acting through the
KOOTENAl COUNTY BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS; SJ. "GUS"JOKNSUN,
CHAIRMAN; ELMER R. "RICK" CUNUE
and KATIE BRODIE, COMMISSIONERS, in
their official capacities; and KATIE BRODIE,
personally and individual1y,
Defendants,
and

POWDERHOW COMMUNlTZES LLC, and
HEARTLAND LLC

NO. CV-06-8574
AFFIDAVIT OF STEVE WALKER

1

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
County of

)

e\~~s.,&p_1:ss.

STEVE WALKER, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and says:
i)

1 am the managing member of Heartland, LLC.

Heartland, LLC is the applicant for changes in zoning classification from
ii)
Agricultural to Rural which is scheduled for a hearing before the Kootenai County Hearing
Examiner on December 2 1,2006.
iii)

Heartland, LLC is making the request on behalf of five property owners:

Powderhom Communities, LLC, Charles Blakley, East Point Farms, Inc., H.F. Magnuson and
Coeur d'Alene Land Co., and BLA BAR, Inc. (hereinafter "Property Owners").
iv)

Heartland, LLC has been actively preparing for the public hearings.

This preparation has involved the hiring of expert witnesses and arranging their
v)
travel to Kootenai County, Idaho for the hearings.
vi)

The stay requested by the Petitioners will adversely affect Heartland, LLC and

the Property Owners.
vii)

All plans prepared by Heartland, LLC must be changed commensurate with any

delay causing unnecessary expense to Heartland, LLC and the Property Owners.
viii)

Heartland, LLC and the Property Owners have spent in excess of $30,000.00

getting ready for the five public hearings.
ix)

Any delay will cause Heartland, LLC and the Property Owners to re-incur this

expense.
x)

The estimated cost to the Property Owners of a delay of three (3) months is in

excess of $20,000.00 in interest expense and other carrying costs.

Fax sent by

EL PASEO BaNK

: 7688621866

DATED this /+day

of &&w (lf ,2006.

1

State of California

:3s

County of-

rj>

1r 3-b
on Qakl=-&fore me,

1
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pexsonafly appeared STEVE WALK%:R)(or proved to me on the basis
of satisfactory evidence) to be the persan@-whose name(@ is/at.e subscribed to the within
hstnment and acknowledged to me that he/-xecuted
the same in hish&h&r
authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/ha&hiwignames(s) on. the instrument the person(s),
or the entity upon behalf of which the pel.son(s) acbd, executed the instrument.
WlTbZSS my hand and ofEcid seal.

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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1 hereby certify that on the
day of December, 2006,1 caused to be served a true
and correct copy of the foregoing document by the method indicated below, and addressed to
the following:

Scott W. Reed
Attorney at Law
40 1 Front St
P. 0. Bax A
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83816

Hand-delivered
First-class Mail
Overnight Mail
Facsimile - 208-765-5 1 17

John A, Cafferty
Services
Kootenai County Legal
P, 0 . Box 9000 Coeur d'Aiene, ID 838 16

Hand-delivered
First-class Mail

PETER J. SMITH TV

STATE OF IOAHO
COUNTY OF H ~ T E H A I ~ S
FILE?:

2805 DEC 15 PH 4: 52
MISCHELLE R. FULGHAM
IS%#4623
PETER J. SMITH IV
IS% #6997
LUKINS & ANNIS, P.S.
Ste 102
250 Northwest Blvd.
Caeur d' Alene. ID 838 14-2971
Tete~hone:(208) 667-05 X 7
Facsimile No.: (5091 363-2478
Attorneys for POWDERHORN COMMUNITIES LLC and HEARTLAND LLC

INTHE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
NEIGHBORS FOR RESPONSXBLE
GROWTH, a non-profit unicorporated
association; PRESERVE OUR RURAL
COMMUNITIES, a non-profit unicorporated
association; KOOTENAI ENVIRONMENTAL
ALLIANCE, INC.,a non-profit corporation;
NORBERT and BEVERLY TWILLMAW;
GREG and JANET TORLINE; SUSAN
MELKA; MERLYN and JEAN NELSON,

Plaintiffs,

KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political subdivision
of the STATE OF IDAHO acting through the
KOOTENAl COUNTY BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS; S.J. "GUS" JOHNSON,
CHAIRMAN; ELMER R. "RICK" CURRIE
and KATIE BRODZE, COMMISSIONERS, in
their official capacities; and KATIE BRODIE,
personally and individually,
Defendants,
and
POWDERHORN COMMUNITIES LLC, and
HEARTLAND LLC

NU. CV-06-8574
POWDERHORN COMMUNITIES LLC
AND HEARTLAND LLC'S
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO
MOTION FOR STAY

I

POWDERHORN COMMUNITIES LLC and HEARTLAND LLC (hereinafter
collectively referred to as "Powderhorn") proposed lntervenors/Respondents.' file this
memorandum in opposition to Petitioners' Motion for Stay filed on December 11,2006.

ISSUE
Whether the public hearings on Powderhorn's request for a zone change should be
stayed until such time as the Court enters a final decision upon Petitioners' Petition for Judicial
Review of the Comprehensive Plan.

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND
On December 8,2006, Petitioners filed a Motion for Stay. This motion asks this Court
to stay Kootenai County from conducting a scheduled public hearing on five requests for
changes in the zoning classification of certain real property.2 Petitioners assert that the public
hearings should be stayed until the District Court rules on a Petition for Judicial Review also
filed by Petitioners on November 15,2006.~Petitioners noticed their Motion for Stay for
hearing before this Court on December 18,2006.~
On December 11, 2006, Petitioners filed a brief in support of their motion for stay.'

I

Powderhorn filed a motion to intervene on December 14,2006. The motion is set for hearing on December 18,
2006 at 1:30 p.m.
* PETITIONERS' MOTIONFOR STAYfiled December 8,2006.
Id.
---'
U c A awrc filed December 8,2006.
A

IT--.--

On December 14, 2006, Powderhom moved to intervene in this action. Powderhom
will be adversely and directly affected by any delay of the public hearing. As a result,
Powderhom files this opposition to Petitioners' Motion for Stay

RULE
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure Rule 84(m) states:

Unless otherwise provided by statute, the Jiling of a petition for
judicial review with the district court does not automatically stay
the proceedings and enforcement of the action of an agency that is
subject to the petition. Unless prohibited by statute, the agency
may grant or the reviewing court may order, a stay upon
appropriate terms.
Rule 84(m) provides little guidance to the district court on when it should stay a
proceeding before an agency after the filing of a petition for judicial review. Unfortunately, no
case law has addressed Rule 84(m). The Rule does not automatically impose a stay. The Rule
does not require the Court to impose a stay if requested. The Rule states that the reviewing
court p-gy order a stay UPOM ap~rooriateterms. Rule 84(m). A plain reading of the Rule lends
support to the reasonable conclusion that the reviewing court should hesitate to impose a stay
unless unusual circumstances merit, and unless appropriate terms are imposed.
Rule 84(m) gives the district court the power to enjoin further proceedings before an
agency. In essence, the district court is ordering an injunction. Though not expressly required
by Rule 84(m), it is prudent for the district court to examine the issue of a stay as it would a
request for an injunction. The detrimental impact on Powderhom is the same whether a stay or

an injunction is imposed. Thus, the legal analysis regarding whether to impose a stay or an
injunction and the bond requirement should likewise be the same.
Rule 84(m) is very similar to Idaho Code 5 67-5274 (Idaho Administrative Procedure
Act) which states:
The filing of the petition for view does not itsew stay the
effectiveness or enforcement of the agency action. The agency may
grant, or the reviewing court may order, a stay upon appropriate
terms.

Unfortunately, no Idaho Courts have determined when a stay under Idaho Code 675274 is appropriate. However, other state courts, interpreting similar provisions of their
administrative procedure act, have held that the court should apply a standard similar to the
review of the request for an inj~nction.~
Granting an injunction is within the sound discretion of the district court.7 An
injunction should not be ordered unless the party against whom the relief is sought is violating,
or threatens to violate, some right of the party seeking the remedy.8 The object of injunctive

',park City Hosp. v. Commission on Hosp. & Health Care, 14 Conn. App. 413,422 (Corn. App. 1988) (stating
"in passing upon an application for a stay of enforcement of an agency order or decision, the proper standard for
the court to apply is the 'balancing of the equities' test. Among the 'equities' to be placed on the scales, of course,
are the general equitable considerations which are involved in the issuance of a temporary injunction to preserve
the status quo pendente lite."'). See also Grz@n Hospital v. Commission on Hospitals & Health Care, 196 Conn.
451, 459 (1985) (stating that in determining whether to grant a stay the court must balance the equities and
"among the 'equities' to be placed on the scales, of course, are the general equitable considerations which are
involved in the issuance of a temporary injunction to preserve the stahls quo pendente lite.");
7
Conley v. Whittlesey, 133 ldaho 385,985 P.2d 1127 (1999); Miller v. Ririe Joint School Disf. No. 252, 132 Idaho
385.973 P.2d 156 (1999).
"
" - . cd-..--*-7n ldnho 202. 164 P, 89 (1917).

relief is to prevent threatened and probable injuries to the party seeking the remedy.9
Generally, grounds for injunctive relief are irreparable injury and inadequacy of legal
remedies.1° in each case, the district court must balance competing claims of injury and must
consider the effect on each party of granting or withholding the requested relief.'' Injunctions
should only be granted where irreparable injury is actually threatened." No such grounds exist
in this case.

ANALYSIS
Petitioners ask this Court to stay the zone change hearings for a number of reasons.
Though each reason presents a slightly different twist, the common theme in Petitioners'
argument is that the Motion for Stay should be granted because no party will be adversely
affected by such a stay. This argument lacks legal merit and is not supported by the record.
The ~dtitioners'arguments in favor of their Motion for Stay and Powderhorn's specific
responses are as follows.
First, Petitioners claim a stay of the rezoning hearings will not cause any hardship or
~
County has not responded or addressed this
inconvenience to Kootenai ~ o u n t y . 'Kootenai
assertion. However, Powderhorn waited nearly a year for a decision from Kootenai County on
its previous land use application. This delay was primarily due to difficulties in scheduling
hearing dates with the Kootenai County decision makers. Thus, if Powderhorn's previous
Lorsen v. Village of Lava Hot Springs, 88 Idaho 64,396 P.2d 471 (1964); Cazier v. Economy Cash Stores, 71
Idaho 178,228 P.2d 436 (1951).
' O Shoshone-Paiute Tribe v. U.S., 889 F . Supp. 1297 (D. Idaho 1997).
Id.
1 2 Miller, 132 Idaho at 385,973 P.2d at 156.
-..--,.-" " f i ~ r n x r ona STAY
filed December 11,2006 at page 3.

"

--

scheduling difficulties with Kootenai County are any indication, then it is likely a similar delay
would occur in this matter. That is, if the presently scheduled five zone change hearings are
vacated, then it will be extremely difficult and inconvenient for Kootenai County to find time to
reset the five hearings.
Second, Petitioners claim a stay will not cause hardship or inconvenience to
Powderhorn. According to Petitioners, the adverse effect of delay "would in the big picture be
minor."14 This statement is not only conjecture by Petitioners, it is untrue. Petitioners have no
knowledge of how a stay will affect Powderhorn and have absolutely no factual basis for such
i adversely and directly affect Powderhorn in the following
an assertion. Moreover, a delay yJ
ways:
All witnesses (including several who are flying here from out of state solely for the
'

hearing) must change travel plans at the last minute. It is simply too close to the
hearing to cancel and reschedule flights in a reasonable manner and at a reasonable rate.
These last minute cancellations will cause unnecessary expense and inconvenience to
Powderhorn, its representatives, and expert witnesses;
All travel plans must be changed commensurate with the delay causing unnecessary
expense to Powderhorn;
Powderhorn has spent in excess of $30,000.00 in legal fees, expert witness fees, and
planning consultant fees preparing for the five public hearings and responding to public
comments in the record. A delay will cause these expenses to he incurred in the future

..
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for Stay filed December 11,2006 at page 3.

when Powderhom prepares again for the five public hearings. While some work can be
recycled, any delay will result in the opposition submitting more comments and raising
more issues, to which Powderhom will have to respond.
The experts hired by Powderhom have reviewed their reports and are prepared to testify
on Thursday. Powderhom will have to pay their fees, even if the hearings are cancelled
and these experts do not testify at this time. Should they be recalled to testify at a later
date, then given the amount of time Petitioners' appeal may take, the experts will again
charge fees to review their reports and to again prepare to give testimony. Such a delay
will adversely and directly affect Powderhom.
Third, Petitioners claim that a stay will result in a "very substantial financial benefit" to
~owderhom.'~
Again, such a statement is pure conjecture and has no basis in reality. The
work necessary to prepare for Thursday's hearing has been done. The expert witness fees and
legal expenses have been incurred and spent. There simply is no significant cost savings to be
had by Powderhorn at this point. As stated above, Powderhom will be substantially
economically harmed by a stay.
Moreover, Petitioners' statement belies their argument for a stay. Petitioners do not
claim they will be adversely affected if the hearings continue. Petitioners do not claim
Kootenai County will be adversely affected if the hearings continue. Petitioners claim they are
looking out for the "financial benefit" of Powderhom by asking for stay of the hearings.
Though Powderhom appreciates Petitioners concern, Powderhom can look out for itself and

vigorously seeks to go forward with the five hearings as currentiy scheduled. It has a due
process right to be heard on its pending applications.
Powderhorn has weighed the adverse effects of a stay against the adverse effects of
proceeding despite the petition for judicial review. If Powderhorn does move forward and
ultimately the Board of Commissioners' decision to allow amendment to the Comprehensive
Plan is overturned, onty Powderhorn will be at risk of harm. This is a risk Powderhorn is
willing to assume, Powderhorn concludes that the adverse effects of the former are greater than
the adverse effects of the latter, Thus, Powderhon opposes a stay of the hearings.
The majority of the Petitioners' Brief in Support of Motion for Stay argues the merits of
its Petition for Judicial ~ e v i e w . The
' ~ causes of action in the Petition for Judicial Review are
not before this Court in this proceeding. Petitioners fail to show why such a discussion is
relevant to their Motion for Stay. Moreover, as stated above, if this Court rules in Petitioners'
favor on the Petition for Judicial Review, the only party adverselv affected will be Powderhorn.
Petitioners fail to show how a continuation of the hearings will adversely affect them.
Fourth, Petitioners will not suffer any adverse affect if the zone change hearings go
forward on Thursday as scheduled because the hearings will not result in any final decisions.
The hearings are set before the Kootenai County Hearing Examiner. The Hearing Examiner
does not issue any sort of a final order and he is not authorized to grant any sort of a permit.
Instead, the Hearing Examiner will merely make a recommendation to the Board of County

Commissioners. Thus, the Petitioners will not be prejudiced in any way by the Hearing
Examiners' recommendation.
Fifth, Petitioners state that Rule 83(m) "carries none of the heavy burden of a
preliminary injunction under Rule 65."" Petitioners cite no authority to support this statement.
However, regardless of whether the burdens of Rule 65 apply to Rule 83(m), the fundamental
reason injunctive relief or a stay is granted is because the party requesting such an injunction or
stay will be adversely affected by the absence of it." Petitioners fail to show how a
continuation of the hearings will adversely affect them.
Sixth, although Powderhorn strongly contends a stay is not warranted in this action, if
the Court considers vacating or delaying the hearings, then a bond, i.e. "special terms" under
Rule 84(m) are required. As the prejudiced party, Powderhorn is entitled to compensation for
the adverse impact it will suffer upon cancellation of the hearings. Based upon the affidavits of
Powderhorn representative James Foxx, and Heartland representative Steve Walker, (Heartland
also represents the five property owners: Powderhorn Communities, LLC, Charles Blakley,
East Point Farms, Inc., H.F. Magnuson and Coeur d'Alene Land Co., and BLA BAR, Inc.) a
reasonable bond for a 3 month delay would be $20,000. Such an amount should be paid into
the Court's registry before any stay is imposed.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, Powderhorn requests the Court deny Petitioners' request for a stay. Rule
84(m) does not normally contemplate or provide for automatic stays in land use appeals and
D-nr*nhffiRc3

RRIF.FIN SUPPORTOF MOTION
FOR STAY filed

December 1 1,2006 at page 7.

Petitioner has completely failed to show how it will be harmed or prejudiced in its appeal if the
zone change hearings go forward. Because the zone change hearings on Thursday will merely
result in recommendations from the Hearing Examiner, no actual harm to Petitioners is
possible. Contrarily, the risk of harm and prejudice to Powderhorn and the five property
owners with pending applications, is substantial. Over $30,000 of work has gone into
preparations for these hearings. Cancellation of the hearings will result in new issues being
raised by the opposition over the intervening months, and new evidentiary reports having to be
prepared by Powderhom in response. A bond of at least $20,000 is necessary to protect
Powderhorn in the event the Court cancels the hearings and grants a stay.
The five applicants have a due process right to proceed with their hearings. Pursuant to
Rule 84(m), no basis exists for a stay, and no special terms in the form of a bond have been
posted. As a result, this Court should deny Petitioners' Motion because Petitioners will not
suffer any harm if the hearings go forward and Petitioners failed to demonstrate proper grounds
for a stay.

DATED this 15th day of December, 2006.

TSB #4623
PETER J. SMITH 1V
ISB #6997
Attorneys for Proposed
IntervenoriRespondent
Powderhorn Communities, LLC

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
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the following:
Scott W. Reed
Attorney at Law
40 1 Front St
P. 0. Box A
Coeur d' Alene, ID 838 16
John A. Cafferty
Kootenai County Legal Services
Pa0.Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, ID 838 15
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Facsimile - 208-765-5 1 17
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Park City Hospital v. Commission on Hospitals and Health Care et al.
No. 5470
Appellate Court of Connecticut

14 Conn. App. 413; 542 A.2d 326; 1988 Conn. App. LEXIS 175
December 11,1987, Argued
May 17,1988, Decided
PRlOR HISTORY: [***I]
Appeal from the decision of the named defendant granting the application of the defendant Medical Management Corporation to open a surgical facility, brought to
the Superior Court in the judicial district of Fairfield,
where the court, Burns, J., on the plaintiff's applications
for a stay,and for restraining orders pending appeal, renjudgment dismissing the appeal from which the
plaintiff appealed to this court.
DISPOSITION:
No error.
COUNSEL:
Sigmund L. Miller, with whom was George P.
D'Amico, for the appellant (plaintiff).
Paul J. Lahey, assistant attorney general, with
whom, on the brief, were Joseph I. Lieberman, attorney
general, and Richard J. Lynch, assistant attorney general,
for the appellee (named defendant).
Arnold Sbarge, for the appellee (defendant Medical
Management Corporation).
JUDGES:
Borden, Daly and Bieluch, Js. Daly, J., concurs.
Bieluch, J., dissenting.

OPINION:
[*414] [**327] The plaintiff appeals from the
judgment of the trial court dismissing its administrative
appeal for lack of subject matter jurisdiction. The plaintiff challenges the procedure by which the court determined that it was not aggrieved by the decision of the
named defendant, [***2] the commission on hospitals
and health care commission^, nl We find no
nl We note that the plaintiff does not challenge the substance of the trial court's determination that it failed to plead or prove aggrievement
properly. After briefs were filed, the plaintiff
sought leave to add this issue to its statement of
the issues and to file a supplemental brief. That
request was denied by this court. Therefore, our
review is limited to the manner in which the court
proceeded to make that determination.
In January, 1983, the commission granted a certificate of need to the defendant [**328] Medical Management Corporation (MMC) to establish an ambulatory
surgical facility in Bridgeport. The proceedings of the
commission in connection with MMC's application for a
certificate of need were conducted pursuant to the Uniform Administrative Procedure Act (UAPA), General
Statutes f J 4-166 through 4-189.
[*415] The plaintiff, an intervenor in those pro.
.'-- - - - - - - ~ - o ~ ~ ~ nrtinn
n'~
hv filing an

..
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the decision of the commission. The commission, in its
answer, denied the plaintiffs allegation of aggrievement.
During the pendency of the appeal, the plaintiff filed
an "amended application for stay and restraining order
pending decision of this appeal." The purpose of the application for stay, pursuant to General Statutes S. 4-183
(c), was to prevent the opening of MMC's surgical facility pursuant to the certificate of need, pending a final
decision by the trial court.
Hearings were held on the plaintiffs application for
stay on various dates over the course of two months. At
the commencement of those hearings, the court directed
the parties to present and to argue the facts constituting
the alleged aggrievement. The court stated that, unless
the plaintiff could show that it was aggrieved by the
commission's decision, the court lacked subject matter
jurisdiction over the appeal. n2
n2 At the commencement of the hearing, the
court pointed out: "It's a jurisdictional matter.
Unless there is a finding of aggrievement, the
court is hound by the Baldwin Piano [sic] case, if
you will, and numerous others, that unless the
court can make a finding that the plaintiff is aggrieved, and [that] has been alleged in the
amended application [for stay], as well as in the
original application, as well as in the original appeal . . . I take the position, which may he a strict
constructionist, if you will, the court has no jurisdiction to render any relief whatsoever, has no jurisdiction to address the issue in chief, and has no
authority to grant any relief ancillary thereto by
way of stay. . . [N]umerous cases . say once
the issue has been raised, and the court can raise
it suo mot0 with respect to the jurisdiction matter
. . . that has to be decided before I can take one
fbrther step. . . . I don't think I can differentiate
between aggrievement for the purpose of this
hearing, and aggrievement for the purpose of the
hearing in chief, if you will. I go back to what I
said before about being a strict constructionist on
jurisdiction. I think the cases are quite clear that 1
cannot take one step further unless an issue of jurisdiction has been resolved, and I have no jurisdiction to hear the matter unless aggrievement
has been established. . . . I raised the issue of aggrievement. It was raised in the pleadings, and I
would presume that that would be the first order
nf husineqs. to eet something on the record con-

.

..

[*416] On March 5, 1986, the plaintiff withdrew its
application for stay because MMC's surgical facility had
been in operation for several months. On March 7, 1986,
the court filed its memorandum of decision, concluding
that the plaintiff had not established aggrievement. The
court therefore dismissed the plaintiffs appeal for lack of
jurisdiction. This appeal followed.
The plaintiff claims that the court erred in dismissing its appeal because (1) the only matter before the
court was the plaintiffs application for stay, and (2) the
application under consideration was withdrawn prior to
the filing of the decision on that application. We disagree.
Appeals from the decisions of state agencies are
governed by the UAPA, which provides in pertinent part:
"A person who has exhausted ail administrative remedies
available within the agency and who is aggrieved by a
final decision in a contested case is entitled to judicial
review by way of appeal under [the UAPA]. . . ." (Emphasis added.) General Statutes § 4-183 (a). Pleading
and proof of facts which constitute aggrievement are
essential prerequisites to the trial court's subject matter
jurisdiction over an administrative appeal. [***5] Ribicoff v. Division of Public Utility Control, 38 Conn. Sup.
24, 26-27, 445 A.2d 325 (1980), affd, 187 Conn. 247,
445 A.2d 324 (1982); Beckish v. Manafort, 175 Conn.
415. 419, 399 A.2d 1274 (1978). As such, aggrievement
is a threshold issue which is determined without reference to whether the claims of enor on appeal are meritorious. Ribicoff v. Division of Public Utility [**329]
Connol, supra, 27.
The plaintiff makes much of the fact that the pleadings in this case were not closed. We note first, however, [*417] that the commission had filed an answer in
which it denied the plainties allegations of aggrievement. Therefore, as between the plaintiff and the agency
whose decision was being challenged, the pleadings were
closed. n3
n3 The state of the pleadings with respect to
MMC, the other appearing defendant, is less
clear. No answer to the complaint was ever filed
by MMC. A motion for default for failure to
plead was filed by the plaintiff against MMC on
August 9, 1985. Later, while the court was hearing the evidence presented on the application for
stay, MMC filed a request to revise, to which the
plaintiff objecled and with which it subsequently
complied in part without further ruling by the

.. .
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Furthermore, we note that, on the basis of the commission's denial of the plaintiffs allegations of aggrievement, the trial court directed the parties to address
the issue of aggrievement in the course of the hearing on
the application for stay, and gave clear indication to the
parties that the evidence adduced would be considered
on the issue of whether the court had subject matter jurisdiction over the appeal. See footnote 2, supra. Lack
of subject matter jurisdiction may be raised at any time.
Baldwin Piano & Organ Co. v. Blake, 186 Conn. 295,
297, 441 A.2d 183 (1982); Arseniadis v. Arseniadis, 2
Conn. App. 239, 242, 477 A.2d 152 (1984). A trial court
may act on its own motion when the lack ofjurisdiction
is brought to its attention. Valley Cable Vision, Inc. v.
Public Utilities Commission, 175 Conn. 30, 32, 392 A.2d
485 (1978); Lenge v. Goldfarb, 169 Conn. 218, 222, 363
A.2d 110 (1975); see also Practice Book 5 145. n4
"Whenever the absence of jurisdiction of the court is
brought to its attention, the matter must be decided before [***7] any further action is taken." East Side Civic
Assn. v. Planning & Zoning Commission. [*418] 161
Conn. 558, 559, 290 A.2d 348 (1971); Baldwin Piano &
Organ Co. v. Blake, supra, 297. Therefore, the court was
authorized to take up the question of subject matter jurisdiction at !his juncture in the proceedings.
n4 "[Practice Book] Sec. 145. -- Waiver and
subject matter jurisdiction.
"Any claim of lack of jurisdiction over the
subject matter cannot be waived; and whenever it
is found after suggestion of the parties or otherwise that the court lacks jurisdiction of the subject matter, the court shall dismiss the appeal."
Similarly, the plaintiffs argument that the trial court
acted improperly because it considered the question of
subject matter jurisdiction when the only matter brought
before it for decision by the parties was the application
for stay, is of no merit. As discussed above, the court is
permitted to consider the question of subject [***8] matter jurisdiction at any time and may do so on its own
motion. Practice Book $ 145. Having given the parties
proper notice that it intended to decide whether the plaintiff had sufficiently pleaded and proved aggrievement to
give it jurisdiction over the appeal, the court was within
it- discretion in addressing this issue in the context of the

-

...

threshold issue of aggrievement, or subject matter jurisdiction, which must be determined without reference to
whether the claims of error raised in the administrative
appeal are valid. Ribicof v. Division of Public Utiliw
Control, supra. Likewise, the plaintiffs argument that
more evidence of aggrievement could have been presented at some later hearing on the merits is unavailing
where the question involved was one of subject matter
jurisdiction, and where the plaintiff received fair notice
that the facts going to [***9] prove aggrievement adduced at the hearing on the application for stay would be
considered on the issue of subject matter jurisdiction.
Thus, even the subsequent withdrawal of the plaintiffs
application for stay did not deprive the court of [*419]
its authority to raise [**330] the issue of aggrievement
or its responsibility to address that threshold issue, once
it had been raised and litigated pursuant to proper notice
to the parties that the issue would be addressed by the
court based on the evidence and arguments presented at
the hearing.
The plaintiffs arguments to the contrary are premised upon a fundamental misunderstanding of the role
that subject matter jurisdiction plays in the operation of
our judicial system. Jurisdiction over the subject matter
goes to the competency of a court to render a valid
judgment. 1 E. Stephenson, Connecticut Civil Procedure
(2d Ed.) $ 3 (b). Its limits on the authority of the judiciary are established by our legislature and cannot be
waived or modified by the parties. Lenge v. Goldfarb,
supra; Arseniadis v. Arseniadis, supra.
It is true that the timing of the procedure [***lo]
adopted by the trial court in this case was unorthodox,
and we do not hold that a court should undertake to adjudicate aggrievement whenever an application for a stay is
presented in an administrative appeal. Ordinarily, the
court should not do so. The preferable procedure is to
adjudicate that issue pursuant to a properly presented
motion to dismiss based on lack of aggrievement, or
when the administrative appeal is assigned for hearing on
its merits. Under the circumstances of this case, however, we conclude that the court did not err in choosing
to address the issue of aggrievement at an early stage in
the proceedings after affording the parties adequate notice of its intention to do so.
The dissent's insistence on the need for compliance
with the rules regarding the raising of subject matter jurisdiction pursuant to a motion to dismiss or at the hearing on the merits, with which we have no quarrel in general, overlooks two factors particular to this case. First,
-'-;-+iffdid not at anv time object to the [*420]
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Thus, the plaintiff is deemed to have waived any procedural error committed by the court in adopting its unorthodox procedure. Second, just as a court may, without a
formal motion to dismiss, sua sponte raise the issue of
subject matter jurisdiction later in the proceedings than is
called for by the rules; see Lenge v. Goldfarb, supra;
Arseniadis v. Arseniadis, supra; it may also do so earlier
than is called for, at least in the absence of an objection
to that procedure.
Similarly, the dissent's assertion of a due process
violation misses its mark in this case. The essence of
due process in a case like this is whether there was adequate notice of the procedure, and a full and fair opportunity to litigate the issue in question. Har'rd
Federal
Savings & Loan Assn. v. Tucker, 196 Conn. 172, 176-77,
491 A.2d 1084, cert. denied, 474 U.S. 920. 106 S. Ct.
250, 88 L. Ed. 2d 258 (1985). The court gave adequate
notice to the plaintiff of its intention to determine the
issue of aggrievement, and [***I21 the parties fully
litigated and briefed that issue over a period of two
months.
There is no error

DISSENT BY:

I

DISSENT:
Bieluch, J., dissenting.

I cannot agree with the conclusion of the majority
opinion supporting the admittedly unorthodox procedure
of the trial court. The action of the court in dismissing
the administrative appeal, when called upon to consider
only the plaintiffs application for a stay, was not only
unorthodox and unprecedented, but also unwarranted,
illegal and a denial of due process notwithstanding "notice of its [*421] intention to do so." The majority's
finding that the notice given was adequate is without
basis in fact. The court's announced shift at the hearing
from the plaintiffs request for a 'stay to the plaintiffs
claim of aggrievement in its administrative appeal cannot
be called "adequate notice" of an improper procedure.
Notice of an illegal procedure does not clothe it with
legality because of such warning.
[**3311 The questioned procedure was admitted by
the trial court to be without precedent. The court explained its action in this manner: "I do not think I can
differentiate between aggrievement for the purpose of
this hearing, and aggrievement for [***I31 the purpose
* .
. .- -L:-L- .c ..-....,;II
I rln nnt know

.

ment, yes or no. And then if I do find aggrievement,
then I would make a ruling with respect to the stay. But
f think the two of them are one of those peculiar things
where they are sort of wrapped up in each other. . . . I
am not sure that this has been really addressed in any
appellate case per se, but as I have indicated before, that
is the way I look at it. If you are not aggrieved, you are
out for this purpose and it is just one of those things that
just happened to come in. That it was not set down for a
hearing-on aggrievement per se. But I think as the case
goes along that I can treat it for that purpose."
The right of the plaintiff to a stay pending an administrative appeal under General Statutes j 4-183 (c) of
the Uniform Administrative Procedure Act (UAPA)
should not be merged with the right of the plaintiff to
take the appeal under 5 4-183 (a). This is self-evident in
the provision of 5 4-183 (c) that "[tlhe agency may
grant, or the [***I41 reviewing court may order, a stay
upon appropriate terms." That the plaintiff sought a stay
[*422] from the court in this instance, rather than from
the agency, should not expand the issue before the court;
in either forum, the only question for resolution is the
plaintiffs entitlement to a stay of the enforcement of the
agency's decision under 5 4-183 (c) pending the later
determination of the administrative appeal.
In passing upon an application for a stay of enforcement of an agency order or decision, the proper
standard for the court to a~illv
. is the "balancing of the
equities" test. Grijjin Hospital v. Commission on Hospitals & Health Care, 196 Conn. 451, 459-60, 493 A.2d
229 (1985). "Among the 'equities' to be placed on the
scales, of course, are the general equitable considerations
which are involved in the issuance of a temporary injunction to preserve the status quo pendente lite." Id., 460.
The trial court in its consideration of the plaintiffs motion before it for a stay of the administrative decision did
not even purport to apply the standard required for its
decision. If one may analogize the couXs [***I51 action, it was as if the court dismissed an action for a permanent injunction when it was asked only to rule upon
an application for a temporary injunction.

..
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The issues before a trial court are defined by the particular matter submitted to it. As the majority opinion
states, aggrievement is placed before the court for adjudication "pursuant to a properly presented motion to
dismiss based on lack of aggrievement, or when the administrative appeal is assigned for hearing on its merits,u
The majority calls that procedure "preferable,u call it
,,.an,,;eaA
.U.,U.L'CU.

The court's memorandum of decision justified its

14 Conn. App. 413, *; 542 A.2d 326, **;
1988 Conn. Apr). LEXIS 175, ***
of the decision entered by the commission giving approval to [the defendant Medical Management Corporation] [*423] for construction of a surgicenter. The matter was heard on various dates commencing on August
15, 1985, and concluding on October 15, 1985. During
the course of the hearing, the court raised the issue as to
whether any relief could be granted unless the plaintiff
could establish that it was aggrieved by [***I61 the
commission's decision. . . . After discussion of the issue
with counsel, the court ruled that the hearing would encompass the issue of aggrievement. . . . The basis of the
plaintiffs claim of aggrievement is contained in paragraph 15 of the complaint: . . . This paragraph was denied by the defendant commission, thereby putting the
matter of aggrievement in issue. At the time of the hearing, no answer [**332] had been filed by the defendant
MMC." n l Simply put, the court made and applied its
own procedural rule ipso facto. In that, it erred.
n l Nor had an answer been filed by the remaining two defendants, St. Vincent's Medical
Center and Bridgeport Hospital.
"The Superior Court is empowered to adopt and
promulgate rules 'regulating pleading, practice and procedure in judicial proceedings in courts in which they
have the constitutional authority to make rules, for the
purpose of simplifLing proceedings in the courts and of
promoting the speedy and efficient determination of litigation upon its merits. Such [***I71 rules shall not
abridge, enlarge or modify any substantive right. . . .'
General Statutes $ 51-14 (a)." Steadwell v. Warden, 186
Conn. 153, 162, 439 A.2d 1078 (1982). No single judge
may usurp that power from the entire judiciary. Orderly
procedure and due process in the administration of justice requires the uniform application of the rules of practice properly adopted by the authorized body.
The procedural rules for civil actions apply to administrative appeals. Practice Book $ 256. The order of
allowed pleadings is prescribed in Practice Book 5 112.
The schedule or time for pleadings is set by Practice
[*424] Book 3 114. Only when the pleadings of the
parties have terminated in an issue or issues of fact decisive of the merits of the case "shall [it] be placed on the
trial list." Practice Book $ 253. "[Iln an administrative
appeal, the plaintiff shall file his brief within thirty days
after the filing of the defendant's answer and the return of
the record; the defendant's brief shall be filed within
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thirty days of the plaintiffs brief. Within seventy-five
days of the filing of the defendant's answer and the return
of the record, the [***I81 case shall be placed, without
the need for a claim, on the trial list for administrative
appeals." Practice Book 5 257.
In appeals under the UAPA, the appeal shall be confined to the record and "[tlhe court, upon request, shall
hear oral argument and receive written briefs." General
Slatules .f 4-183 0. A hearing is required in all administrative appeals under the provisions of General Statutes
$ 51-197b (a). "Due process is the keystone of our system ofjustice. A fair trial is the touchstone of due process. The principal component of a fair trial is a fair hearing after fair notice." Shaw v. Planning Commission, 5
Conn. App. 520, 525, 500 A.2d 338 (1985). "'An elementary and fundamental requirement of due process in any
proceeding which is to be accorded finality is notice reasonably calculated, under the circumstances, to apprise
interested parties of the pendency of the action and afford them the opportunity to present their objections.'
Mullane v. Central Hanover Bank & Trust Ca., 339 U.S.
306, 314 [70 S. Ct. 652, 94 L. Ed. 8651 (1950). Failure
to give notice violates 'the most rudimentary [***I91
demands of due process of law! Armsbong v. Manzo,
380 U S . 545, 550 [85 S. Ct. 1187, 14 L. Ed. 2d 621
(1965). See also World-Wide Volkwagen Corp. v.
Woodson, 444 U.S. 286, 291 [I00 S. Ct. 559, 62 L. Ed.
2d 4901 (1980); Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U S . 319, 333
[96 S. Ct. 893, 47 L. Ed. 2d 181 (1976); Zenith Radio
Corp, v. Hazeltine Research, Inc., 395 U.S. 100, 110
[*425] [89 S. Ct. 1562, 23 L. Ed. 2d 1291 (1969); Pennoyer v. NefJ 95 U.S. 714, 733 [24 L. Ed. 5651 (18781."
Peralta v. Heights Medical Center, Inc., 485 U.S. , 108
S. Ct. 29, 99 L. Ed. 2d 75 (1988).
The plaintiff was denied a fair hearing at a properly
noticed trial on the issue of its aggrievement by the administrative decision appealed from. The premature and
unanticipated "hearing" given the plaintiff on the issue of
aggrievement to take the administrative appeal where the
only question before the trial court was the plaintiffs
entitlement to a stay [***20] of execution was improper
and a denial of due process. "The fact that the pleadings
were not closed restricts the authority of the trial court to
render permanent judgments on pending claims." Doublewal Corporation [**333] v. Toffolon, 195 Conn.
384, 391, 488 A.2d 444 (1985).
For these reasons, I would find error.
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Appeal from a decision of the defendant commission,
which rejected the plaintiffs budget proposal for fiscal
year 1985 and ordered the adoption of an alternate
budget which the commission deemed acceptable,
brought to the Superior Court in the judicial district of
Ansonia-Milford, where the court, Rotlman, J., on application by the plaintiff, ordered a stay of enforcement of
the commission's order pending the plaintiffs appeal;
from that order, the defendant appealed to this court.
DISPOSITION:

No error.
COUNSEL:

Thomas J. Ring, assistant attorney general, with
whom were Richard J. Lynch, assistant attorney general,
and, on the brief, Joseph I. Lieberman, attorney general,
and Maite Barainca, assistant attorney general, for the
appellant (defendant).

A. Searle Pinney, with whom, on the brief, were Jeffrey B. Sienkiewicz and Michael S. McKenna, for the
appellee (plainti@.
JUDGES:
Healey, Shea, Dannehy, Aspell and F. Hennessy, Js

[*452] [**230] Pursuant to the requirements of
General Statutes 5 19a-156 (a) the plaintiff hospital
submitted to the defendant commission on hospital and
health care for its approval a [***2] proposed operating
and capital expenditures budget for the fiscal year 1985
(October 1, 1984, through September 30, 1985). The
commission disapproved the budget as submitted and
ordered substantial reductions in operating expenses,
revenues and capital expenditures. The hospital appealed
the commission's order pursuant to General Statures 5 f
19a-158 and 4-183 to the Superior Court. In conjunction
with its appeal the hospital applied for a stay of the
commission's order until the appeal should be decided in
the trial court. After a hearing the court issued a stay
subject to several conditions. From this judgment staying the order until a decision on the merits of the appeal
in the trial court, the commissio~after obtaining certification under General Statutes 5 52-2654 on the grounds
"that a substantial public interest is involved and that
delay may work a substantial injustice," has appealed to
this court, nl
nl in Laurel Park, Inc. v. Pac, 194 Conn.
677, 678-79 n.1, 485 A.2d 1272 (1984). we determined that appeals certified pursuant to Genera1 Slatutes f 52-26% are not subject to the final judgment restriction upon our jurisdiction imposed by General Statutes f 52-262.

196 Conn. 451, '
1985 Conn. I
provision of the Uniform Administrative Procedure Act,
General Statutes P; 4-183 (c), relied upon as authority for
the stay, is inapplicable to administrative appeals involving the hospital rate regulation function of the commission; (2) that the trial court in reaching its decision did
not employ the appropriate legal standard for staying an
order of an administrative agency; and (3) that the stay,
even with the conditions imposed, does not adequately
protect the interests of patients or uphold the regulatory
powers of the commission.
The plaintiff Griffin Hospital is a nonprofit institution that operates a 281 bed acute care general hospital in
Derby. Its proposed operating budget for the 1985 fiscal
year would provide $42,454,000 of "net patient revenue"
and allow $39,210,000 of operating expenses. Its capital
expenditures budget was $ 1,917,000. The defendant
commission, after a hearing upon the proposed budget,
ordered that net patient revenues be reduced to $
31,114,000 and that capital expenditures be limited to $
5 17,000.
Upon the hospital's appeal from this [***4] order
and its application for a stay thereof, following an evidentiary hearing that occupied two trial days, the court
ordered a stay subject to the conditions that 20 percent of
the revenues received in excess of those allowed under
the commission's order should be held in escrow, that
patients' bills contain a notice of possible refunds, and
that the hospital report monthly to the commission its
revenues and the amount held in escrow.
The hospital had also appealed the commission's order of reductions in its operating and capital expenditures
budget for the 1984 fiscal year. The trial court, Curran,
J., had ordered a stay pending the outcome of that appeal
and also had imposed conditions similar [*454] to those
contained in the order before us, including a 20 percent
escrow provision. A judgment on the merits of that appeal was rendered on June 19, 1984, and the case was
remanded to the commission for further proceedings to
correct its order concerning the 1984 budget in accordance with the decision.
The claim of the commission that 5 4-183 (c) of the
Uniform Administrative Procedure Act (UAPA) is inapplicable when an appeal is taken from orders relating to
hospital [***5] budgets is based upon the assumption
that, absent commission approval, none of the proposed
charges or expenditures may be implemented. The
commission analogizes its function in approving hospital
..
*
.L - 0
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See Connecticut Light & Power Co. v. Public Utilities
Control Authorip, 34 Conn. Sup. 172, 175, 382 A.2d
1003 (1977). This feature of rate regulation by that
agency is based upon a statutory provision that expressly
prohibits a public service company from charging rates
in excess of those previously approved. General Statutes
f 16-19. No comparable provision is found in the statutes defining the powers of the commission on hospitals
and health care; General Slatutes P; P; 19a-145 through
19a-166; though its ultimate authority to control rates
and budgets, after an opporlunity for judicial review,
cannot be disputed. See Hospital of St. Raphael v.
Commission on Hospitals & Health Care. 182 Conn.
[***6] 314, 317, 438A.2d 103 (1980).
General Statutes P; 19a-158 provides expressly that
health care institutions aggrieved by a decision of the
commission may appeal in accordance with 5 4-183 of
[*455] the UAPA. Under subsection (c) of 5 4-183
such an appeal does not automatically stay enforcement
of an agency decision, but either the court or the agency
may grant "a stay upon appropriate terms." See Laurel
Park, Inc. v. Pac, 194 Conn 677, 686, 485 A.2d 1272
(1984). The commission, while recognizing that 5 4-183
(c) literally empowers a court to stay a commission order
when an appeal is taken, contends that such a stay cannot
affirmatively authorize a budget that has been disapproved by that agency. We perceive no such limitation
on the broad authority given to a court by 5 4-183 (c) to
order "a stay upon appropriate terms.'' Stays of enforcement of the orders of an administrative agency frequently
have the effect of permitting the continuation of activities that normally require a license or other authority
from an agency to be conducted legally. When a person
appeals from the revocation of or refusal to renew his
license or from orders affecting the operation of [***7]
a business, a stay necessarily sanctions for its duration
conduct that has been disapproved by the controlling
agency.

The provision for "a stay upon appropriate terms''
gives the court broad authority to fashion appropriate
relief to protect the interests of all those involved during
the pendency of an administrative appeal. The court,
therefore, was not confronted with a Hohson's choice of
adopting wholly the budgets favored by either the hospital or the commission. In granting a stay upon "appropriate terms" it could modify those proposals or effectuate its own budgetary plan as a modus vivendi.
The commission claims next that the trial court used
- = - - A
:- A - - i A i n n
tn orant a qtav.
The
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equities" test had been followed. This test was defined
as "a test which weights the equities and balances the
harm that may be suffered by the Appellant as the result
of the enforcement of the Agency order or the decision,
pending the appeal, against the public harm that may
result from delaying the effectiveness [***8] of the Order or Decision." The court appears to have followed the
language contained in a trial court decision; Connecticut
Life & Health Ins. Guaranty Assn. v. Daly. 35 Conn.
Sup. 13, 16-17, 391 A.2d 735 (1977); which adopted the
balancing test suggested in 2 Cooper, State Administrative Law, p. 629. See McCarthy v. Freedom oflnformalion Commission, 35 Conn. Sup. 186, 188-89, 402 A.2d
1197 (1979).
The state argues for a more demanding test in granting a stay, such as that developed by the federal courts in
appeals arising under the federal administrative procedure act. Hamlin Testing Laboratories, Inc. v. United
States Atomic Energy Commission, 337 F.2d 221, 222
(6th Cir. 1964); Virginia Petroleum Jobbers Assn. v.
FPC, 259 F.2d 921, 925 (D.C. Cir. 1958). This standard
for a stay was applied in another trial court decision,
Waterbury Hospital v. Commission on Hospitals &
Health Care, 30 Conn. Sup. 352, 354-55, 316 A.2d 787
(1974). The federal standard focuses upon: (1) the likelihood that the appellant will prevail; (2) the irreparability
of the injury to he suffered from immediate implementation of the agency order; (3) the effect of [***9] a stay
upon other parties to the proceeding; and (4) the public
interest involved. n2 These concerns are not incompatible with the "balancing of the equities" test used [*457]
by the trial court. The particular factors specified in the
federal standard undoubtedly warrant consideration by
the trial court in the balancing process.
n2 This federal standard is similar to the
1981 version of the Model State Administrative
Procedure Act, 14 U.L.A. (1985 Sup.) 9 5-111
(c), which provides:
"(c) If the agency has found that its action on
an application for stay or other temporary remedies is justified to protect against a substantial
threat to the puhlic health, safety, or welfare, the
court may not grant relief unless it finds that:
"(1) the applicant is likely to prevail when
the court finally disposes of the matter;
"(2) without relief the applicant will suffer irrevarable injury;
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"(4) the threat to the public health, safety, or
welfare relied on by the agency is not sufficiently
serious to justify the agency's action in the circumstances."
This standard under the 1981 revision is applicable only after an agency has denied a requested stay and claims that such denial "is justified to protect against a substantial threat to the
public health, safety, or welfare." In the present
case no such application was made or denied and
no such finding is contained in the record. Our
own adaptation of the Model Administrative Procedure Act under the title, Uniform Administrative Procedure Act, General Statutes 5 5 4-166
through 4-189, has not been amended to incorporate 8 5-1 11 (c) of the 1981 revision.
[***I01
In the analogous situation of a temporary injunction
to preserve the status quo until the rights of the parties
can be determined after a full hearing on the merits, we
have said that "the court is called upon to balance the
results which may be caused to one party or the other,
and if it appears that to deny or dissolve it may result in
great harm to the plaintiff and little to the defendant, the
court may well exercise its discretion in favor of granting
or continuing it, unless indeed, it is very clear that the
plaint@is without legal right." (Emphasis added.) Olcon
v. Pendleton, 128 Conn. 292, 295, 22 A.2d 633 (1941).
This criterion necessarily requires consideration of the
probable outcome of the litigation. Decisions of our trial
courts have frequently referred to the burden of an applicant to show a reasonable degree of probability of success before a temporary iniunction to preserve the status
quo may be granted. ~onnecticut~ t a i eMedical Society
v. Connecticut Medical Service, Inc., 29 Conn. Sup. 474,
477-78, [*458] 293 A.2d 794 (1971); Hopkins v.
Hamden Board of Education, 29 Conn. Sup. 397, 417,
289 A.2d 914 (1971); Torrington [***ll] Drive-ln
Corporation v. 1.A.T.S.E.MP.M 0 . Local 402, A.F.L., 17
Conn. Sup. 416, 418 (1951) The need to show an irreparable loss unless the status quo is preserved has also been
often mentioned. Covenant Radio Corporation v. Ten
Eighty Corporation, 35 Conn. Sup. 1, 3, 390 A.2d 949
(1977); Colchester v. Reduction Associates, Inc., 34
Conn. Sup. 177, 185, 382 A.2d 1333 (1977). The cases
have also alluded to the harm likely to be sustained by
other parties as well as the puhlic from preservation of
the status quo. Connecticut Assn. of Clinical Laboratories v. Connecticut Blue Cross, Inc. 31 Conn. Sup. 11 0,
"'
A
7 x 8 11971): Martino v. L. D. DeFelice &
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justing the rights of the parties during the pendency of
litigation until a final determination on the merits. See
Stocker v. Waterbury. 154 Conn. 446, 451, 226 A.2d 514
(1967); Sisters of St. Joseph Corporation v. Atlas Sand,
Gravel & Stone Co. I20 Conn. 168, 176-77, 180 A. 303
(1935). We have indicated that the same [***I21 principles are pertinent to the "due administration of justice"
criterion of Practice Book 5 3065 in deciding whether a
stay following a judgment in the trial court should be
terminated while an appeal is pending in this court.
Northeastern Gas Transmission Co. v. Benedicl, 139
Conn. 36, 42-43. 89 A.2d 379 (1952). It is not possible to
reduce all of the considerations involved in stay orders to
a rigid formula, however, as the commission claims the
federal standards to require.
While we thus approve the "balancing of the equities" test employed by the trial coud, we do not in its
application eschew such factors as the likely outcome of
the appeal, the irreparahility of the prospective harm
[*459] to the applicant, or the effect of delay in implementation of the order upon other parties as well as upon
the public interest. We have vested a large measure of
discretion in trial judges in terminating or granting stays
and, upon review, the issue usually is whether that discretion has been abused. Hartford v. Hartford Electric
Light Co., 172 Conn. 13, 14, 372 A.2d 130 (1976);
NortheasFrn Gas Transmission Co. v. Benedict, supra,
41. The court in announcing [***I31 the judgment from
the bench at the conclusion of the trial in this case did
not specify what ingredients had entered into the conclusion reached from balancing the equities "that more harm
would be suffered by the Griffin Hospital, were the court
not to grant the stay, than the other way around." The
parties, however, had filed elaborate trial briefs discussing the very claims raised in this appeal, including the
factors to be considered under the federal standard.
These were supplemented after completion of testimony
by unrecorded oral arguments in which the parties presumably discussed the same contentions. Since no further articulation of the basis for the judgment has been
sought from the trial court, we cannot ascertain precisely
what factors were considered in arriving at the conclusion that the balance of the equities favored granting a
stay upon the conditions specified. "We have frequentiy
indicated that if an appellant requires amplification or
clarification of the factual basis of a decision to present
his claims of error he should seek a further articulation
from the trial court." Newington v. General Sanitation
Sewice Co., 196 Conn. 81, 84, 491 A.2d 363 (1985).
[***I41 We cannot assume, as the commission con-
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In sum, the claim that the court applied the wrong
standard must be rejected because we approve the
[*460] "balancing of the equities" test that was used.
Among the "equities" to he placed on the scales, of
course, are the general equitable considerations which
are involved in the issuance of a temporary injunction to
preserve the status quo pendente lite. These include the
concerns specified in the federal standard, which appear
to have been derived from the same equity source. The
failure of the trial court to refer to them specifically in
rendering judgment does not, in the absence of a request
for further articulation, imply that they were ignored in
the balancing process used.
In arguing that the court applied an inappropriate
standard, the commission claims that the hospital failed
to make "any showing" in respect to (1) irreparable injury and (2) the probability of overturning the agency
order. Our review indicates sufficient support [***I51
for the stay in both these respects. There was testimony
that the hospital would experience serious difficulties in
rebilling patients for additional charges if its proposed
1985 budget should be upheld on appeal and that substantial amounts of revenue would he irretrievably lost.
Many programs and facilities, such as the emergency
department, the psychiatric department, the teaching
program, and one medical-surgical unit would have to be
closed immediately. These services presumably would
have to be reestablished if the appeal should he successful.
With respect to the likelihood of success, the hearing
on the stay did not purport to explore fully the merits of
the hospital's appeal, but the court did have the benefit of
the decision concerning the 1984 budget appeal, in which
$ 2,150,000 was restored to the hospital's operating
budget and $ 689,000 to its capital budget. Although this
1984 budget decision has since been appealed to this
court, where it is still pending, it was significant with
respect to the merits of at least some of the issues, hecause the commission used its [*461] 1984 budget order as the basis for its action on the 1985 budget. It does
not appear that [***I61 at the hearing on the stay in this
case the commission made any counter proposal to allow
the hospital to collect revenues for 1985 in accordance
with the 1984 budget decision. Although that decision
might well have served as a guideline for the trial court
in fashioning the conditions of the stay, in the absence of
such a suggestion by the commission, we find no abuse
of discretion in the failure to have done so. In any event
the earlier decision could be viewed by the court as indicating that some of the hospital's contenlions had suh-
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The remaining claim is that the stay as ordered did
not adequately protect the interests of patients or uphold
the regulatory powers of the commission. The central
issue raised is whether the trial court abused its discretion in concluding from the evidence that the circumstances warranted a stay upon the conditions imposed.
See Harrford v. Harford Electric Light Co., supra, 14;
Northeastern Gas Transmission Co. v. Benedict, supra,
41.
The commission claims that, since the purpose of a
stay is to preserve the status quo pending the outcome of
a suit, the court should have required that all of the revenue [***I71 collected by the hospital in excess of that
authorized in the revised 1985 budget ordered by the
commission be placed in escrow instead of only 20 percent, as provided in the stay order. From the testimony
presented, however, the court could reasonably have
found that the amount ordered to be escrowed would be
sufficient to reimburse any patients who might ultimately
prove to have been overcharged. It appeared that only 10
percent of the patients paid their charges directly. ~ b o u t
45 percent of hospital revenues came from Medicare
patients whose bills were not paid on the basis of [*462]
the rates established by the hospital but according to a
schedule of fixed charges for services set by federal authorities. Blue Cross payments provided 30 percent of
patient reyenues and these are subject to a discount of 11
percent at the end of the year. n3 Commercial insurers,
who ordinarily do business on a continuing basis with the
hospital, paid the remaining 15 percent of patient revenues. n4 A 20 percent escrow had been established in the
stay order issued pending the appeal of the hospital's
1984 budget. There was testimony that if both the 1984
and 1985 budget appeals were wholly [***IS] unsuccessful, the amount of the resulting refund would be $
3,800,000, of which $ 2,400,000 would have accumulated under the 20 percent escrow. Of the balance of $
1,400,000 to he refunded, $ 1,000,000 was presently
available from unrestricted funds donated to the hospital,
leaving $ 400,000 to be obtained from lenders or other
sources. The evidence, therefore, provides support for
the conclusion of the court that the 20 percent escrow,
together with other hospital resources, provided sufficient security for any refunds which might ultimately be
required. An escrow of the full amount of revenues collected above the amounts authorized by the commission
was not required on the basis of the evidence presented
to give adequate assurance that any necessary refunds
would be made.
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n3 It is not clear from the testimony how the
amount of the liability of the hospital for refunds
to Blue Cross would have been affected by this
discount arrangement. If the provision for the
discount were applicable only to the charges as
billed in accordance with the hospital's proposed
budget and were inapplicable to the rates as established by the commission, there would be a
substantial reduction in this potential liability.
The failure of the commission to request a further
articulation on this point makes it impossible to
ascertain what reliance the court placed upon this
testimony in determining that a 20 percent escrow
was adequate.
[***I91

n4 The potential liability of the hospital for
refunds to commercial insurers would not differ
essentially from its liability to self-payers. The
court might have concluded, however, that these
institutional payers, by virtue of their ongoing indebtedess to the hospital as a result of their continuing business relationship, required less protections in the form of an escrow than individual
self-payers.
[*463] The commission argues also that the effect
of the stays granted in both the 1984 and 1985 budget
appeals, as well as the delays incidental to a final resolution of them, have seriously undermined the commission's regulatory authority. The basis for this claim is
that the failure of the hospital to reduce its expenses to
the level approved by the commission by curtailing its
staff and services will increase the hardship entailed in
the event that compliance with the commission's orders
is ultimately required. While we recognize that the delay
in the implementation of the order of the commission
does detract from its effectiveness, this consideration
must be balanced against the inequity [***20] of compelling the hospital to make staff and service reductions
which may be found after judicial review to have been
unwarranted. Given the large discretion vested in the
trial courts in such matters, we cannot say that the delay
in implementation of the commission's order, if it is ultimately upheld, necessarily outweighs all the other considerations involved.
There is no error.
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OPINION BY: MIKEL H. WILLIAMS
OPINION:
[* 12981 REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION
AND ORDER

INTRODUCTION
Each of the three captioned cases challenge the legal
sufficiency of the Air Force in Idaho, Final Environmental Impact Statement, (January 1992). (Hereafter AF
EIS). The AF EIS covered three proposals. The [*I2991
first proposal governed the establishment of a composite
aircraft wing at the Mountain Home Air Force Base
(MHAFB). The second proposal related to the modification of existing airspace to accommodate Air Force and
Idaho Air National Guard flying activities. The third
proposal was to analyze the environmental suitability of
a proposal made by the Governor of the state of Idaho,
Cecil Andms, to create a new state managed air-toground training range to be used by the Air Force and the
Idaho Air National Guard. As stated in the AF EIS, if the
State's proposed range was found to be operationally
suitable and the area's environmental resources appeared
generally capable [**4] of accommodating a range, then
the Air Force would conduct a subsequent environmental
analysis.
The Court has before it a Motion for Partial Summary Judgment filed by Plaintiffs in Greater Owyhee
Legal Defense (GOLD) v. Department of Defense, Civil
No. 92-0189-S-HLR (Docket No. 83); a Motion for Partial Summary Judgment in Shoshone-Paiute Tribe v.
United States of America, Civil No. 92-0185-S-HLR
(Docket No. 60); and a Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment in Owen v. United States of America. Civil
No. 92-0188-S-HLR (Docket No. 65). In addition the
Court has before it a Motion to Strike and Objections to
Declaration of Peter E. Bogy filed in GOLD v. Department of Defense, supra (Docket No. 104).
The parties' corresponding motions for partial summary judgment address the manner in which the third
proposal was treated in the AF EIS. Plaintiffs contend
that the Air Force violated established law by failing to
conduct a full environmental impact analysis on the proposed Idaho Training Range (ITR) at the time it studied
and reported on the first two proposals. Plaintiffs argue
that the two actions, the beddown of the composite air"
--" *"- nvnnn.inn of air-to-Eround [**5]
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Defendants have generally responded that correct
procedures were followed when the initial EIS, examining the composite wing beddown, determined that the
ITR would be operationally viable, and then a subsequent EIS examined the ITR in depth. A draft EIS on the
ITR was completed in November of 1993 but no final
EIS has. been released. While the United States has not
filed a formal motion for partial summary judgment, a
request for summary judgment in favor of the United
States on the same claims has been made pursuant to
Rule 56@), Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
While the Plaintiffs have challenged the legal sufficiency of the AF EIS as it relates to the first two proposals, i.e. the beddown of the composite wing and the
modification of existing air space, the focal point of this
litigation has been the legal question of whether or not
the ITR proposal should have been reviewed for potential environmental consequences in accordance with the
National Environmental Policy Act, 42 U S C . § 4321, 5
4331 et. seq., or whether the Air Force correctly separated the beddown [**6] of the composite wing and establishment of the ITR into two separate EISs.
JURISDICTION
U.S. District Judge Harold L. Ryan has referred all
pretrial matters to this Court in a Second Order of Reference filed May 18, 1994 (Docket No. 78). Because the
Motions for Partial Summary Judgment are dispositive
matters, this Court shall issue a Report and Recommendation pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 636(b)(l)(B). With regard to the Motion to Strike and Objections to Declaration of Peter E. Bogy, the motion is non-dispositive and
can be resolved by order pursuant to 28 U.S.C. J;
636(b)(l )(A).
FACTS
Before discussing the legal principals raised by the
cross-motions for partial summary judgment, it is necessary to briefly review the history of the Air Force in
Idaho as it relates to air-to-ground haining ranges in
Southwest Idaho. Construction of Army Air Base, Mountain Home, as it was then know, started in 1942 to provide a training base for B-17 and B-24 bombers during
World War 11. A large land area was needed for an airto-ground training range and Congress approved approximately 410,000 acres south of the Snake River for
use by the [*I3001 Air Force. At some point in time the
bombing range acquired [**7] the name Saylor Creek.
At the end of the war the base was deactivated and the
Saylor Creek Range was shut down.
Shnrtlv

after the conclusion of WW 11 the Idaho Air
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In 1949 MHAFB was reactivated as a Strategic Air
Command base with 8-29 bombers. In the 1960's the
focus at Mountain Home was on the development of
missile silos for the Titan ICBMs. Only one unit of B47s was operating at the facility which greatly reduced
the needed for a large training area. Consequently, Congress returned 300,000 acres to public use under the administration of the Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
and Saylor Creek Range was reduced to its present size
of approximately 110,000 acres.
In 1966 the Tactical Air Command assumed control
of the base and range, In the 1970s the air space in the
vicinity of MHAFB was reconfigured. F-l l l A aircraft
were assigned to the base and started conducting lowlevel missions at Saylor Creek Range. During this same
time period aircraft from the Idaho Air National Guard
used the range in connection with their training. From
the early 1970s to the [**8] late 1980s military aircraft
averaged between 8,000 to 10,000 sorties annually.
In the late 1980s Congress started to address the
downsizing of the military through force reductions and
the closing and realignment of military installations. In
1988 Congress passed the Defense Authorization
Amendments and Base Closure and Realignment Act, P.
L. 100-526, Sec. 1, 102 Stat. 2623 which ultimately resulted in a decision to realign a tactical training wing of
ninety-fo~r F-4e and F-4G aircraft from California to
Mountain Home. The Air Force started to take steps to
implement the transfer of this number of aircraft to Idaho
and recognized the need for an environmental impact
statement.
On August 14' 1989 an amendment to the Notice Of
Intent to prepare an environmental impact statement
stated that additional land would be needed for an air-toground gunnery range. The anticipated total acquisition
would represent approximately 1,500,000 acres. 54 Fed.
Reg. 18, 941 (1989). It was also proposed that the operational ceiling for aircraft he lowered to 10.000 feet.

-

In January 1990 a draft Environmental Impact
Statement on the Realignment of Mountain Home Air
Force Base and Proposed Expanded [**9] Range Capability was released. This report was critical of the existing Saylor Creek Range. The draft EIS stated that Saylor Creek was poorly suited for training and that an adequate land area would involve 60-by-50 nautical mites as
opposed to the existing Saylor Creek Range of 12-by-15
nautical miles. n l
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The draft EIS on expansion of the training range and
the use of live ordinance over a greater area was opposed
by a variety of groups and individuals, including Governor Cecil Andrus. But even as this preliminary draft was
being released, another round of base closures and realignments was under way and on November 5, 1990 the
President approved the Defense Base Closures and Realignments Act of 1990. Ultimately a decision was
reached not to go forward with the transfer of the ninetyfour aircraft or to issue a final EIS based on the January
1990 draft.
While Congress was considering the 1990 Base Closure and Realignment Act, in July of 1990 the MHAFB
experienced [**lo] a significant draw down when two
squadrons of F- l I l s were transferred, leaving approximately twenty-three EF-Ills at Mountain Home. Total
county employment decreased 13 per cent as a result of
the draw down and concerns were expressed that the
MHAFB may be targeted for future closure.
On July 20, 1990 Governor Cecil Andrus wrote the
Secretary of the Air Force stating that his office desired
to work with the Air Force to enhance the mission and
strengthen the future of the base. Govemor Andrus acknowledge that the earlier proposal to expand the base
and training range sparked [*I3011 controversy and
suggested a balanced solution that would address the
interests of ranchers and environmental groups and the
operational requirements of MHAFB, including the training range needs. Administrative Record [hereinafter
"AR"] at p. 83. Governor Andrus requested that a single
ooint of contact be established bv the Air Force and Ganl
D. Vest, Deputy Assistant secretary of the Air Force fdr
Environmental Safety and Occupational Health was designated,
On February 8, 1991 the Governor issued a press release announcing the efforts of his office to submit a
training range proposal to the Air Force. The [** 1 I] size
of the orooosed range was 150.000 acres and the use of
live munitions would be prohibited. The proposal included reducing the operational ceiling to 10,000 feet.
AR at p. 182.

. .

-

On April 12, 1991, seventy-one days after Governor
Andms' proposal, the Secretary of Defense submiited a
recommendation to the Commission that a Composite
Wing be established at MHAFB. On July 1, 1991, the
Commission adopted that recommendation in its report
to the President. The President adopted that recommendation, and Congress did not reject it. Accordingly, the
Air Force was now required by law to establish the
"
---:'" I : - - a t IAUAFR See 10 U.S.C. ,{ 2687.
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ling tankers. See Stipulation of Facts (Docket No. 94) P
2 at p. 4. In actual comhat, these various types of aircraft
must work together; the Composite Wing allows crews
to practice the coordination that would be required in real
warfare. Id. at P 4, p. 4.
The training of the Composite Wing will typically
involve over fifty aircraft, some striking targets simultaneously while [**I21 others strike in a staggered sequence. See AF EIS at p. 2-1 1. The enemy targets, and
associated defense weaponry, must be realistically deployed to create an authentic battlefield. One of the prohlems with the existing Saylor Creek Training Range is
that target locations cannot be varied much, and attack
angles are restricted. As a result, "air crews attack the
same targets, in the same location, from the same direction, in the same ways, day after day--a situation unlike a
real combat environment." Id. at p. 2-14.
To provide more realistic comhat, the Composite
Wing "require[s] a large amount of air space for establishing orbits in at least two geographically separated
target areas with multiple targets that can be attacked
simultaneously from different directions." Id. at p. 2-11.
The Composite Wing also requires "electronic threat
emitters" that simulate enemy radar and air defense systems. AR at p. 1678:15. These threat emitters are mobile
units, weighing up to 18.5 tons. Id. To confuse the threat
emitters, the aircraft in the Composite Wing will drop
chaff and flares.
Chaff consists of fine fibers of aluminum-coated fiberglass about the thickness of a human [**I31 hair. Id.
at p. 2-15. When released from the aircraft, each chaff
bundle of perhaps a million fibers spreads out in the air,
reflecting radar signals and creating an electronic smoke
screen to protect the aircraft. Id. While approximately
14,000 bundles are now being dropped annually, the
Composite Wing will require 75,000 to l00,000 hundles.
Flares are used to mislead the guidance systems of
heat-sensitive or heat-seeking targeting systems. While
some 1,500 flares are now dropped annually. the Cornposite Wing will require about 25,000. Id. at p. 2-16.
The Composite Wing will also increase the number
of supersonic flights from present levels of about two a
month to about two a day. The supersonic ceiling would
need to he lowered from 30,000 to 10,000 feet. Id. at pp.
2-26; 3-62.
In summary, the Composite Wing would require increased air space, increased supersonic flight capabili. . ~ .---- -L..-ll--n;nn t n r o ~ t qsnread over a meater geo-

**;

requirements [**I41 and was greeted with immediate
enthusiasm by the Air Force. Just a few weeks after
Governor Andrus made his informal [* 13021 proposal,
Gary Vest responded that the proposal "offers significant
improvements for Air Force training flexibility over the
existing Saylor Creek Range." AR at p. 132.
After Governor Andrus made his formal proposal on
January 31, 1991, the Air Force stated that the proposal
"is very attractive, definitely has merit and should he
actively pursued." AR at p. 190. As early as March 4,
1991, the Air Force had decided to "take the lead now for
range development." AR at pp. 188, 1804. From that
point on, the Air Force took charge of coordinating the
various agencies, state and federal, whose approval
andlor input was crucial to the success of the 1TR. The
coordination was provided by an Executive Steering
Committee, chaired by Gary Vest. AR at p. 209.
The Air Force initially intended to include the ITR
proposal in the same environmental impact statement
that would evaluate the Composite Wing beddown. AR
at p. 209. There was not, early on, a concern that the ITR
would generate opposition on environmental grounds. In
a March 1991 memo, Air Force Lieutenant Colonel
Moriarty [**I51 states that "due to its remote location
and stark environment, we are anticipating little opposition from local ranchers, Native Americans, or from the
environmentalists." AR at p. 190.
That assessment, however, would soon change. Others in the Air Force were apparently more aware of the
history of environmental opposition on this issue, in particular the strong objections that had been raised in 19891990 when the Air Force had proposed its own training
range over much of the same land but on a much larger
scale. Some thought that public opposition to the ITR
might delay the beddown of the Composite Wing. For
example, on May 8, 1991, the Air Force Director of Environmental Programs, Earnest 0. Robbins, noted that
"we have a fundamental concern with linking the Expanded Range Proposal (ERP) with the CAW [Composite Air
in the EIS, We feel this union might delay
the heddown process since the ERP portion is likely to
face public opposition." AR at p. 307. The same fear was
also voiced by Lieutenant Colonel Michael Nelson, the
Air Force's Deputy Chief of Staff for Plans and Operations. AR at p. 498. Nelson was concerned that a combined EIS would "risk delaying the Composite Wing
[** 161 beddown due to unanticipated environmental
complications with the range proposal,^^ Id,
These concerns prompted the Air Force to seek the
~.

.

-
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could indeed jeopardize the timely completion of the
[EIS] and delay the beddown of the Composite Wing."
ARatp. 891.
Relying on this advice, the Air Force decided that
"the [EIS] will address only the general suitability of the
Governor's proposal. Should the Air Force decide to pursue the range proposal, a subsequent [EIS] will be performed to flesh out its specific environmental impacts."
Id. This decision was reflected in the final AF EIS which
described the scope of its evaluation of the Training
Range as follows:
The State's proposal is analyzed in this
EIS to determine the environmental suitability of the area for a range and emitter
sites. If the State's proposed range is
found to he operationally suitable and the
area's environmental resources appear
generally capable of accommodating a
range, then the [**I71 Air Force will
conduct subsequent environmental analyses. These analyses will assist in basic
range design, determine actual impacts,
and identify specific mitigation measures.
A decision whether to establish a Training
Range in the area proposed by the State
will not be made until the subsequent
analyses are complete. The Air Force will
consider reasonable alternatives to the
State's proposed range as part of these
analyses.
AF EIS at E-3.
The final Record of Decision (ROD) based on the
AF EIS concluded that the Composite Wing would cause
only minimal environmental impacts. AR at pp. 2082-86.
With regard to the ITR, the ROD concluded that:
[*I3031 the area appears generally suitable from environmental viewpoints. Accordingly the Air Force will pursue further study of the State's proposal. These
studies will identify in greater detail the
potential environmental impacts associated with the development of the State
proposed area, and will lead to federal decisions on whether to support the range by

Within about a month after the ROD was issued, a
separate EIS process was commenced [**I81 for the
ITR. A draft of that EIS had been prepared, but no final
EIS had been released.
LITIGATION HlSTORY
A short time after the AF EIS and its associated
ROD were issued, suits were brought against the Air
Force by environmental groups (Greater Owyhee Legal
Defense v. United States, Civil No. 92-0189-S-HLR),
Native Americans (Shoshone-Paiute Tribe v. United
States, Civil No. 92-0185-S-HLR), and landowners
(Owen v. United States, Civil No. 92-0188-S-HLR). The
Air Force filed motions to dismiss in all three cases alleging that the claims of the parties were not ripe for
review. Specifically, the Air Force claimed that the ITR
EIS might moot the controversy because it may lead to a
decision by the Air Force to not proceed with the ITR. n2
n2 At the time of the argument on the United
States' Motion to Dismiss the draft ITR E1S had
not been released. Since that time the draft has
been issued and as noted by all parties, the draft
ITR EIS, with some modifications, recommends
that the ITR proceed.

This Court disagreed and recommended a finding
that the AF EIS was a final agency action that could be
challenged because it did not include a full analysis of
the ITR. In addition, the Court recommended that Count
Two of the Owen Complaint be dismissed. That count
alleged that the Air Force's action constituted a taking
without just compensation. In addition, the Court recommended that one of two claims contained in Count
Four of the Tribe's Complaint be dismissed. The Tribe
had asserted that the Department of Interior failed to
intervene and protect its interests in the AF EIS process.
The Court recommended a finding that the Department
of Interior had no duty to intervene on the Tribe's behalf
and the claim be dismissed.
The Air Force also sought to dismiss the Tribe's
claim that the Air Force should be enjoined from proceeding with any land exchange because the land had not
been identified. The Court rejected the Air Force's challenge on this point and allowed the Tribe to maintain its
claim for injunction. See Report and Recommendation
(Docket No. 76).
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MOTIONS FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT
GOLD has now moved for partial summary judgment on Claims four, nine, twelve, thirteen, and sixteen
in its First Amended Complaint. The Tribe has moved
for summary judgment on Paragraphs twenty-nine and
thirty contained in their First Claim for Relief of their
Complaint. The Owens have moved for partial summary
judgment on Counts four, eight, eleven, twelve, thirteen,
and fourteen in their First Amended Complaint. All three
of these Motions for Partial Summary Judgment are directed to the contention that the ITR EIS should have
been combined with the AF EIS. As noted earlier, the
Air Force has requested partial summary judgment that
the two EISs need not have been combined.
STANDARD FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT
Pursuant to Fed.R.Civ.P. 56(c), summary judgment
shall be rendered when there is no genuine issue as to
any material fact and the moving party is entitled to
judgment as a matter of law. 1; ruling on summary
judgment motions, the Court does not resolve conflicting
evidence with respect to disputed material facts, nor does
it make credibility determinations. T. W.Eleclrical Serv.,
Inc. [*I3041 v. Pacific Elec. Con@actors Ass'n, 809
F.2d 626 [**211 (9th Cir. 1987). The Ninth Circuit has
stated "put another way, if a rational trier of fact might
resolve the issue in favor of the nonmoving party, summaw- -iudnment must be denied." Id. at 631. When the
moving party has met its initial burden of demonstrating
the absence of any genuine issue of material fact, the
non-movingparty must produce specific facts showing
that there remains a genuine factual issue for trial. Steckl
v. Motorola, Inc.. 703 F.2d 392 (9th Cir. 1983).

-

bly thorough discussion of the significant aspects of the
probable environmental consequences." Enos v. Marsh,
769 F.2d 1363, 1372 (9th Cir. 1985) (quoting from Trout
Unlimited, Inc. v. Morton, 509 F.2d 1276, 1283 (9th Cir.
1974)).
When examined closely, these two standards for review are surprisingly similar. Under $ 706(2)(A), the
Court must conduct a "searching and careful" inquiry,
while Q: 706(2)(D) instructs the Court to take a "hard
look" at the issues. Marsh v. Oregon Natural Resources
Council, 490 U.S. 360, 104 L. Ed. 2d 377, 109 S. Cr.
1851 (1989): Enos, 769 F.2d a t 1372. The Court is forbidden under both standards from substituting its own
judgment for that of the agency, but instead must satisfy
itself that the agency made a "reasoned" decision. Marsh,
490 U.S. at 378; Enos, 769 F.2d at 1372. Indeed, the
standards are so much alike that the Supreme [**23]
Court has observed that the difference between them is
slight and "not of great pragmatic consequence." Marsh,
490 U.S. at 377.n.23.
Nevertheless, there is a perception--certainly among
the litigants here--that the arbitrary and capricious standard is generally more deferential to the agency. But, as
will he discussed later in this Report and Recommendstion, the
in this case will be the same under both
standards of review, After discussing the legal standards
this case, the Court will review the AF EIS
under both standards of review. 03
n3 Although the Court will proceed under
both standards of review, there is a strong argument that the $ 706(2)(D) standard is the correct
choice. It is that standard, and not the arbitraw
and capricious standard of $ 706(2)(A),
~ . . . that a;plies to cases where the central issue is whethkr
"established and historical facts presented by the
Administrative Record satisfy [certain legal standards]." Greenpeace Action v. Franklin, 14 F.3d
1324 (9th Cir. 1992).

STANDARD OF REVIEW
Because a review of an EIS necessarily examines the
decision of a federal agency, the Administrative Procedures Act (APA), 5 U.S.C. ?; 706, comes into play. That
statute empowers the courts to set aside agency actions if
they fail to conform to any of six specified standards.
The first of those six standards requires setting aside
agency action that is arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of
discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law. See
5 US. C. f 706(2)(A). The Air Force urges this Court to
apply that standard which it describes as "highly deferential." See Brief of Air Force at p. 5. The Plaintiffs, on the
other hand, promote review under the fourth APA standard, which [**22] finds unlawful any agency action
that is "without observance of procedure required by
'-..,'' Q fi 706(2YDl. A iudicial gloss on this sec-

[**24]
LEGAL ANALYSIS
An EIS is required "in every recommendation or report on proposals for legislation and other major federal
actions significantly affecting the quality of the human
environment." 42 (I.S.C. f 4332(2)(C). The threshold
issue is whether the ITR is a "proposal" for "major federal action." The defendants claim that the ITR was an
Idaho state project that remained too vague and unde-

.
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mental Quality (CEQ) that are binding on all federal
agencies. The pertinent regulation is 40 CFR j 1508.18
which provides as follows:
Major Federal action includes actions
with effects that may be major and which
are [* 13051 potentially subject to Federal
control and responsibility.

(a) Actions include new
and continuing activities,
including projects and programs entirely or partly financed, assisted, conducted, regulated, or approved by federal agencies
. . . (emphasis added).
While the ITR was initially conceived by Governor
Andrus, the Administrative Record shows that the Air
Force--at the very least--"partially assisted" [**25] the
development of the range. For example, Michael E.
Ryan, Deputy Chief of Staff of Air Force Operations,
states in a memo dated March 4, 1991, about two months
before the EIS process began, that the Air Force "should
take the lead now for range development." AR at p. 188.
Gary Vest, the Air Force point man, chaired the Executive Steering Committee which was designed to coordinate work on the EIS. AR at p. 209. At one point Vest
described the coordinated work of federal and state
agencies developing the ITR as "a single joint venture."
AR at p. 209.
This evidence in the record establishes that the Air
Force at least "partly assisted" in the development of the
ITR, and hence the range was a "major federal action"
under the CEQ regulations. The next issue is whether the
ITR was so vague
. that it never became a "proposal."
. .
The tern "proposal" in 42 U.S.C. J 4332 was reviewed by the Supreme Court in Kleppe v. Sierra Club,
427 U.S. 390,49 L. Ed. 2d 576, 9 6 s . Ct. 2718 (1976). At
issue there was whether the Government needed to prepare a regional EIS before granting leases to operate coal
mines on federal lands in the Northern Great Plains Region. Individual EISs had been prepared [**26] on each
lease, and a national EIS had been prepared to evaluate
the program's nation-wide impact. The plaintiffs, however, wanted an EIS devoted to analyzing the regional

**;
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The Supreme Court concluded that no regional EIS
was required. The Court rejected plaintiffs' argument that
an EIS is required when an agency is "contemplating" a
project:
At some points in their brief respondents
appear to seek a comprehensive impact
statement covering contemplated projects
in the region as well as those that already
have been proposed. The statute, however, speaks solely in terms of proposed
actions; it does not require an agency to
consider the possible environmental impacts of less imminent actions when preparing the impact statement on proposed
actions. Should contemplated actions later
reach the stage of actual proposals, impact
statements on them will take into account
the effect of their approval upon the existing environment; and the condition of that
environment presumably will reflect earlier proposed actions and their effects.

Id. at 410, n. 20 (emphasis in original).
About two years after Kleppe was decided, the
Council on Environmental Quality published regulations
concerning the EIS process. See 40 CFR Part 1502.
These regulations contain much more detail than Kleppe,
but basically track Kleppe's holdings. Fritiofson v. Alexander, 772 F.2d 1225 (5th Cir. 1985).
The CEQ regulations define "proposal" as follows:
Proposal exists at that stage in the development of an action when an agency subject to the Act has a goal and is actively
preparing to make a decision on one or
moie alternative means of accomplishing
that goal and the effects can be meaningfully evaluated. Preparation of an environmental impact statement on a proposal
should he timed so that the final statement
may be completed in time for the statement to be included in any recommendation or report on the proposal. A proposal
may exist in fact as well as by agency
declaration that one exists.
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The importance of preparing an EIS early in the
process is stressed throughout the regulations. For example, 40 CFR § 1502.5 states that the EIS "shall be prepared early [*I3061 enough so that it [**28] can serve
practically as an important contribution to the decisionmaking process and will not be used to rationalize or
justify decisions already made."
The CEQ regulations go on to provide that "for projects directly undertaken by Federal agencies the environmental impact statement must be prepared at the feasibility analysis (go-no go) stage and may he supplemented at a later stage if necessary." 40 CFR §
iSOZ.S(a).
In Kleppe there was no program undergoing a feasibility analysis; there was no plan for regional coal development whatsoever. Kleppe, 427 U.S. a1 400-01. Thus,
there was "nothing that could be the subject of the analysis envisioned by the statute for an impact statement." Id.
at 401.
The ITR proposal, by contrast, was detailed enough
to be analyzed, and had moved far beyond the "contemplation" stage when the AF EIS was being prepared. In
fact, only a month after the AF EIS ROD was issued, the
ITR was so detailed that work on the ITR EIS immediately began, n4 But even before this point, the ITR had
sufficient detail to be studied in an EIS.
n4 The AF
was issued March
1992' The Training Range EIS
with a Noof Intent (*'I)
to prepare the EIS On April
24, 1992. See Training Range EIS at p. 1-34.

[**29]
The formal proposal by Governor Andrus set the
general boundaries for the Idaho training range as follows:
The major area selected for U.S. Air
Force consideration is located in Owyhee
County roughly fifty nautical miles
southwest of Mountain Home Air Force
Base and fifty nautical miles west-southwest of Saylor Creek Range. The proposed area is shaped like an elongated
heart, with the small end bracketed on the
south by the Owyhee River, a major portion of the
west side formed by Deep
. .

.
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off into Big Springs Creek. The northwest
bulge of the heart generally follows Hurry
Back Creek to a point just short of the
mountains to the north where the houndary turns east to an intersection with Big
Springs Creek.
The north-south axis of the area measures
thirty nautical miles.
The northern portion of the heart averages
12.5 nautical miles by 12.5 nautical miles.
A natural divide formed by Pole
CreeWCamas Creek bisects this northern
area of an approximate one-thirdltwothirds ratio. The total area of the proposed
[**30] Training Range, as depicted on
the enclosed maps, contains approximately 150,000 acres and is roughly 25
percent larger than the Avon Park Range.

Governor Andrus recognized that as of the date of
the formal proposal, January 3 1, 1991, he had "not identified specific target sites necessary to meet Air Force
requirements." AR at p. 180. But that further specificity
was soon developed.
As of July 9, 1991, when the Air Force contracted
with Science Applications International Corporation to
provide the AF EIS, the Air Force was able to include in
the contract a map of the proposed ITR showing potential target placement areas, and primary and secondary
probable impact areas for the Range. See Affidavit of
Thompson (Docket No. 61) at Tab 15, filed in Owen v.
United States, Civil No. 92-0188-S-HLR. In September
of 1991, the Air Force authorized a multi-seasonal analysis (AR at p. 11 18) that would cost about $ 90,000.00.
ARatp. 1881-A.
During the same time that the AF EIS was being
prepared, the Air Force contracted with Spectrum Sciences and Software to prepare a "Desktop Design" of the
ITR. AR at p. 1677. The "Desktop Design" contains detailed range layouts [**31] with target area boundaries
defined by precise longitude and latitude coordinates.
AR at p. 1677:lO-37.
Thus, by the time the AF EIS was being prepared,
the general acreage and boundaries of the ITR had been
established, and the target locations had been plotted
with ~reciselongitude and latitude coordinates. The Dee
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In fact, the Defendants have come late to their argument that the ITR was too vague. Back when the AF
EIS process was just beginning, the Air Force felt the
proposal was definite enough to include in the AF EIS.
The Administrative Record, discussed previously, shows
that the ITR was pulled hack out of the AF EIS not because the Range was too vague, but rather because of a
concern that environmental opposition to the Range
might delay the Composite Wing beddown.
When the AF E1S process began, the Air Force
knew that Saylor Creek Range was clearly inadequate for
its needs and that a larger training range was almost a
military necessity. This is best evidenced by the Air
Forces' own comments on the adequacy of the existing
Saylor Creek Range [**32] for its training needs:
Since 1984, the Air Force has identified
several weaknesses with the existing Saylor Creek Range. It provides an elementary array of tactical targets cramped into
a relatively small area. Added to the constraints of limited axes of attack and inadequate airspace for an appropriately
sized composite force ...AF EIS at p. 2-14

The 12,200 acre impact area is among the
smallest in the Tactical Air Command Inventory... AF EIS at p. 2-13.

narrow range of headings, which does not
simulate combat conditions. Third, the F15E and F-16C aircrews require training
with laser-guided weapons from multiple
directions. Saylor Creek Range does not
have this capability. Fourth, aircrews on
F-15Es and F-16Cs require extensive
night training. Saylor Creek Range is limited to two aircraft at a time if nighttime
safety standards are to be maintained. As
a result, it would be difficult for all the
air-to-ground fighters associated with the
Composite Wing to attain adequate night
training. Realistic composite force training also requires geographically separated
tactical ranges with multiple targets. AF
EIS at p. 2-27.
Equally as telling is the Air Force's efforts in 1990 to
include a 1,500,000 acre training range in its draft EIS
when it was contemplating the transfer of ninety-four F-4
aircraft to MHAFB. Clearly the need for a larger range
was apparent at that point in time and the establishment
of the composite wing at MHAFB has in no sense done
away with inadequacy of the Saylor Creek range to provide realistic training. The connection between more
aircraft at MHAFB and a larger [**34] range is supported throughout the record before the Court and it is
with a great deal of skepticism that the Court considers
the argument by the Air Force that the ITR was a vague
concept and not definite enough to include in the same
EIS that led to the beddown of the composite wing.

. -

Saylor Creek Range provides a conventional setting that will adequately accommodate the Composite Wing's basic training for weapons delivery. Although it
provides a conventional training environment, it falls short, in many respects, in
meeting tactical training needs. ....Saylor
Creek Range, with its accompanying airspace for military operations, does not allow training with a mix of operational
weapons, tactics, and electronic combat
systems...AF EIS at p. 2-13

Saylor Creek will not meet the requirements for realistic training for Composite
Wing aircrews for four main reasons.

The range orooosal was at the feasibilihi staze as defined in 40 CFR $ 1502.5(a). The program was sufficiently definite to meet the criteria of Kleppe and 40
CFR f 1508.23. For all of these reasons, the Court
would recommend a finding as a matter of law that the
ITR was a proposal of major federal action under 42
U.S.C. f 4332(2)(C) at the time the AF EIS was being
prepared.
[* 13081 The next issue is whether the ITR proposal
should have been included within the AF EIS. While
administrative agencies must he given considerable discretion in defining the scope of environmental impact
statements, "there are situations in which an agency is
required to consider several related actions in a single
EIS." Thomas v. Peterson, 753 F.2d 754, 758 (9th Cir.
1985. "Not to require this would permit dividing a project into multiple actions, each of which individually has
an insignificant environmental impact, but [**35] which
collectively have a substantial impact." Id.
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EIS. 40 CFR Q' 1508.25(a)(I). Connected actions are
defined as actions that:
AR at p. 142 (emphasis added).
(i) Automatically trigger other actions
which may require environmental impact
statements.
(ii) Cannot or will not proceed unless
other actions are taken previously or simultaneously.

This connection is highlighted in the Air [**37]
Force's Desktop Review which states that the ITR "was
developed by the State to facilitate the quality training
needs of the Composite force." AR at p. 1677:l. Gary
Vest stated that "the range, the composite wing, and the
future of the Air Force in Idaho are related." AR at p.
2202. Vest expanded on these comments in a December
3 1, 1991 n5 letter to Governor Andrus:

(iii) Are interdependent parts of a larger
action and depend on the larger action for
their justification.

As we have discussed many times,
the State's proposal would provide a much
needed training capability in the region.
Such capability could become very important as the Air Force continues to reduce
its size and number of bases. As units are
consolidated, and base structure is reduced, an increasing burden on remaining
training facilities can be anticipated. Your
proposal offers the opportunity to develop
a training infrastructure to accommodate
the evolving and future needs of the Air
Force's composite wing at Mountain
[* 13091 Home Air Force Base, components of the National Guard, and other
services.

Both sides agree that the three subsections of the
regulation are to be read in the disjunctive, not the conjunctive. Blue Ocean Preservation Soc. v. Watkins, 754
F. Supp. 1450 (D. Haw. 1991). In Thomas v. Peterson,
supra, the Ninth Circuit held that a single EIS must contain the combined environmental impacts of a logging
road and the timber sales that the road would facilitate.
The Circuit reviewed the record and concluded that the
road and timber sales were "inextricably intertwined
and thus were "connected actions" under the CEQ regulations.
Subsection (iii), when read in light of the facts of
this case, asks two questions to determine [**36] if actions are connected: ( I ) Is the ITR an interdependent part
of the Composite Wing?; and (2) Does the ITR depend
on the Composite Wing for its justification? To answer
these two questions, Thomas directs this Court to consider the agency's own statements as well as the timing
of the planning for the two actions. Id. a t 758-60.
The Air Force asserts that the actions are not connected because the ITR was proposed long before the
decision was made to bring the Composite Wing to
MHAFB. But this argument ignores language contained
in Governor Andms' proposal showing that from the very
day the proposal was made, it was intended to accommodate a Composite Wing even though the final beddown decision had not vet been made:
We have assumed that the training
range complex must support sorties that
would be generated by a composite wing
and involve Idaho Guard and Air Force
. .
InrerIace.
fl

Thus the land acquisition process will
location of

'.- nnnrernerl with ~ i 7 eand

AR at p. I597 (emphasis added).
n5 The letter does not have a date affixed,
but the date is provided in the Table of Contents
in Volume 1 of the Administrative Record.
[**38]
As previously discussed, the Air Force concluded
initially that the two actions were connected enough to
be included in the same EIS, but then later decided to
separate them because of concerns over beddown delays.
In addition, as noted earlier in this Report and Recommendation, since at least 1984 the Air Fbrce has been
concerned with the limitations imposed by the Saylor
Creek Range on its training mission at the MHAFB.
Each effort to expand the number of aircraft at MHAFB,
i.e. the 1989-1990 proposed transfer of ninety-four aircraft, has been linkdd with the requirement o f a substantially expanded training range.
T
'
.
'
- -.,;.(-nve

<how< cnnclusivelv

that the ITR and
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evidence shows that the ITR was an interdependent part
of the Composite Wing and that it depends on the Composite Wing for its justification, thereby triggering subsection (iii) of 40 C.FR. § 1508.25(a)(/).
At oral argument, the Air Force relied heavily on
Hudson River Sloop Clearwater. Inc. v. Dept. of Navy,
836 F.2d 760 (2nd Cir. 1988). In that case, [**39] the
plaintiffs argued that the Navy should have included, in a
combined EIS, the environmental impacts caused by
construction of a homeport for Navy ships, along with
the environmental impacts caused by construction of
housing for personnel working on those ships. The Navy
countered that the actions were not connected under the
CEQ regulations because the homeport would proceed
with or without the housing. The Second Circuit agreed
with the Navy, holding that because the larger action (the
homeport) would go forward even without the smaller
action (housing), the homeport had "independent utility"
and was hence not connected under the CEQ regulations.
Id. at 764.
This Second Circuit decision is, of course, not binding on this Court. And the reasoning of that decision is of
little value since the "independent utility" test that it applied is much different than the test applied in the Ninth
Circuit. The Second Circuit test is clearly a subjective
test: Because the Navy officials had testified that the
homeport,wouid go forward with or without the housing,
the court found that the homeport had independent utility. There was no inquiry by the court into whether the
Navy's decision [**40] was reasonable or rational.
The test in the Ninth Circuit, however, is objective,
not subjective. Under the "independent utility" test formulated in Thomas v. Peterson, supra the Circuit framed
the issue as whether "the dependency is such that it
would be irrational, or at least unwise," to go forward
with the dependent action without the larger action. Id.
at 759-60 (emphasis added). Later in the opinion, the
Circuit again asks whether the agency "might reasonably
consider" going ahead with only the dependent, or
smaller, action. Id. at 760.
This highlights another difference between the' tests:
The Second Circuit asks whether the larger action will
proceed without the smaller; the Ninth Circuit asks
whether the dependent, or smaller, action will proceed
without the larger. This difference is profound. The Second Circuit would ask whether the Composite Wing
would beddown without the ITR. In sharp contrast, the
Ninth Circuit asks whether the ITR would reasonably
-.---*A
w i t h m l t the Cnmoosite Wing. n6

**;
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out the road, and the road would not be built but
for the contemplated timber sales." Id. at 758
(emphasis added). Hudson River Sloop interpreted this discussion as applying to subsection
(ii), not subsection (iii). 836 F.2d at 763. This
Court agrees. Thomas discusses the independent
utility test--applicable to subsection (iii)--later in
the opinion and does not require that the larger
action and the dependent action must meet a "mutual pre-condition" test where the larger must be a
pre-condition for the dependent and vice versa.
Such a test would not he consistent with the language of subsection (iii) which at most only requires a finding that the dependent action would
not reasonably proceed without the larger action.
Thomas, 753 F. 2d at 760.

Because the tests are so different, the Court finds
Hudson River Sloop distinguishable, and refuses to apply
the Second Circuit's [*1310] test for independent utility.
Applying instead the Ninth Circuit's test, the Court finds
that the ITR would not have been proposed without the
Composite Wing. From its very inception, the ITR was
designed to accommodate the Composite Wing. n7 The
two questions asked by subsection (iii) of 40 CFR §
1508.25(a)(l) are both answered in the affirmative: (1)
the ITR is an interdependent part of the Composite
Wing; and (2) the ITR depends on the Composite Wing
for its justification. The Court therefore recommends a
fmding that the ITR and Composite Wing are "connected
actions" under the CEQ regulations.
n7 The court acknowledges that the ITR
would also be used by the Idaho Air National
Guard but no one has seriously argued that a new
150,000 acre training range would be necessary
solely for the training of the few aircraft assigned
to Gowen Field.
The regulations also require that [**42] "cumulative
actions" be considered together in a single EIS. See 40
C.F.R. § 1508.25(a)(2). Cumulative actions are defined
as actions "which when viewed with other proposed actions have cumulatively significant impacts." Id. Cumulative impacts result "from the incremental impact of the
action when added to other past, present, and reasonably
foreseeable future actions." 40 C.F.R. 5 1508.7.
The A i r Fnrrp nrvoes that the impacts of the ITR
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Land Management, 914 F2d 1 1 74 (9th Cir. 1990). In
that case, the plaintiffs alleged that a logging road would
be used not only to permit logging during the period
covered by the EIS, but would also permit future logging
which was not examined in the EIS. The Circuit found
no evidence to support the environmentalists' allegations
that the road was designed to permit future logging.
There were no future logging plans submitted to the
court, and the evidence was clear that the Government
intended to close the road when [**43] logging during
the EIS period was completed. The Circuit therefore
found that the future logging was not "reasonably foreseeable," and hence not a cumulative impact.
Unlike Headwaters, the proposal in this case very
clearly involves future impacts. The Court has already
concluded that the ITR proposal was not speculative, but
was definite at the time of the AF EIS. Unlike Headwaters, there was a definite proposal in this case and reasonably foreseeable impacts. Thus, the ITR and Composite Wing were cumulative actions that must be considered together in a single EIS under 40 C.F.R. §
1508.25(a)(2).
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
All of the Plaintiffs seek injunctive relief which is
best summarized in Gold's First Amended Complaint
(Docket No. 80):
Enjoin the use of all federal funds for
proposals and actions contained in the Air
Force in Idaho EIS and ROD pending
completion and circulation of an EIS and
ROD complying in full with the requirements of NEPA.
Enjoin all military training activities authorized by the EIS and ROD, including,
but not limited to, the delivery of ordnance, the ignition and release of flares,
and the delivery of chaff material in the
military airspace [**44] over Southwestem Idaho and adjoining regions
Enjoin the Air Force decision to pursue
further study of a proposed air-to-ground
training range in Southwestem Idaho
unless conducted as part of an environmental impact statement compared in
compliance with NEPA that addresses the
. . .
~-,.

.. .

Enjoin the Air Force decision to submit an
application to the Federal Aviation Administration. for expanding the military
air space designations within Idaho.
Enjoin the Air Force decision to conduct
supersonic operations above 10,000 AGL
within the military air space areas within
Idaho.
Id. at pp. 39-40.
In general, the grounds for injunctive relief are irreparable injury and inadequacy [*I31 11 of legal remedies. Weinberger v. Romero-Barcelo, 456 U.S. 305, 72 L.
Ed. 2d 91, 102 S. Ct. 1798 (1982). In each case, a court
must balance the competing claims of injury and must
consider the effect on each party of the granting or withholding of the requested relief. Id.
The Ninth Circuit modified this test somewhat when
violations of NEPA were involved. See Save Our Ecosystems v. Clark, 747 F.2d 1240 [**45] (9th Cir. 1984).
In that case, the court stated that "irreparable damage is
presumed when an agency fails to evaluate thoroughly
the environmental impact of a proposed action." Id. at
1250. That decision by the Ninth Circuit, however, appears to have been overruled by Amoco Production Co.
v. Gambell. 480 U S . 531. 541. 94 L. Ed. 2d 542. I07 S.
Ct. 1396 (1987). In that case, the Supreme Court stated
that the presumption of the Ninth Circuit was "contrary
to traditional equitable principles." Id. at 545. The Court
went on to state as follows:

..

The environment can be fullv ~rotected
without this presumption. Environmental
injury, by its nature, can seldom be adequately remedied by money. damages and
is often permanent or at least of long duration, i.e., irreparable. If such injury is
sufficiently likely, therefore, the balance
of harms will usually favor the issuance of
an injunction to protect the environment.
Id. at 545, see also Public Service Co. of Colorado v.
Andrus, 825 F. Supp. 1483, 1504-05 (Did 1993).
Counsel have generally done a superb job of briefing
this case, but let up somewhat in discussing injunctive
--1:-F
'rho m--i;-c
~ n e n t[**ah1 verv little time discuss-
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that if the U.S. District Judge agrees with the Legal conclusion reached herein, i.e. that the AF EIS was not prepared in accordance with applicable law and the CEQ
regulations, that the District Court direct counsel to first
meet and determine if a stipulation as to the nature and
scope of a proposed injunction can be agreed to pending
the completion of a new EIS and ROD. If counsel are
unable to agree, then additional briefs should be submitted on the issue for the Court's consideration. At the District Court's discretion, these matters could be referred to
this Court.
COMMENTS ON INJUNCTION
If briefing on the injunction issue is forthcoming, the
Court offers the following comments by way of O b s e ~ a tion, not recommendation. Nothing said in this section is
to be interpreted as a ruling or recommendation on the
injunction issue, but is simply a starting point for discussion.
As discussed above, irreparable injury and an imhalance [**47] of hardships are necessary for an injunction
under Gambell. The Composite Wing is currently using
the existing Saylor Creek Range and its air space assets
for conventional air-to-ground, air-to-air, and lowaltitude operations training. See Stipulated Facts (Documerit No. 94) at P 27, P. 8. The Composite Wing uses
remote ranges (Boardman Naval Weapons System Training Facility, the Utah Test and Training Range, Nellis
AFB Range, and Fallon Range Training Complex) on a
transient basis for tactical air-to-ground electronic combat and Composite Force training. Id. at P 27, p. 9.
If the Composite Wing is being trained elsewhere,
and in the absence of evidence that the Air Force would
suffer undue hardship if this situation continued until a
combined EIS was completed, it would appear that the
balance of hardships tips decidedly toward Plaintiffs.
With regard to the scope of the injunction, it is clear
that any injunction issued by the Court could not affect
the decision to beddown the Composite Wing at
MHAFB. The United States Supreme Court has held that
decisions of the President under the Defense Base Closure and Realignment Act (DBCRA) of 1990 are not
reviewable by courts. [**48] Dalton v. Specter, 128 L.
Ed. 2d 497,
U.S. , 114 S. Ct. 1719 (1994). The
DBCRA does, however, permit judicial review of implementation decisions under the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 [* 13121 (NEPA), 42 U.S.C.
5 4321 et seq. See 10 U,S.C. f 290S(c)(2)(A). And it is
solely the implementation decisions that are under re.
.
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training of the Composite Wing. In fact, an injunction
may well have no effect whatsoever on the Composite
Wing's current training program since that training is
now occurring largely out-of-state. The effect of any
injunction will therefore be narrow, and will essentially
be designed to maintain the status quo until the combined
EIS and associated ROD can be completed. Within these
parameters, counsel should be able to reach agreement
on the nature and scope of an injunction if the District
Court uphold this Court's recommendation on a combined EIS.
FINAL RECOMMENDATION
Based on the discussion above, the Court recommends that the following findings and conclusions
[**49] be adopted. With regard to the pending Motions
for Partial Summary Judgment, the Court recommends a
finding that no material issue of fact exists, and the
Plaintiffs are entitled to judgment as a matter of law,
with respect to the following items:
1. That the Idaho Training Range proposal constituted a proposal of major federal action significantly
affecting the quality of the human environment under 42
U.S.C. f 4332(2)(C);
2. That the Idaho Training Range and Composite
Wing are connected actions pursuant to 40 CFR
1508.25(~)(2);
3. That the Idaho Training Range and Composite
Wing are cumulative actions pursuant to 40 CFR 5
1508.25(a)(Z);
4. That the failure to include a study of the environmental impacts of the Idaho Training Range in the AF
EIS was an abuse of discretion or otherwise not in accordance with law under 5 U.S.C. 5 706(2)(A); and

5. That the failure to include a study of the environmental impacts of the Idaho Training Range in the AF
EIS was "without observance of procedure required by
law" under 5 U.S.C. 5 706(2)(D).
Based on these findings, the Court would recommend the following conclusions:

I. That the Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
filed by Plaintiff [**SO] GOLD in Greater Owyhee Legal Defense v. Department of Defense, Civil No. 920189-S-HLR, be GRANTED and that the Plaintiffs be
granted summary judgment on Claims four, nine, twelve,
thirteen, and sixteen of their First Amended Complaint;
2. That the Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment
- ..
-. . .
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Paragraphs twenty-nine and thirty contained in their First
Claim for Relief in their Complaint;
3' That the Motion
Partial Summary Judgment
filed by the Owens in Owen v. United States of America,
Civil No. 92-0188-S-HLR, be GRANTED and that the
Owens be =anted summary iudxment on Counts four,
eight, eleven, twelve, thirtedn: a n i fourteen of their First
Amended Complaint;
4. That the Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
requested by the Government in all three cases be DENIED:

the Defendant
5' That this matter be remanded
Agencies to conduct a combined Environmental Impact
Statement that includes a n analvsis of both the Idaho
Training Range and the Composite Wing in a single EIS.

1
i

6. That if this Court's recommendations regarding a
[**5 I] combined EIS are adopted, that counsel be required to submit new briefing on the injunction issue;
that counsel be required to meet together to attempt to
reach agreement on the injunction; and that the injunction include a stay of all litigation in the case until the
combined EIS and associated ROD are complete.
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Written objections to this Report and Recommendation must be filed within ten (10) days pursuant to 28
U.S.C. ?; 636(b)(l)(B) and Local ~ u l e?2.l(d) or as a
result that party may waive the right to raise factual
legal objections in the Ninth Circuit
[*13131
Court of Appeals,
ORDER REGARDING PLAINTIFFS' MOTION
TO STRIKE DECLARATION OF BOGY
The Plaintiffs have moved to strike the declaration
of Peter E. Bogy (Docket No. 104). Because the Court
has not relied on the Borv declaration or its attachments
in any way in this ~ e & r and
t Recommendation, the
Court shall deny the Plaintiffs' motion as moot. Finding
good cause therefor,
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED
that the Plaintiffs' Motion to Strike and Objections to
Declaration of Peter E, Bogy (Docket No, 1041 be, and
the same is hereby, DENIED, as moot.
DATED: October 7, 1994.
MIKEL H. WILLIAMS
UNITED STATES MAGISTRATE [**52] JUDGE

Scott W. Reed, ISB#818
Attorney at Law

P. 0. Box A
Caew d'Alene, ID 83816

Phone (208) 664-22 61
FAX (208) 765-5117

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAi
NEIGHBORS FOR RESPONSIBLE
GROWTH, a non-profit,
unincorporated assocfation;
PRESERVE OUR RURAL
COMMUNITIES, a non-profit
unincorporated association;
KOOTENAI ENVIRONMENTAL
ALLIANCE, WC., a non-profit
corporation; NORBERT and
BEVERLY IWELMANN; GREG
and JANET TORLINE; SUSAN
MERI,YN and JXAN

NELSON;

Case No. CV-06-8574

)

1
)
)
)
)

ORbER GRANTING MOTION TO
INTERVENE AND GRANTING MOTION
TO STAY

)
)

1
)

1
)

KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political
subdivision of the STATE OF IDAHO
acting through the KOOTENAX
C O U N T Y B O A R D ,OF
COMMISSIONERS; S.J. "GUS"
JOHLUSON, CHAIRMAN; ELMER R,
"RICK" CURRIE and KATIE
BRODIE, CQMMISSIOMERS, in their
official capacities; and KATIE
BRODIE, personally and individually,

1
1
1
)

1
1
)

' .

Pursuant to Notice, hearing was held on Monday, December 18, 2006 upon
the following:
1)

Motion to Intervene as of Right, Motion for Permissive Intervention

made by Powderhom Communities, LLC, and Heartland, LLC.
2)

Petitioners Motion for Stay.

Brief and affidavits were submitted. Petitioners were represented by Scott

,
I

I
I
I

W. Reed, attorney at law. Kootenai County was represented by John A. Cafferty,
attorney at law.

Powderhorn Communities, LLC and Heartland, LLC were

represented by Mischelle R. Fulgharn and Peter J. Smith, IV of the law firm Lukins

I

8t Annis, P.S.
I

'Oral argument was heard. The Court being fully advised rendered oral
opinion from the bench. Based thereon,

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Motion of Powderhom Communities,

LLC and Heartland, LLC for permissive intervention be, and the same is hereby,
granted.

IT IS FURTI-IER ORDERED that'petitioners Motion for Stay be, and it i s
I
I

hei.eby granted and that respondent Kootenai County is stayed from conducting the

I

scheduled public hearing on requests by Powderhorn Communities, LLC and others

I
I'-- -I------

4- --inn

rla~cific~tio
&om
n

Apricultural to Rural on Kootenai County

Building and Planning Department Cases Nos. 2-7878-06, 2-788-06, 2-789-06, Z790-06 and 2-791-06 until such time as the Court enters a final decision upon the
Petition for Judicial Review of the change to the Comprehensive Plan
Dated this

/' day of December, 2006.

C
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CHARLES W. HOSACK
DISTRICT JUDGE
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

*

I certify that a copy of the above and foregoing is sent by fax, this /4-day
of December, 2006 to:
SCOTT W. REED
ATTORNEY AT LAW
P. 0. BOX A
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83816
FAX (208) 765-51 17
JOHN CAFFERTY, ESQ.
KOOTENAI COUNTY DEPT. OF
LEGAL SERVICES
45 1 GOVERNMENT WAY
P. 0. BOX 9000
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 83816-9000
FAX (208) 446-1621 %
MISCHELLE FULGHAM and
PETER J. SMITH IV
LUKINS & ANNIS
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
250 NORTHWEST BLVD., SUITE 102
COEUR D'ALENE, ID 83816-9000
FAX (208) 664-4125 '-;iksS-

ORIGINAL

Kootenai County
Department of Legal Services
451 Government: Way
P.O. Box 9000
Coeur d'Atene, Idaho 83816-9000
John A. Cafferty, Civil Attorney ISB #5607
Phone: (208) 446-1626
FAX: (208) 446-1621

Attorney for DefendantsIRespondents

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE

STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

I

1

NEIGHBORS FOR RESPONSIBLE
GROWTH, a non-profit, unincorporated
i Case No. CV-06-8574
association; PRESERVE OUR RURAL
COMMUNITIES, a non-profit
NOTICE OF SETTLEMENT AND
FILING OF AGENCY RECORD
unincorporated association; KOOTENAI
ENVIRONMENTAL ALLIANCE, INC., a non- AND TRANSCRIPT
profit corporation; NORBERT and
BEVERLY TWILLMANN; GREG and JANET
TORLINE; SUSAN MELKA; MERLYN and
JEAN NELSON,

VS.

KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political
subdivision of the STATE OF iDAHO acting
through the KOOTENAI COUNTY BOARD
OF COMMISSIONERS; S.J. "GUS"
JOHNSON, CHAIRMAN; ELMER R. "RICK"
CURRIE and KATIE BRODIE,
COMMISSIONERS, i n their official
capacities; and KATIE BRODIE, personaliy
and individually,

Kootenai County, a political subdivision of the State of Idaho, by and
through its attorney of record, John A. Cafferty of the Kootenai County
Department of Administrative Services, hereby provides notice of the following:
1.

The Agency Record (Volumes 1 through 6), Transcript (Volume I ) ,

and the Supplemental Transcript (Volume 1) in the above-captioned matter, of
the hearings held on April 27, 2006; May 25, 2006; September 14, 2006;
September 25, 2006; September 28, 2006; October 4, 2006; October 5, 2006;
November 9,2006; and, November 16, 2006, before the Board of County
Commissioners of Kootenai County, Idaho, were compiled and lodged with the
Board of County Commissioners on December 14, 2006.

2.

A Notice of Lodging of Transcript, Supplemental Transcript and

Agency Record was filed with the District Court on December 14, 2006, and was
sewed via facsimile on counsel for the Petitioner on that date.

3.

Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(j), the parties to this action had fourteen

(14) days from the date of service of the Notice of Lodging of Transcript,
Supplemental Transcript and Agency Record to object to the Agency Record
andlor Transcript. No objections were received by the Board of County
Commissioners within the aforementioned time period. Therefore, pursuant to
I.R.C.P. 84(j), the Agency Record and Transcript are deemed settled.
4.

The settled Agency Record and Transcript in the above-captioned

matter were filed with the District Court on January 10, 2007, in compliance with
I.R.C.P. 84(k).

5.

Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(p) and I.A.R. 34(c), except as may be

modified by stipulation of the parties or subsequent order of the District Court, the
briefing schedule in the above-captioned matter shall be as follows:
a.

Petitioner's opening brief shall be filed no later than
(35 days from filing of this notice).

b.

Respondent's brief shall be filed no later than twenty-eight (28)
days after the date of service of Petitioner's opening brief.

c.

Petitioner's reply brief, if any, shall be filed no later than twenty-one
(21) days after the date of service of Respondent's brief.

6.

Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(q), the Court is hereby requested to set the

above-captioned matter for oral argument.
Dated this ( O d a y of January, 2007
Kootenai County
Department of Legal Services

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

o day of January, 2007, 1 sewed a true
I hereby certify that on this l
and correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed
to the following:
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[ ]
[ ]

Hon. Charles W. Hosack
District Judge
Interoffice Delivery

U.S. Mail
HAND DELIVERED
OVERNIGHT MAlL
TELEFAX (FAX)

Scott A. Reed
Attorney at Law
P.O. B o x U A
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816
Fax: (208) 765-51 17

[
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

U.S. Mail
HAND DELIVERED
OVERNIGHT MAlL
TELEFAX (FAX)

Mischelie R. Fulgham
Peter J. Smith, IV
Lukins & Annis, P.S.
250 Northwest Boulevard, Suite 102
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814-2971
Fax: (509) 363-2478

By:
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MISCHELLE R. F U L G M
ISB #4623

PETER J. SMITH LV
fSE #6997
LUXINS & ANNIS. P.S.
Ste 102
250 Norlhwesf:Blvd.
Coeur d' Alene. ID 838 14-2971
Tele~honc:(208) 667-05 17
Facsimile No.: (5095 363-2478
Attomevs for Intervenors Powderhorn Communities LLC and Heartfarid LLC

IN TRE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUZSICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, Dl AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KQQTENAI
NEIGHBORS FOR RESPONSIBLE
GROWTH, a non-profit unicorporated
association; PRESERm OUR RURAL
COhlMUNTTIIES, a non-profit micarporated
, association; KOOTENAI:ENWRONMI3NTAL
ALI;IANCE, TNC., a non-profit corporation;
NORBERT and BEVERLY TWXLMAW;
GREG and JANET TORLINE; SUSAN
MELKA; MERILW and JEAN NELSON,

KOOTEnAI. COUNTY,a political subdivision
of the STATE OF mA1-10 actkg through the
KOOTENAf COLINTY BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS; S.J. "GUS"JOM[NSON,
C W m ; ELMER R. "RICK" CURRE
and KATIE BRQDTE, COmMTSSIOmW, in
their afficial capacities; and KATIE BRODIE,
personally and individually,

Defendants,
and

P O W D E M O m COMMUNXTIES LLC, and
I-EARTLAND LLC

NO. CV-06-8574
POWD:ERHOEEN COMMUNITIES LLC
AND HEARTLAND LLCwSMOTION TO
DISMISS DUE TO LACK OF
JUlXlSDICTION
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INTERVENORS POWDERHORN COMMUNITIES LLC and HEARTLAND LLC
move the Court for an Order dismissing the Petition for Judicial Review. Powderhorn seeks
prompt dismissal of this action as the Court is without jurisdiction to hear this appeal and
Powderhorn is currently stayed, without protection of a bond, &om proceeding with its
previously scheduled and pending land use applications. In support of their Motion for Stay,
Petitioners represented to the Court this appeal would only take two or three mnontlls, and
therefore the stay imposed against Powderhom would be short. In reality, a much longer stay is

being imposed. Thus given the stay against Powderhorn, the lack of any bond, and the lack of
this Court's jurisdiction, Powderhorn seeks a prompt dismissal. This motion is supported by
the authorities set out in the Memorandum in Support and the Affidavit of Mischelle R.
Fulgham simultaneously filed herewith and the records and files herein.

$-4*

DATED this 2&l? day of January, 2007.
LUKJNS & ANNIS, P.S.

CHELLE R. FULG
IS@ki4623
U
PETER J. SMITH IV
ISB #6997
Attorneys for Intervenors Powderhom
Communities LLC and Heartland LLC
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Scott W. Reed
@
First-class Mail
Attorney at Law
401 Front St
0
Overnight Mail
P. 0. Box A
E
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Coeur d' Alene, ID 83816
Jolm A. Cafferty
Kootenai County Legal Services
P. 0.Box 9000
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Overnight Mail
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MISCHELLE R. FULGHAM
ISB kt4623
PETER J. SMITH N
ISB #6997
LUKINS & ANN§. P.S.
Ste 102
250 Northwest Blvd.
Cwur d'Alene, ID 83814-297 1
Tele~hone:(208) 667-05 17
Facsimile Na.: (509'1 333-2478
Attornevs for POWDERHORN COMM'UITilITIES LLC

and HEARTLAND LLC

IT4 THE DlSTRlCT COURT OF THE FRST JUDICIAL DISTFUCT OF THE
STATE OF 'UDAHO, AND FOR THECOUNTY OF KOOTENAI
NEIGHBORS FOR RESPONSIBLE
GROWTH, a non-profit unicorporated
association; PRESERVE OUR 'RURAL
COMMUNITIES, .a non-pro5t ~nicorporated
.association; KOOTENAI ENVLRONMENTM
ALLIANCE, WC., a non-profit corporation;
NORBERT and BEVERLY TWILLMAW;
GREG and J A M T TOFtLINE; SUSAN
MELKA; MErU,YN and EAN NELSON,

I

NO. CV-06-8574
POWDERHORN COMMUNITIES LLC
AND l3EARTLAm LLC3S
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
MOTION TO DISMISS DUE TO LACK
OF JUMSD'ICTION

KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political subdivision
of the STATE OF IDAHO acting through the
KOOTENAS COUNTY BOARD OF
COMMXSS10NERS; S .J. "GUS"JOI-INSON,
CHAIRMAN; ELMER R. "RICK" CURl?E
and KATIE BRODIE, COMMTSSTONERS, in
their official capacities; and KATIE BRODIE,
personally and individually,
and

Defend*b9

POWDERFTORN COMMUNITIES LLC, and
HEARTLAND LLC
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POWDERHORN COMMUNITIES LLC and HEARTLAND LLC (hereinafter
'Towderhom") file this memorandum in support of their Motion to 'Dismiss the Petition for
Judicial Review filed with this Court on November 15,2006. Powderhom seeks prompt
dismissal of this Petition as the Court is without jurisdiction to hear this appeal and Powderhom
is currently stayed, without protection of a bond, from proceeding with its previously scheduled
and pending land use applications.

In support of their Motion for Stay, Petitioners represented

to the Court that this appeal would only take two or three tnonths, and therefore the stay
imposed against Powderhom would be short. In reality, a much longer stay is being imposed,
and Powderhom is being damaged. Given the stay against Powderhom, the lack of any bond,
and the lack of this Court's jurisdiction, Powderhorn seeks a prompt dismissal.

GROUNDS FOR DISMISSAL
Petitioners' November 15,2006, Petition for Judicial Review of the Order of Decision
entered by the Board of County Commissioners on November 9,2006, should be dismissed as
the Petition was rendered moot by the Commissioners' Amended Order of Decision entered on
November 16,2006.
Petitioners failed to timely appeal the Commissioners' final decision entered on
November 16, '2006, thereby depriving this Court of jurisdiction over the Commissioners' 'final
order.
The Court lacks jurisdiction to judicially review this Comprehensive Plan Future Land
Use Map designation, which is a purely legislative matter.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
On December 16,2005, Powderhorn filed n Request for an Amendment to the Kootenai
Countv Comorehensive Plan for the general geographic area known as the Powderhom
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Peninsula. R. Vol. 1, p. 57. No specific legal description or specific property owner consent
was required because the Comprehensive Plan amendment was a purely legislative matter.

R. Vol. 1, p. 131. Kootenai County has admitted and confirmed in writing that this
Amendment is a purely legislative matter. R. Vol. I, p. 131. County Planner Mark Mussman
wrote: "The request involves numerous pieces of property. Because this is a le~slalivematter,
specific property owner authorization is not required." R. Vol. 1, p. 131.
The proposed amendment to the Comprehensive Plan sought to change the County's
Comprehensive Plan Future Land Use Map designation from an Agricultural designation to a
Rural Residential designation for approximately 3,000 acres. R. Vol. 1, p. 71. Powderhorn
later amended the Application seeking a more restrictive Rural designation. R. Vol. 3, p. 593
and R. Vol. 4, p. 827.
The Kootenai County Planning Commission and Kootenai County Board of
Commissioners conducted public hearings pursuant to Idaho Code 3 67-6509.
On November 9,2006, the Kootenai County Board of Commissioners signed an Order
of Decision approving Powderhom's request and changing the Comprehensive Plan Future
Land Use Map designation for the Powderhom Peninsula from Agricultural to Rural.

R. Vol. 3, pp. 604-614. The Board's November 9, 2006, Order is the only Decision Petitioners
have brought forward to this Court for review.
On November 15, 2006, Petitioners filed this Petition for Judicial Review of the
November 9,2006, Decision. R. Vol. 2, pp.334-358. Scott Reed, attorney for Petitioners,
expressly limited this appeal request to the BOCC's November 9,2006, Order of Decision.
R. Vol. 2, p. 358.
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On November 16, 2006, the Kootenai County Board of Commissioners issued new
findings, conclusions, and signed an Amended Order of Decision. R. Val. 3, pp. 591-600. This
November 16,2006, Amended Order constitutes the Commissioners' final order, and it has not
been appealed.

LEGAL ANALYSIS
A.

The Commissioners' November 9.2006, Decision, Which Has Solelv Been
A~pealed.is Moot. As a Result. this Court Lacks Jurisdiction and This Appeal
Should be Dismissed
Petitioners' Petition for Judicial Review, seeking review of only the November 9,2006,

decision, was rendered moot by the Amended Order of Decision on November 16,2006.
Given the Board's new, amended findings, conclusions and final decision, (issued after the
.filing of this lawsuit) there is no reason for this Court go back to review the Board's earlier
decision. The November 9 ruling has been replaced by the November 16 decision and is no
longer binding. Given the absence of any pending controversy arising out of the appealed
order, this Court lacks jurisdiction and should dismiss this appeal as moot.

'

An issue becomes moot if it does not present a real and substantial controversy
that is capable of being concluded through judicial decree oEspecific relief.
Mootness applies when an appellant lacks a legal interest in the outcome.
Mootness also applies when a favorable judicial decision would not result in any
relief.'
Mootness is a jurisdictional issue and without a justiciable live controversy, an appeal should
"This Court may only review cases in which a judicial determination will have
be di~missed.~

' Fenn v. Nooh, 142 Idaho 77,5,
Id.

' Id

133 P.3d 1240, 1244 (2006).
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a practical effect on the outco~ne."~"This Coua cannot hear and resolve an issue that 'presents
no justiciable controversy and a judicial dcterminarion will have no practical effect on the
outcome.""
This Court is obliged to raise moorness sua sponte because it is a jurisdictional
issue. Gator.com Gorp. v. L. L. Bean, Inc., 398 F.3d 1 125, 1129 (9th Cir. 2005).
"An issue becomes moot if it does not present a real and substantial controversy
that is capable of being concluded through judicial decree of specific relief."
Ameritel Inns, Inc. v. Greater Boise Auditorium Dist., 141 Idaho 849, 851, 119
P.3d 624, 626 (2005). Mootness applies when a .favorablejudicial decision
would not result in any relief. State v. Rogevs, 140 Idaho 223,227,91 P.3d
1127, 1131 (2004).
.
.
Normally, this Couri may only review cases in which a judicial determination
will have a practical effect on the outcome. See State v. Hoyle, 140 Idaho 679,
682,99 P.3d 1069, 1072 (2004) (quoting Idaho Sch for Equal Educ.
Opporlunity v. Idaho State Bd. of Educ., 128 Idaho 276,281,912 P.2d 644,649
(19961).~
Thc Idaho Supreme Court has cited and followed federal court holdings on mootness: and
federal, courts have similarly so ruled.
It is an inexorable command of the United Statcs Constitution that the federal
courts confine themselves to deciding actual cases and controversies. See U.S.
CONST. art. 111, 5 2, cl. 1. For a case to fall within the parameters of our limited
judicial power, "it is not enough that there may have been a live case or
controversy when the case was decided by the court whose judgment we are
reviewing." Burke v. Barnes, 479 U.S. 361,363,93 L. Ed. 2d 732, 107 S. Ct.
734 (1987). Rather, Article 111requires that a live controversy persist
throughout all stages of the litigation. See Steffel v. Tl~ompson,41 5 U.S. 452,
459 n.lO, 39 L. Ed. 2d 505,94 S. Ct. 1209 (1974) ("an actual controversy must
be extant at all stages of review, not merely at the time the complaint is filed").
Where this condition ts not met, the case has become moot, and its resolution is
no longer within our constitutional purview. See Foster v. Carson, 347 F.3d 742,
State v. Hoyle, 140 Idaho 679,682,99 P.3d 1069,1072 (2004) (quoting Idaho Sch. for Equal Educ.
Opporrrrniiy v. Idaho Stare Bd. ofEduc., 128 Idaho 276. 281.912 P.2d 641,649 (1996)).
Id,
~ e h vh Wehh, 148 P.3d 1 2 6 7 , , 2006 Ida. LEXS 152 (2006).

"ee
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747 (9th Cir. 2003) ("We do not have the constitutional authority to decide moot
cases."). Because "rnootness is a jurisdictional issue," id. at 745, we are obliged
to raise it sua sponte. See Dcrner), v. Arpaio, 378 F.3d 1020, 1025 (9th Cir.
2004)~

With the enactment of he Idaho Local Land Use and Planning Act (LLUPA), Xdaho

Code 67-650 1, et seq., the legislakure intended to give local governing boards broad powers
in the area of planning and

The Kootenai County Board of Commissianers properly

exercised these broad powers by revising and amending its decision.

In exercising its broad

power and authority over ppl.anning and zoning matters on November 16,2006, the Board

administratively remedied its own per~eivaderrors and issucd its Amended Order oPDecision.
Thus, there is no reason or basis far this Court to judicially evaluate the Board's previous Order

of November 9,2005,The appealed decision of November 9,2006, is no longer valid or

binding, and there is no justiciable canboversy before tlie Court.

Even if Petitioners somehow prevailed in getting this Court to set aside the

Commissioners' November 9 Order, moohess applies because this "favorable judicial
decisim'' would not result in any actual relief lo ~etitioners." The November 16 Amended

Order, including its revised findings of fact, conclusions of law, and 'final decision, would stand

unimpaired. A reversal or remand from this Court would have absolutely no practical.effect
beczuse the contested decision has already been replaced by the Board. As a result, the
November 9,2006, Order contested by Petitioners in their November 15,2006,appeal is no

longer valid or of any effect. The November 16,2006, Amended Order remains binding and
R

Id. , the Idaho Supreme Court citing and relying rn Gator.com Cnrp. v. L.L. Bean, inc., 398 F.3d 1125, 11281129 (9thCir. 2003).

9

Wki& v. Bannock County Comm'rs, 139 Idaho 3Y6,SO F.3d 332 (2003).
State v, Rogers. 140 Idaho at 227,91 P.3d at 1 131 (2004);Idaho Sch. for Equal E h c . Opporruniry v. Idaho
.qmfo RJ nfK A r l7R Idaho 276.28 1-282,912 P.2d 544,649(1996).
10
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has not been appealed. As a result, this appeal is moot and should be dismissed by the Court as
lacking jurisdiction.

In McCandless v. Kramer, the Idaho Supreme Court addressed this same issue in the
context of an appeal of an original judgment that was subsequently amended." In McCandless,
the District Court entered an original judgment that was appealed and later amended after the
defendant filed a motion for a new trial.I2 The defendant appealed the original judgment and
asserted the District Court was without jurisdiction to consider the motion for a new trial.I3
The Idaho Supreme Court found that the District Court did have jurisdiction to consider the
motion for a new trial and enter an amended judgment; thus, defendant's appeal on that issue
I

was without merit.I4 On defendant's appeal of the original judgment, the Idaho Supreme Court

I

stated:
We recognize that proceedings for a new trial and an appeal from the judgment
are independent remedies and both may be pursued at the same time. The
granting of a new trial operates to vacate the judgment and an appeal cannot be
maintained thereon. By analogy, if the action of the trial court on motion for
new trial properly results in an amended judgment, then the orkina1 judgment
to the extent o f the amendment would be superseded und not subject to
&.
In any event, although the original judgment was erroneous, the error
of which appellant complains on the appeal therefrom was properly corrected
and appellant granted his reliefby the action of the trial court on the motion for
new trial. Apoellrmi's nnpeu1 from the oripinal iudpment has become moat.I5

The entry of the Amended Order of Decision afler the Order of Decision fits within the
I

reasoning of McCandless. By analogy, the BOCC's Order of Decision is sriperseded by their
Amended Order of Decision. The Amended Order of Decision was rendered after Petitioners'

" McCandless v. Krumer, 76 Idaho 516,286P.2d 334 (1955).
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filed this appeal, and as a result, the Amended Order is not subject to the Petition for Judicial
Review filed by the petitioners." Thus, the Amended Order of November 16 renders
Petitioners' Petition for Judicial Review moot. The Petition must be dismissed.

B.

Petitioners Failed to Timelv Appeal the Commissioners' Final Order issued on
November 16,2006. As a Result, this Court Lacks Jurisdiction to Consider a
LLWA A p ~ e a of
l the Amended Order.
Absent a timely filed appeal of a final decision, this Court lacks jurisdiction to consider

land use decisions issued by a local governmental agency.'' The Local Land Use Planning Act
(LLUPA)" governs certain land use planning proceedings of local governments, including the
processing of requests for amendments to a comprehensive plan.'g Section 67-652l(l)(d)
authorizes a person aggrieved by a local government's final action to seek judicial review by
filing within 28 days.
(d) An affected person aggrieved by a decision may within twenty-eight (28)
days aRer all remedies have been exhausted under local ordinances seek judicial
review as provided by Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho code?'
The Idaho Administrative Procedures Act, Chapter 52, Title 67, Idaho Code (IDAPA)
also governs judicial review of local administrative decisions?' A person aggrieved by a "final
order" or "final agency action" must comply with the timely filing requirements of Idaho Code

is

Hcrc,thc scqucncc of events is analogous to dx merger of a preliminary injunction into a pmancnt injunarion,

upon which "an appeai from the grant of [the] preliminary injunction bccomes moot." Grupo Mexicano de
Descrrrollo, S.A. v. Alliance BondFund, Inc., 527 U.S.308,314, 119 S. Ct. 1961, 144 L. Ed. 2d 319 (1999).
" Idaho Code $67-6521 (2006).
Idaho Code 5 67-6501 erseq. (2006).
Idaho Code 4 67-6509.
20 Idaho Code 5 67-6521(1)(d).
21
Stevenson v. Blaine Cry., 137 Idaho 756,759,9 P.3d 1222 (2000).

4 fj67-527 1-67-5278.'"

person musf wait until all administrative remedies are exhausted

before filing on appeal of a final order or final agency a~tion.'~

Petitioners herein failed to comply with Idaho Code $67-6521(X)(d) and Tdaho Code
9567-5271-67-5278. The Board's November 9,2006, Order was not a final order; it was
administratively remedied by the Board's suhscquent Amended Order issued one weak later on
November 16, 2006. Thus, Petitioners sought judicial review of an agency decision before
exhausting all administrative remedies in violation of LC. 9 67-527 1. Petitioners also failed to
comply with T.C.$ 67-6521Cl)(d) in that no appeal was filed within 28 days of the

November 16,2006, final arder. The November 16,2006, Amended Order of Decision
constitutes the "final order" in this matter, which order the Petitioners have not appealed.23

Petitioners' failure to file within 28 days of the. Board's finai order deprives this Court of
jurisdiction and mandates dismissal of the Petition for Judicial ~ e v i e w . ~ ~

Here, the 28-day period for filing an appeal of the Commissioners' finat order began
running on November 16,2006,when the Board issued their "written findings, conclusions,
and order."26 Thus, a timely filed and served notice of appeal was due no later than

December 14,2006. Petitioners have not timely appealed the Commissioners' November 16,
2006, ''final arder." As a result of Petitioners' failure to appeal the "final order," no LLUPA

22

Idaho Code 5 87-5270(2)-(3).

Code 67-5271f1).
The time period far appealing the Amended Order of Decision hns now passed. See Arthur v. Shoshone Cfy.,
133 Idaho 854,993 P.2d 617 (Ct, App. 2000) fllolding that petition for judicial review must be filed within twentyeight (25) days).
25
Arthur v. Shoshone County, 133 Idaho 854,993 P . Z 617
~ (Cr.'App.2000); Ewighr v. Blaine Counry, 127 Idaho
498,903 P.2d 87 (1995).
26 111 the context of local landuse planning dccisions pursuant to rfie LLUPA, Idaho Code $67-6501, er seg., Td&o
Courts have previously held the date on which the decision is madc corrcspands to the date of rhe written findings,
conclusions and order, which starts the time for fiIing an appeal. See White v. Bannock County Comm'vs, 139
ldaho 396,80 P.3d 332 (2003); Ffscher v. City of Ketchurn, 141. ldaho 349,355 (Tdaho 2005).
23 Idaho
24
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claims arising out of the November 16,2006, final decision can be considered by the Court in
this appeal.

C.

This Court Lacks Jurisdiction to Judicially Review the Board of County
Commissioners' Comprehe~tsivePlan Amendment, includiu~the Future Laud Use
flap Designation, as it is a Lepislative Matter.
Powderhorn's approved Comprehensive Plan Amendment is a legislative matter. The

Application applied to the entire geographic area known as the Powderhorn Peninsula.
Kootenai Coimnty Planner Mark Mussman admitted and documented that this Application was a
"legislative matter" involving "numerous pieces of property." R. Vol. 1, p. 131. (emphasis
adhd).
"Promulgation or enactment of geneial zoning plans and ordinances is a legislative
a~tion."~'"Action is legislative when it affects a large area consisting of many parcels of'

I

property in disparate ownership. Conversely, action is considered quasi-judicial when it
applies ageneral rule to a specific interest, such as a zoning change affecting a single piece of
property:8

a variance, or a conditional use pemrit.'"g

In Martin Cy,7, us ern,^^ the Court held that legislative actions "result in the
formulation of a general rule of policy," and quasi-judicial actions "result in the application of a
general rule of policy." The comprehensive plan fonnulates h c general rules of policy and is
therefore legislative. A subsequent permit or development approval may actually apply the
comprehensive plan rules, and is therefore quasi-judicial.

21

28

Burt v. Cily ofldaho Falls, 105 Idaho 65,665 p.2d 1075 (1983).

Conkary to ~e "single piece of property" requirement for a quasi-judicialmatter, this Application dcall wirh
a proxi~nately186 picccs of properly.
!$
Id. at 68 n.4.; citing Martin Cy v . Yusem, 690 ~ o . .2. d1288; 1292 (Fla 1997).
' O 690 So.2d 1288, 1292 (Fla. 1997).
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The Court in Yusem, held:
We expressly conclude that amendrndnts to comarehensive land use plans are
Lehsliltive decisions. This conclusion is not affected by the fact that the
amendments to comprehensive land use plans are being sought as part of an
application in respect to only one pie& of Rrapcrty.

.

.*

* *i

..[T]hetc is no reason to treat a counfy's dkision rejecting a proposed
modification o f a previously adopted land use plan as my less 1,egislativein
nature than the decision initially adopting the plan.
;x

* *'

Our conclusion that amendments t i comprehensive plans ere lepislntive
decisions,is %#her supported by the procedures for effecting such amendments
under the Act
I!
I

In Burt v. City of Idaho ~ a l l s , "the s

< ~ &Court of Idaho specifically held that 'We
,I

annexation of land, the subsequent nmendmdnt of the comprehensive nlan and the zoning of
I;

the annexed land" was a leeislative function; as obposed to quasi-judicial function. Id. at 68.33

.;I

'The Idaho Court further held that "such ilePi)llativhl actions are not subiect to direct judicial
direct judicial review by its high visibility and

review.'J4 '%egislativcaction is shielded fr&

widely felt impact, bn the theory that an app$ppriaSeremedy can be had at the polls.'"5 As with

all legislative matters, Powderhorn's Cornp. Plan k e n d m e n t certainly and undeniably had
$

th.ro~$hou~.~ootmi
County. R. Vol. 2-6. An
11
..
appropriate remedy could certainly be had atipe $jlls.
"high visibility and widely felt imp&

I

In Burt, the Court expressly statEd as kollo&s:
$

We hold that in the amexarion of lanh, the/subsequentamendment of the
comprehensive plan and the zoning bf the annexed land, I.C. 67-6525, the
II

I!
31

;I

Martin Cy. v. Yusem, 690 So2d 1288, 1283 (Fb 1q97). I31
Burr v. Ciry ofIdaho Fails, 105 Idaho 65,665 P.2d $075 (1983).
33
B c c a ~ he e subject land was being annexed into t k ~ityiofldaho Falls, it obviousty involved "a specifically
identifiabke property." However si~nplybccausc the c+mprehensive plan amendment dcalt with "specifically
amendment it somehow bccamc a quasi-judicial
identifiable land" it did not mean that ttrc comprehcn$vr
dccisian. It did nor, it remained 9 legisla,tivedecision.j
Id.
3s Id.

il

d

i!

;.
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city council acted in a legislative manner, see Cooper, supra; Dawson, supra;
frluwell, supra, see also City of Louisville v. District Court In and For County of
Boulder, 190 Colo. 33,543 P.2d 67 fColo.1975), Golden v. City ofOverland
Park, 224 Kan. 591,584 P.2d 130 (Kan. 1978), md that such actions are not
gubiect to direct: iudicial review, See, e.g., Dawson, supra. Costs awarded to
defendants-respondents?
Powderhorn's comprehensive plan amendment is likewise legislative and is not subject to
direct judicial review.
Aside from Burt, which held that Comprehensive Plan Amendments are legislative
matters not subject to judicial review, no other 'ldaho appellate decisions appear to have
addressed this issue. However, by analogy numerous courts in other jurisdictions have similarly
ruled that amendments to a comprehensive plan arD legislative actions. For example, in
Coastal Development v. City of Jacksonville ~each,"the Court expressly held that

comprehensive nlan amendments, includin~co&~rehensiveolan amendments to only the
future land use mao. are le~islative.The comprehensive plan amendment at issue in Coastal
Developmenr did not involve a proposed change lo co~nprehensiveplan goals, policies, and

objectives, but as was the case with the Powderhorp Peninsula comprehensive plan amendment,
the Application only sought a land use change to the comprehensive plan's Future Land Use
Map (FLUM) designation. Id. In holding that the Comprehensive Plan Future Land Use Map
amendment was legislative, the Court stated as follows:

A comprehensive plan is composed of several elements. One element of the
comprehensive plan is the future land use element. The future land use element
designates "proposed future general distribution, location, and extent of the uses
of land for residential uses, commercial uses, industry, agriculture, recreation,
conservation, education, public buildings and grounds, other public facilities,
and other categories of the public and privates uses of land." The future land use
map (FLUM) is a component of the future land use element of the
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Burt v Idaho Falls, 105 Idaho 65,68,665 P.2d 1075 (1983).
Coastal Developmwt v Ci@ ofJacksonville Beach. 788 So.2d 204,200i Fla. LEXlS 743 (2001).

comprehensive plan, See Yusem, 690 So.2d at 1292. The FLUM is a pictorial
depiction of the future land use element and is supplemenled by witten "goals,
policies, and measurable objectives." The FLUM must be internally consistent
with the other elements of the comprehensive plan.
In Yusem, we held that all comprehensive plan amendments are leeislative
decisions.

***

Even if the com~rehensivealan amendment consists of an amendment to
the comprehensive plan's future land use map which is applicable only to a
single tract of land, the amendment should be deemed le~islative.The future
land use plan inap alone does not determine or control the uses which can be
made of a articular tract of land Rather. the comprehensive plan as a whole,
includineihe future iand use man and all of the other policies of the plan
consists of le~islativepolicies that;must be applied to determine what uses c&
be made of a specific tract of land.""
the Washington
Additional courts have similarly so held. In Hblbrook v Clark cy.j9
Court of Appeals held that the adoption of an area-widc comprehensive plan designation was
legislative, despite the fact that the comprehensive plan designation adversely affected specific
and identifiable land owners. The Court ruled as follows:
No bright line separatesjudicial from legislative actions. Rqvnes v.
Leavenworth, 1
1
8Wn.2d 237,243,821 P.2d 1204 (1992). But area-wide
actions. such as the adoation of comat'ebensive plans and zoning ordinances,
involvine the exercise of the levislative body's policv-ma kin^ role. are
generallv considered 1ePislative . . . And'such actions are not made quasijudicial simply because they affect specificiindividuals, even if the method
chosen by the legislative body to acquire input from the property owners allows
the owners to discuss their own properties. i. . The determining factor is whether
the decision is a policy-making one: "Although legislative decisions may appear
adjudicatory when groups focus on how the particular decisions will affect their
individual rights, all aolicy decisions begin wit11 the consideration and balancing
of individual rights."

.

3n

Sea Coos~alDevelopmentv. City ofJocksonville Beach. 788 So.2d 204.2001 Fla. LEXlS 743 (2001), citing

Martin Cy. v. Yuscm, 690 So.2d 1288, 1292 (Fla. 1997) and Thomas G. Pelham, Quasi-Judicial Raonings: A
Commentary on the Snyder Decision and the Consistency Requiremenr, 9 J . Land Use & Envtl. L. 243,300-3001
(1994).
112 Wn. App. 354, 365,49 P.3d 142:(2002),
40
Id. (internal citations omitted).
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In Jones v. King

c ~the .Washington
~ ~ Court of Appeals, likewise held that revisions to

comprehensive plans (even For a specific designated neighborhood) are legislative
determinations. In defining and kplaining what local land use decisions should not be
considered quasi-judicial, the Court wrote as follows:

.

Ouasi-iudicial actions of local decision-makine" bodies are those actions ofthe
legislahve body, planning commission, hearing examiner, zoning adjuster, board
oiadius~ment,or boards which determine the legal rights, duties, or privileges of
spec& ~ a t i e in
s a hearing or other contested case pfoceedinc. 0u2lbi-iud6ial
actions do not include th; legislative actions adopting, amend&. o;
revisine comprehensive, cornmuniw. or neighborhood plans or other land
use planning documents or the adoption of area-wide zoning ordinances or
the adoption of a zoning nmendment that is of area-wide significance:'
Numerous other courts have followed these mlings in concluding that amendments to
comprehensive plans are logislative decisions."
In conclusion, Kootenai County, through its Planner Mark Mussman, has documented
and admitted that Powderhom's Comprehensive Plan Amendment is a legislative matter. Idaho
case law has held without contradiction that comprehensive plan amendments are legislative
matters and are not subject to direct judicial review. Many courts in other jurisdictions have

'

App. 467,874 P.2d 853 (1994)
. .
v. King Cy., 74 Wn. App. 467,874 P.2d 853 (1994) (emphasis original).
43
See e.g., Yusem, 690 So.2d at 1293 ("1. .we expressly conclude that amcndmenrs to comprehensive land use
plans are legislative decisions. This conolusion is not affected by the fact that the amendments to the
comprehensive land use plans are beinpjsouglit as p q t of a rczoning application in respect to only one piecc of
property"); see City Envtl. Scrvs. Land-$I/, Inc. v. Holm& Cy., 677 So. 2d 1327 (Fla 1'' D.C.A. 1996) (Court held.
"The resolution of this case hinges on whethcr the board ofcounty commissioners' denial of petitioner's proposed
mendmcnts to the comprehensive land,use plan was a legislative action ... or a quasi-judicial action . The case
law indicates that the board of county commissioner's action in this case [amending the cornprchcnsivz plan] was
legislative."); See Summit Ridge Develop. Co, v. City oflndependence; 821 S.W.2d 5 16 (1991) (the "esercisc of
the zoning powers delegated to the cities including the enactment of ordinances amending the comprehensive plan
~nrtnersh@.
Ltd., 676 So.2d 532 (Fla. 4IhD.C.A. 1996);
is a lcgislativc function"); See Martin Cy. v. ~ection;28
Ed. of Cry. Comm 'rs v. Knrp, 662 So.2d 718 p l a . 2d. D.C.A. 1995) (pursuant to a comprehensive plan, the board
of county commissioners adopled a corridor plan for aapecific area of respondent's propedy, and included in the
corridor plan, a conditional easement tKgt was applicable only to respondents' property. The court held thitt thc
adoption o f the comdor plan by the bo&d of county commissioners as part ofthe comprehensive plan, was a
legislative, not quasi-judicial, act.)
:
" 74 Wn.

42 Jones
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.

!

similarly so held. Because this lebislative matter is nor subject to judicial review, this Court
lacks jurisdiction. Powderhorn's ~ o t i o nto Dismiss should be granted.

CONCLUSION
Powderhorn seeks dismissal of this apbeal based upon lack of jurisdiction. First, the
only Order appealed by ~etitioneis,the Noverhher 9 Order, is moot. There i s no justiciable
controversy before the Court, and a favorable ,outcome for Petitioners would have no practical
effect because the appealed decision has al<eaiiybeen amended and replaced.
of Decision, i.e., its "final decision" dated
Second, the County's ~ m k n d e dOrder
, .
,

November 16,2006, was never a4pealed. ?"ne 28-day time period for appealing the County's
final decision has expired. As thi Amended Order was not timely appealed, this Court lacks
!

jurisdiction to judicially review it.
!

Third, Petitioners have adpealed a ~k~islative
matter not subject to judicial review.
. bver this matter, fairness and judicial efficiency
Given the Court's lack ofiurisdictidn
.

1

,
/

,
,

!

require prompt dismissal. ~etitiohers'attorney represented to the Court this entire appeal could
:

. .
i
be concluded in 2-3 months; hoyever, sucG a$imefiame is clearly not realistic.

Because the

f

stay imposed against ~ o w d e r h o dby this ~Codrtis without the protection of a bond or any
,

.

,

financial terms and because this hourt lacks jkisdibtion over this appeal, it is necessary for
I
!

Powderhorn to have this motion $0 dismiss bi&mptly heard and to have this appeal dismissed
without further delay.
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDI:
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COU
NEIGHBORS FOR RESPONSIBLE
GROWTH, a non-profit,
unincorporated association;
PRESERVE OUR RURAL
COMMUNITIES, a non-profit
unincorporated association;
KOOTENAI ENVIRONMENTAL
ALLIANCE, INC., a oon-profit
corporation; NORBERT and
BEVERLY TWILLMANN; GREG
and JANET TORLINE; SUSAN
M E L U ; MERLYN and JEAN
NELSON;

1

1
)
)
)

1
1
1
)

1

1
KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political
subdivision of the STATE OF IDAHO
acting through the KOOTENAI
C O U N T Y B O A R D O F
COMMISSIONERS; S.J. "GUS"
JOHNSON, CHAIRMAN; ELMER R.,
"RICK" CURRIE and KATIE
BRODIE, COMMISSIONERS, in their
official capacities; and KATIE
BRODIE, personally and individually,

POWDERBORN COMMUNITIES,
LLC, and HEARTLAND, LLC,

Case No. CV-06-8574

)
)

1
1

1
)

1
)

AMENDED PETITION FOR JUDICIAI,
REVIEW

~laintiffs~etitioners
amend their complaint as follows principally by adding
a Fourth Cause of Action.

PREFACE
Pursuant to Idaho Code $67-6521 and $467-5270

- 67-5277 and Rule 84,

I.R.Civ.P., plaintiffslpetitioners petition for judicial review of the issuance on
November 9, 2006 of Findings of Fact, Applicable Legal Standards, Conclusions
of Law, Comprehensive Plan Analysis and Order of Decision in CaseNo. CP-08005 granting a request by Powderhorn Communities, LLC of Seattle, Washington
for a Comprehensive Plan Map Amendment from Agricultural to Rural on
approximately 3,000 acres.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE
1.

The District Court has jurisdiction as provided by Rule 84, 1.R.Civ.P.

and Kootenai County is the correct venue.

PARTIES
2.

PlaintiffIPetitioner Neighbors for

Responsible Growth is an

unincorporated association filed with the Secretary of State pursuant to Idaho Code
$$53-701 et. seq. The Association represents a broad number of individuals and
similar groups dedicated to responsible planning for growth in Kootenai County.
AMENDED PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW
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Representatives of the Association testified and presented written material in all
proceedings in Case No. CP-080-05.
3.

PlaintiffIPetitioner Preserve Our Rural Communities is a non-profit

unincorporated association whose representatives testified and presented written
material in all proceedings in Case No. CP-080-05.
4.

PlaintiffIPetitioner Preserve Our Rural Communities is a non-profit

unincorporated association whose representatives testified and presented written
material in all proceedings in Case No. CP-080-05.
5.

Plaintiffpetitioner Kootenai Environmental Alliance, Inc. (ICEA), is

a non-profit corporation active in the community continually since the early 1990's.

KEA representatives have participated in hearings in this case and in numerous
other proceedings before the Kootenai County Board of Commissioners involving
serious environmental concerns.

6..

PlaintiffsRetitioners Norbert and Beverly Twillmann, Greg and Janet

Torline, Susan Melka and , Merlyn and Jean Nelson are affected persons having
interests in real property which are adversely affected by the
unjustified amendment to the Comprehensive Plan Map and ail have participated
in all proceedings in Case No. CP-080-05.

AMENDED PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW

developments such as the one challenged here increased by 30% in 2004 and 50%
in 2005.
12.

On December 16, 2005, Powderhorn Comnlunitles, LLC filed a

Request for Amendment to the Kootenai County Coniprehenslve Plan for
Powderhorn Peninsula.
13.

The same individuals also constitute Heartland, LLC and Powderhorn

Partners, LLC.

14.

The request for amendment was joined by other property owners

including East Point Farm, Inc., Bla Bar, Inc. and Charles R. Blakely, H. F.
Magnuson and Coeur d7Alene Land Company, Inc. all of whom authorized
Heartland, LLC to act as their agent.
15.

As set forth in attached Exhibit "A", the Request for Amendment of

the Comprehensive Plan was addressed to Rand Wichman, Planning Director for
Kootenai County, who was department head of the Kootenai County Build~ngand
Planning Department.
16.

All further proceedings of Kootenai County on the Request for

Amendment were subject to direct supervision and control of Planning Director
Rand Wichman fiom December 16, 2005 until he resigned on June 16, 2006.

AMENDED PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW

17.

Immediately after he resigned as Planning Direc~or,Rand WiChman

was retained as a paid consultant by Powerderhorn Communities, LLC and
Heartland, LLC and has continued as such to this date.
18.

The proposed amendment to the Comprehensive Plan was to allow

change in the land use zoning designation for approximately 3,000 acres (including
180 acres owned by the United States) from Agricultural to Rural Residential.
19.

On August 14, 2006, Heartland, LLC modified the Request Tor

Amendment to change the land use classification to Rural for the same purpose.
20.

In the public proceedings which followed the initial Request for

Amendment, representatives of Powderhorn Communities, LLC and Heartland, LLC
stated that the objective of the Request for Amendment was to provide for a
Planned Unit Developments for 1,300 residences, each with homes costing in
excess of $1,000,000, for three private golf courses and for equestrian facilities.
21.

In the existing Agricultural Zone, subdivisions are prohibited and so,

by implication, are Planned Unit Developments which would divide properties into
units less than five acres.

Golf courses and equestrian facilities are neither

permitted nor allowed as conditional uses in thc Agricultural Zone.
22.

On July 10, 2002 in Case No. 2-718-02, the Kootena~County Board

of Commissioners unanimously denied a request by Jerome Hustead and Jack
AMENDED PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW
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Finney for a zone change from Agricultural to Rural for the purpose of subdividing
160 acres located in the same general area because the zone change did not

fit

the

public necessity needs and would make a negative impact on publrc servtces
because of the distances from those services. That property has been sold to the
applicants in this case.
23.

Public hearing upon the Request for Amendment was held before the

Kootenai County Planning Commission on April 27, 2006.

As indicated by

attached Exhibit "C", Director Rand Wichman was personally present at the Apr~i
27th public hearing of the planning commission.
24.

On May 25, 2006 the Planning Commission unanimously voted to

deny the amendment and

". . .recommended the applicant wait

for the

Comprehensive Plan Update and participate in that process." Order of Decision.
$1.03.
25.

The application came before Kootenai County Board of Commissioners

at a public hearing on September 14, 2006. The overwhelming majority of oral
and written testimony at that hearing was in opposition.
26.

On September 25, 2006, the Board of Commissioners made a site visit

to the Powderhorn Peninsula. While visiting that site, Commissioner Brodie, acting
contrary to explicit instructions from County Attorney Jolm A. Cafferty, had ex
AMENDED PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW

parte conversations with Rand Wichman, present as a hired consultant for
Heartland, LLC,

and with Powderhorn Communities, LLC Project Manager

Stephen P. Walker 111.
27.

Thereafter on September 27, 2006, plaintifflpetitioner Beverly

Twillmam acting for plaintiffs/petitioners Neighbors for Responsible Growth, made
written demand by e-mail directed to the Kootenai County Board of Commissioners
through County Attorney Cafferty reciting the ex parte communication and
requesting that Commissioner Brodie not participate further in Case No. CP-080-05
on the Powderhorn Communities, LLC request. A copy of said e-mail with
photographs is attached to the Affidavit of Beverly M. Twillmann submitted with
this petition.
28.

Commissioner Brodie continued to participate in the limited hearing

on October 4, 2006 and in the final decision on October 5, 2006.

29.

At said hearing on October 4th, plaintiffslpetitioners presented again

evidence similar to that presented at the public hearing on September 14, 2006
establishing, contrary to statements made by the applicants, that substantial portions
of the 3,000 acres were in a federal Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) that
makes payments to the farmers not to farm viable agricultural land with payments

AMENDED PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW

to one of those seeking zone changes, Charles Blakely, totalling $190,000 between
1995 and 2004.
30.

On October 5, 2006, Chairman Johnson and Con~missionerBrodie

voted to approve the Request for Amendment with Commissioner Currie voting
against approval.
31.

In a proceeding in 2004 involving the granting of a permit for

construction of pole barns subsequently declared null and void by District Judge
Charles Hosack, Commissioner Brodie expressed her bias favoring any action
recommended by Rand Wichman:

BY COMMISSIONER BRODIE: Uh, I have worked with our Planning
Director for fourteen years. And, most of those have been great warm,
wonderful exchanges. And I know that Rand gives this job and his
responsibility the utmost of, I mean, none of it is taken lightly. Um, 1
feel I need to uphold Rand's decision. . .

.

Transcript, Case No. A-004-05, p. 7, Gilbert v. Kootenai County, CV-054653.
32.

A copy of the relevant page from the transcript of the commissioners

meeting in Case No. A-004-05 is attached as Exhibit "B."
33.

The Findings of Fact, Applicable Legal Standards, Conclusions of

Law, Comprehensive Plan Analysis and Order of Decision executed by Chairman
Johnson and Comnissioner Brodie on November 9,'2006 contain the following

AMENDED PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW
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Findings of Fact which do not support but are counter to amendment of the
Comprehensive Plan for the 3,000 acres from Agricultural to Rural:
2.06 Land Use and Z o n i n ~ . Existing land use consists in major part ". .
.of large parcels that have recently experienced some kind of agricultural activity."
2.05 Physical characteristics.

Soils are very suitable for agricultural

production and timber production.

2.09 Com~rehensive
.
Plan. The Kootenai County Future Land Use Map
designates the subject area as Agricultural with a Surface Water
Resource overlay. The purpose of this designation is to preserve existing
productive agricultural lands. Continued viability requires that these
areas remain in relatively large land units and that agricultural lands be
buffeted and protected from encroachment by incompatible land uses.
Services and infrastructure are not expected to be improved in these
areas. Subdivision development is discouraged. . .
2.12 Trans~ortation. The zone change hlly built out, would result in an
additional 2,440 p.m. peak trips on Highway 97 which presently is under great
safety stress from increased traffic use with no mitigation plan underway or liltely
to be financed.

2.15 Idaho Department of Fish & Game (IDFG). In a letter dated
January 25,2006, Regional Supervisor Chip Corsi stated that the subject
property supports a variety of wildlife species and is an important
winter grazing area of deer and elk. IDFG believes that another
planned, destination community of homes, multiple golf courses and
equestrian trails will reduce the capability of Kootenai County to
support wildlife poputations. (Exhibit PA-8, Letter).

AMENDED PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW

2.17 Public Comment.

The majority of the 156 public com~nents

were in opposition.
3.04 Idaho Code $67-6508 requires the Planning Commission to cond~~ct

Comprehensive Planning updates.

That process is underway to be completed'

within 12 months.
IV.

Comprehensive Plan Analysis

Goal 5:

Encourage the preservation, protection, and enhancement of
native vegetation.

What little native vegetation left on the property could be in jeopardy nfitlz
any development. .

.

Goal 6:

Encourage the preservation, protection and enhancement of
fish and wildlife habitats.

The Idaho Department of Fish & Game responded that the
development of this property would have a negative impact on
wildlife.

Population
4.04 Goal 10:
Guide population growth to allow for inevitable expansion without
sacrificing the environment or the quality of life, which currently
characterizes Kootenai County.
AMENDED PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW
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Because it is proposed to be a seasonal, destination community it is
uncertain how the proposed increase in dwelling units will affect tlze
overallpopulation growth in the area. . . . however, existing n~ildlifihahitar
and corridors will be severely affected. Additionally, this request will have
a dramatic affect on the quality of life to the property owners of the area.

. . .
Economic Development

4.06 Goal 13:

Maintain viable agricultural, forestry, and mining land

uses. Viable agricultural and forestry use will be eliminated.

Transportation.

4.07 Goal 14:

Provide for the efficient, safe and cost-effective

movement of people.

The project will add substantially to traffic on Highway 97 and no amount
of mitigation (none is planned) for Highway 97 will prevent hrther degradation of
its level of service.
Public Services a n d Utilities

4.08 Goal 16:
Goal 17:

Goal 21:

Provide efficient, convenient, and effective government
services.
Ensure efficient and effective police, fire and
emergency services.
Provide environmentally sound, efficient, and costeffective management of wastes.

AMENDED PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW
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The sheer size of future development will require greatly expanded police,
Jive and emergency services. It is unclear at this point what the Applicant
will do to address the concerns of these emergency service providers. If
approved, DEQ will address the feasibility of providing environmentally
sound and efficient sewage disposal and will ensure adequate quantity and
quali& of drinking water. This proposal will put additional pressure on
sound, efficient and cost-effective management of solid waste.

. . .

Communitv Desipn
4.11

Goal 26:

Foster growth in a manner, which does not
compromise the visual qualities of Kootenai County.

Goal 27:

Preserve, protect and enhance natural landmarks and
areas of scenic beauty, such as waterways and unique
landscapes.

The public comment generated by this request suggests that this
amendment, to the extent that it culnrinates in subsequent
development, will compromise the visual qualities of Koote~zai
County.
34.

On September 1, 2006 Stephen P. Walker 111, Managing Director of

Heartland, LLC, acting for and on behalf of Powderliorn Community, LLC and all
other properties in the 3,000 acres, applied to the City of Harrison for annexation.
35.

The request for annexation to a city makes the county proceedings in

Case No. CP-080-05 moot.
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FIRST CAUSE O F ACTION
{Remand of Order of Decision)
36.

The action of Chairman Johnson and Comn~issioner Brodie in

executing the Order of Decision granting the Request to Amend the Comprehensive
Plan for the 3,000 acres to allow a build out development of 1,300 residences was
contrary to the expressed purpose in the introduction to the Comprehensive Plan
adopted March 16, 1994 by Resolution No. 95-03:
As the community grows and changes over the next twenty years, this
Comprehensive Plan will serve as a guide to the public officials and
citizens who will shape the community physical and social form. The
Kootenai County Comprehensive Plan is a "living document" that
reflects the values of the community and establishes long-range plans for
growth, development, land use, and environmental protection. This Plan
is a culmination of a cooperative effort, utilizing the knowledge and
skills of diverse citizens, interested organizations, and public agencies.
The ideas in the Plan a r e a distillation of the community's many desires,
tempered by what seems feasible and reasonable.
Kootenai County is a special place with a unique character, culture, and
history that distinguish this community from other counties across
America.
This Comprehensive Plan particularly addresses the
preservation and enhancement of these special qualities, such as a "rural
way of life," and that distinctive character felt by the citizens who live
and work here. This sense of uniqueness and pride of place are the
guiding forces and strongest motivation for those who have contributed
to the realization of this Plan.

37.

The reported deliberations of the October 4th meeting of the Board of

County Commissioners indicate that Chairman Johnson and Commissioner Brodie
disregard the uncontested record of CRP set aside of viable agricultural lands and
AMENDED PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW
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based as part of their decision of approval upon the false statement that registrat~on
under the CRP program was proof that the land was not suitable for farming.
38.

The action of the majority of the Board of County Commissioners in

disregarding the CRP evidence and in stating factual conclusions directly contrary
to the truth was an abuse of discretion.
39.

The granting of the Request for Amendment of the Comprehensive

Plan for 3,000 acres was in violation of Idaho Code 467-5279 (3) under each of the
following provisions:
(c)

made upon unlawful procedure;

(d)

not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole;

(e)

arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion.

40.

The Order of Decision must be set aside and remanded for further

procedures as necessary.

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION
(Unlawful Ex Parte Communications)
41.

Paragraphs 1 through 35 are adopted by reference.

42.

The actions by Commissioner Brodie at the site visit on October 4,

2006 constitute communication directly or indirectly ex parte on substantive issues
with representatives of Powderhorn Properties, LLC and its related entities in
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violation of Idaho Code 567-5263 and applicable decisions of the Idaho Supreme
Court.
43.

Commissioner Brodie acted contrary to statutes and decisions of the

Idaho Supreme Court in continuing to participate in Case No. 080-05 on October
4th and October 5th and in signing the Order of Decision on November 9, 2006
and amended Order of Decision on November 16, 2006.
44.

Since Katie Brodie is no longer a commissioner, no further action is

required as against her personally.
45.

The Order of Decision should be declared null and void and Case No.

CP-080-05 remanded to the Board of County Commissioners for further procedures
THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION
(Wichman Conflict of Interest)

46.

Paragraphs 1 through 35 are adopted by reference.

47.

As indicated by Exhibit A, the initial recipient of the Request for

Amendment of the Comprehensive Plan from Powderhorn Communities, LLC and
Heartland, LLC was Planning Director Rand Wichman.
48.

With an application of this very large size, a number of the staff

members of the Kootenai County Planning Department representing various
disciplines would become involved in responding to the application, preparing
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recommendations for the Planning Commission and forming opinions on the many
facets of the Request to Amend.
49.

During the entire t.ime period from receipt of the Request to Amend

on December 16, 2005 through unanimous rejection by the Planning Comniiss~on
on May 25th and continuing until his resignation on June 16, 2006, Rand Wichinan
had full knowledge of the internal staff deliberations and exchanges of information
within the relatively small department.
50.

Because of his position as director, Rand Wichman had access to all

internal deliberations and opinions of all involved personnel in his Department.
51.

Immediately after his resignation, Rand Wichnian was retained by

Powderhorn Communities. LLC and Heartland, LLC for the purpose of obtaining
a reversal by the Board of County Commissioners of the recommendation for
rejection by the Planning Commission.
52.

Rand Wichman is identified as Principal Planner for research in the

preparation and production of the Kootenai County Comprehensive Plan
Amendment CP-72-94, Resolution No. 93-03 adopted 111 1195, p. 125.
53.

Because of his extensive experience and knowledge gained throcrgh

long tenure first as Principal Planner and then as Director, Rand Wichman was able
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to give an unfair advantage to the applicants to ovemde the very large public
opposition in obtaining amendment to the 1994 Comprehensive Plan.
54.

The retention of Rand Wichman by the Powderhorn Comni~lnities.

LLC and Heartland, LLC created an irreparable conflict of interest that should
ethically and legally void all actions taken after the date of the Wichman
resignation.
55.

Having Rand Wichrnan present and participating in the public hearing

before the Board of County Commissioners on September 16tl-1,at the site visit on
September 25th and at the public hearing on October 4, 2006 violated the
appearance of fairness which should govern all county zoning procedures.
56.

The Court should declare all proceedings in Case No. CP-080-05 after

the date of the employment by Powderliorn Con~munities,LLC and Heartland, LLC
of Rand Wichman including the Order of Decision made on November 9, 2006
null and void and remand Case No. CP-080-05 to the Board of Commissioners.

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION
meclaratory Judgment1
57.

Paragraphs 1 through 56 as set forth above are incorporated by

reference.
58.

This cause of action is brought pursuant to the Idaho Declaratory

Judgment Act, Idaho Code

$4 10-1201 et. seq.

AMENDED PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW
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59.

Petitioners identified in Paragraphs 2 through 6 are persons interested

in and who have legal relationships that are affected by the amendment of the
Comprehensive Plan made for approximately 3,000 acres from "Agricultural" to
"Rural" as set forth in the Order of Decision as identified above.
60.

Petitioners are entitled to a declaratory judgment that the Order of

Decision entered November 9, 2006 and the Amended Order of Decision entered
November 16, 2006 with its Findings of Fact and Comprehensive Analysis
accompanying the same are not supported by the record and are in violation of the

1994 Kootenai County Comprehensive Plan and of the Local Land Use Planning
Act, Idaho Code $567-6501 et. seq.
61.

Petitioners are entitled to declaratory judgment that respondent

commissioner Katie Brodie engaged in improper ex parte communication with
representatives of intervenors and that administrative case CP-080-05 be remanded
to the Kootenai County Board of Commissioners.
62.

Petitioners are entitled to declaratory judgment that the employment

by intervenors of Rand Wichrnan, former "Principal Planner" and then Director of
Kootenai County Planning and Building Department, after belng present and
participating in all proceedings in Case CP-080-05, created a conflict of interest that
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made voidable all proceedings in Case CP-080-05 after Powderhorn Properties,
LLC and Heartland, LLC retained Rand Wichman as an advisor.
63.

Petitioners are entitled to whatever further relief is required to set aside

the proposed amendment and remand Case CP-080-05 to the board of
commissioners.
WHEREFORE, plaintiffs/petitioners pray for judgment against defendants
Kootenai County, et a1 as follows:
1.

That the Findings of Fact, Applicable Legal Standards, Conclusions of

Law, Comprehensive Plan Analysis and Order of Decision entered in Case No. CP080-05 be declared null and void and that this case be remanded back to the
Kootenai County Board of Commissioners for fiirther procedure.
2.

That any and all proceedings in Case No. CP-080-05 from and after

June 16, 2006 or the first employment of Rand Wichn~an by Powderhorn
Communities, LLC and Heartland, LLC be nullified and that the defendant
Kootenai County begin again all procedures which follow on the recommendation
by the Kootenai County Planning Commission on May 26, 2006 denying the
Request for Amendment.

3.

That plaintiffslpetitioners be awarded their costs and attorney's fees.
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4.

That the Court grant such other and further relief as may seem just and

proper.

Attorney for PlaintiffsiPetitioners

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that a copy of the above and foregoing is sent by first class mail,
postage prepaid, this 5th day of February, 2007 to:

JOHN CAFFERTY, ESQ.
KOOTENAI COUNTY DEPT. OF
LEGAL SERVICES
P. 0. BOX 9000
COEUR D' ALENE, IDAHO 838 16-9000
FAX (208) 446-1621
MISCHELLE FULGHAM and
PETER J. SMITH IV
LUKrNS & ANNIS
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
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JENGINEERS

I ENGINEERS, lnc.

.SURVEYORS

PLANNERS
Regional Office
7825 Meadowlark Way, Suite A
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83815
208-762-8787
Fax: 208-762-9797

www.iub.com

Rand Wichman
Planning Director
Kootenai County
451 Government Way
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83816-9000
KOOTENAI COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE PLAN-POWDERHORN PENINSULA
REQUEST FOR AMENDMENT

RE:

Dear Mr. Wichman:
On behalf of Powderhorn Communities, LLC, c / o Heartland, LLC, J-U-BENGINEERS,
Inc. is pleased to submit t h e attached Request for Amendment to t h e Kootenai
County Comprehensive Plan for t h e Powderhorn Peninsula.
The applicant proposes a modification of the Kootenai County Comprehensive Plan for .
t h e land area located west of Highway 97 on the Powderhorn Peninsula and a small
portion of land under common ownership, with some of the land located east of
Highway 97 (the "Peninsula") as follows:
i

Amend the tand use designation for 2,725 acrescurrently designated
Agricultural to Rural Residential;
Amend the approximately 40 acres of land located on t h e east side of Highway
97 that is in common ownership with lands on the west side of Highway 97 from
Timber to Rural Residential; and
Amend the land use designation for those lands currently designated Federal
Lands to include an overlay designation of RqALesidential in t h e event
ownership of these lands becomes private (approximately 181 acres, or 6
percent of the land area on t h e Peninsula).

The applicant does not propose any changes t o the land located along t h e lake a t the
southeast portion east of Harlow Point of t h e Peninsula currently designated as Open
Space.
The requested amendments t o the Comprehensive Plan are appropriate due t o
substantial changes in t h e actual conditions in the area, including t h a t agricultural
uses are no longer financially viable on the Peninsula and much of t h e land area has
been developed or approved for residential development consistent with the
Restricted Residential and Rural zoning designations on the Peninsula, as outlined in

Rand Wichman
Page 2
December 16, 2005

neers

Surveyors

Planners

the attached narrative. As such, we respectfully request the Planning Department to
forward a Recommendation of Approval to both the Planning and Zoning
Commissioners and the County Commissioners.
If you have any questions, please contact me.
Sincerely,

J-U-B ENGINEERS, Inc.

Brad Marshall
Sr. PtannerlProject Manager
BM: bh

Enclosure

c:

Powderhorn Communities, LLC

Kootenai County
Department of Legal Services
451 Government Way
P.O. Box 9000
Coeur dlAlene, Idaho 83816-9000
John Cafferty, Legal Counsel
Phone: (208) 446-1620
Attorney for Respondents
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
BRAD GILBERT, KIM GILBERT
SUSAN CHRISTENSEN and KEVIN
CHRISTENSEN

NO. CV-05-4653
)
)

1
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)
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KOOTENAI COUNTY, a political subdivision
of the STATE OF IDAHO, acting through the
KOOTENAI COUNTY BOARD OF
COMMISSIONERS, in their official capacities,
DefendantslRespondents.

1
1

)

TRANSCRIPTS
CASE NO. A-004-05
VOLUME IOF I

R E T H E KOOTENAI COUNTY B O A R D O F
COMMISSIONERS
. , .

C a s e No. A-004-05
Administrative Appeal
Bradley a n d Kimberly Gilbert
DATE:

May 1 2 , 2 0 0 5

TIME:

10:OO a . m .

PLACE

Meeting Room #I
Kootenai County Administration
Building
451 ~ o v e r n m e n W
t ay
C o e u r d ' A l e n e . I d a h o 83814

COMMISSIONERS
PRESENT:

Commissioner Brodie
Commissioner Currie
Chairman Johnson

COMMISSIONERS
ABSENT:
STAFF PRESENT:

None
Rand Wichman
J o h n Cafferty
Jill B o w e s
Mark M u s s m a n
Dan Martinsen
Sandi Gilbertson

-,-w-w-?m>"'"IP

- - w ~ ~ ~ v ~ ~ , .a*
.er*.v*-w

.

I

, . . , ~ : .,>.,.
:

o n e s t h a t h a v e t o d e t e r m i n e a n d d e f i n e w h a t t h a t ~rdinan$e;?,'.,,
actually says for that building.

The l i t t l e ones are always t h e

hardest decision, isn't it?
BY C O M M I S S I O N E R CURRIE: W e l l , i t ' s a l i t t l e o n e , b u t i t ' s ...
BY C O M M I S S I O N E R B R O D I E : ( I n a u d i b l e ) .
BY C H A I R M A N JOHNSON: B u t i t ' s a b i g ...
BY C O M M I S S I O N E R CURRIE: J u s t d o n ' t t a k e t h i s w r o n g .

It's a

l i t t l e , i t i s a l i t t l e d e c i s i o n , b u t i t ' s d a r n b i g ...
BY C H A I R M A N JOHNSON: F o r t h e C o u n t y .
BY C O M M I S S I O N E R CURRIE: For, f o r a l l t h e p e o p l e i n t h e
11

County. And it's also darn big for those residents.

12

BY C H A I R M A N JOHNSON: Um, hmm.

13

entertain a motion. This is when it's f u n t o be the Chairman.

14

BY C O M M I S S I O N E R BRODIE: W e l l , I, I g u e s s I w i l l b i t e t h e

15

b u l l e t , as i t were.

16

for fourteen years.

17

wonderful exchanges.

18

his responsibility the utmost of, I mean, none of i t i s taken

19

lightly.

20

f e e l t h a t I w o u l d l i k e t o move t o deny t h i s a p p e a l , w i t h t h e

21

c a v e a t t h a t , h u r r y up a n d get t h a t Z o n i n g Map f i x e d , s o t h a t w e

22

d o n ' t g o i n t o t h i s again.

23

C O M M I S S I O N E R CURRIE: I am gonna e c h o , uh, C o m m i s s i o n e r

24

Brodie's comments on Rand Wichman.

25

very s e l d o m s t a n d on p h i l o s o p h i c a l s t a n d s , s t a n c e f o r m y s e l f

Oh, I a g r e e .

I would

'

Uh. I h a v e w o r k e d w i t h o u r P l a n n i n g D i r e c t o r
And, m o s t o f t h o s e h a v e b e e n g r e a t w a r m ,
And 1 k n o w t h a t R a n d g i v e s t h i s j o b a n d

Um, I , I f e e l I n e e d t o u p h o l d R a n d ' s d e c i s i o n , a n d I

Uh, b u t I am, I very,

EXHIBIT
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BEFORE THE KOOTENAI COUNTY
PLANNING COMMISSION

C a s e No. CP-080-05
(Powderhorn Communities, LLC)
Comprehensive Plan Amendment
DATE:

A p r i l 27, 2 0 0 6

TIME:
PLACE:

Kootenai County Administration
Building, Room 1
4 5 1 Government Way
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814

PLANNING COMMISSION
PRESENT:
D a n Green
Dwight Hamilton
Kathy Kolts
Jerry Sue L i m a n d r i
Judy M o r b e c k
PLANNING COMMISSION
ABSENT:
Charlie Rens
Mark Triplett
STAFF PRESENT:

Rand Wichman
Mark Mussman
Cheri Howell
John Cafferty
Jan G e r a
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IN THE DISTFUCT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDI
THE STATE O F IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY O F KOOTENAI
NEIGHBORS FOR RESPONSIBLE
GROWTH, a non-profit, unincorporated
association; PRESERVE OUR RURAL
COMMUNITIES, a non-profit
unincorporated association; KOOTENAI
ENVIRONMENTAL ALLIANCE, INC., a
non-profit corporation; NORBERT and
BEVERLY TWILLMAMN, GREG and
JANET TORLINE; SUSAN MELKA;
MERLYN and JEAN NELSON;

KOOTENAI COUNTY,
a political
subdivision of the STATE OF IDAHO
acting through the KOOTENAI COUNTY
BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS; S.J.
"GUS" JOHNSON, C H A W ; ELMER
R., "RICK" CURRIE and KATIE
BRODIE, COMMISSIONERS, in their
official capacities; and KATIE BRODIE,
personally and individually,
Defendantsmespondents,
and
POWDERHORN COMMUNITIES, LLC,
and HEARTLAND, LLC,
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)
)
)

Case No. CV-06-8574

TIMELINE ON COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS
CASE NO. CP-080-05

December 16. 2005

Powderhorn Communities, LLC filed Request for
Amendment to Kootenai County Comprehensive Plan
for 3,000 acres on Powderhorn Peninsula.

April 27, 2006

Public hearing before Kootenai County Planning
Commission.
Planning Commission voted unanin~ouslyto deny
amendment.

June 16. 2006

Rand Wichrnan resigned as Director of Kootenai
County Building and Planning Department.

September 14. 2006

Public hearing before the Kootenai County Board of
Commissioners.

September 25, 2006

Site visit by Board of Commissioners.

October 4. 2006

Public hearing before Kootenai County Board of
Commissioners limited to site visit issues.

October 5. 2006

Commissioners Johnson and Brodie voted to grant
amendment. Commissioner Cume voted "no."

November 9. 2006

Commissioners Johnson and Brodie signed Order of
Decision granting amendment as sought.

November 15, 2006

Petitioners filed Petition for Review and served
summons on county clerk.

November 16. 2006

Commissioners signed Amended Order of Decision in
which the Findings of Fact and Comprehensive
Analysis were changed from the same on November

Because the issues should be dispositive of this 'appeal resulting in a remand,
Neighbors for Responsible Growth ask the Court to view first the Second Cause of
Action "Unlawful Ex-parte Communication," and the Third Cause of Action
"Wichman Conflict of Interest." These are inter-related because of the unusual
closeness of Commissioner Katie Brodie and former Planning Director Rand
Wichman.

I. EX-PARTE COMMUNICATIONS REQUIRE REMAND
In Eacret v. Bonner County, 139 Idaho 780, 86 P.3d 494 (2004), the Idaho
Supreme Court sustained the second grounds given by the trial court for remanding
a ~ o n n e rCounty Board of Commissioners zone variance based on ex-parte
communications by Commissioner Bud Mueller:

C. Ex-parte communications and impermissible view.
The second question raised by Harris's argument on appeal is whether
Commissioner Mueller's decision was based, as the district court found,
on evidence that was beyond the record. At issue are the ex parte
communications between Mueller and Harris and the impermissible view
of the subject boathouse site.
When ex-parte contacts are present in the contest of quasi-judicial
zoning decisions, such as variances and special use permits, courts will
be more receptive to challenges to decisions on grounds of zoning bias."
McPherson Land'l, Inc, supra, 49 P.3d at 533, quoting 32 Proof of
Facts 531, $16. Idaho Code, Section 67-5253 addresses ex-parte
communications in contested administrative cases:
"Unless required for the disposition of ex-parte matters specifically
authorized by statute, a presiding officer serving in a contested
case shall not communicate, directly or indirectly, regarding any
substantive issue in the proceeding, with any party, except upon
PETITIONERS OPENING BRIEF
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notice and opportunity for all parties to participate in the
communication."
139 Idaho at 786.
In this administrative case, just as in the Eacrest case (135 Idaho at 785),
the county attorney had admonished the commissioners immediately prior to
visiting the site on September 26, 2006 to avoid any communications with the
applicant's representative or anyone else; The commissioners fully understood at
the hearing on September 14, 2006 upon determination to visit the site:
You can follow them all the way but you just
By John Cafferty:
can't talk to them. And they can't talk to you.
By Commissioner Brodie: Can't talk to us but we can't talk back.

Any questions we would have would be of
By Chairman Johnson:
staff and staff could get those answers for us but we can not have any
communication with either the public or the Applicant.
Transcript, p. 102, L. 14 - 17; p. 103, L. 1 - 3.
This admonition was repeated at the site visit after Commissioner Brodie had
already spolten with Steve Wallter and Rand Wichman. Transcript, p. 30, L. 23 25, p. 3 1, L. I - 13; p. 32, L. 13 - 16. The admonition was again repeated
forcefully by attorney Cafferty:
By Commissioner Brodie:
allowed to talk to Rand?
By John Cafferty:
PETITIONERS OPENING BRIEF

Yes, Mark.

Which size lot? Am I not

No. You are not allowed to talk to him.

"

>>

.
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Transcript, p. 152, L. 17 - 19.
Commissioner Brodie was either unteachable or irrepressible.

She and

Chairman Johnson within what must have been less than ten minutes had a
conversation with Rand Wichman that went on for three pages of transcript.
Transcript,p.62,L. 2 4 - 2 5 ; p . 6 3 , L . 1 - 2 5 ; p . 64,L. 1 - 15.
At the post-site hearing on October 4th, Chairman Johnson and
Commissioner Brodie both dismissed their conversation with Rand Wichman at the
bridge as totally outside the scope of the hearing. Transcript, p. 226, L. 1 -4. 13 15. That conversation was to seek the assistance of Rand Wichrnan with the
commissioners to meet with Ken Kovalchik to interview him with the possibility
of employment with the planning department. Transcript, p. 169, L. 1 - 24, p. 170,
L. 1 - 8. This exchange was not innocent and not out of the scope. These two
commissioners were recognizing the knowledge of Rand Wichman and soliciting
his advice, freely given, all at the same time that they were considering a matter
in which Rand Wichrnan had been providing advice and assistance to Powderhorn
Communities, LLC.
Petitioners have attached the excerpt from the pole barn case, well known to
the Court, in which Commissioner Brodie spoke of fourteen years of working with
Planning Director Wiclman and of their "great, warm wonderhl exchanges."
Exhibit "B", to Amended Petition for Review.

PETITIONERS OPENING BRIEF

1. CRP Can Onlv be on Productive Farmland

The recording on the portal to portal site visit of the Commissioners
(Transcript, pp. 106 - 201) probably was a hand held recorder that apparently did
not pick up all the conversations. A critical element in the entire process was
whether any portion of the 3,000 acres was in agriculture in general or under the
Conservation Reserve Program (CRP).
At the post-site hearing on October 4, 2006 restricted to discussion of the
September 25th site visit, Janet Torline testified that she heard at the on the site
visit Steve Walker giving Commissioner Brodie inaccurate information about the
agricultural status. Transcript, p. 215, L. I

-

14. Bev Twillmann corroborated

hearing the conversation. Transcript, p. 215, L. 20 - 25; p. 216, L. 20 - 23.
Commissioner Brodie then proceeded to twice repeat a conversation that she
had with Steve Walker that is not reflected anywhere in the 97 page transcript, @p.
106 - 203) of the commissioners' site visit:
By Commissioner Brodie: Uh, Mrs. Twillman, I'd like to correct you.
When I spoke with the Applicant his response to me was that ground
has not been farmed from between seven and eleven years. There was
no discussion at that point in time about CRP.

By Commissioner Brodie: To my understanding when I asked the
question how long has this ground been farmed, I believe his answer was
this ground had been farmed, hasn't been farmed in between seven and
to eleven years.
Transcript, p. 21 8, L. 4 - 9; 12 - 15.
PETITIONERS OPENING BRIEF

Mr. Wallcer confirmed the ex-parte conversation:
By Commissioner Brodie: My understanding Commissioner Johnson is
that I did ask Mr. Walker at the car how long in fact has this property,
how long has it been sine this property has been farmed.
By Steve Walker: That's correct. That's when we were talking about
Stan Parks property. And Stan had stopped farming that us about ten
years ago.
By Commissioner Brodie: And your answer was sometime between
seven and eleven years ago.
By Steve Walker: For Stan's property.
By Commissioner Brodie: Correct.

Transcript, p. 222, L. 13 - 23
Change in use is the key element to the application for amendment to.the
Comprehensive Plan.

This unreported conversation obviously had a major

impression upon Cornniissioner Brodie. Since Chairman Johnson was present at
all times according to the portal to portal transcript, this non-hearing ex-parte

conversation could well have influenced him.
Another part of critical testimony is that various parcels within the 3,000
acres were in the Conversation Reserve Program ( 0 ) . Bev Twillmann presented
testimony and documentary evidence at the October 4th hearing. Transcript, p.

Commissioner Brodie asked Steve Walker if the CRP program

". .. was

utilized in soils that are unsuitable and tend to erode" and Walker agreed. In fact
PETITIONERS OPENING BRIEF

and by law, the Conservation Reserve Program is only available for land that has
actually been farmed and is being currently farmed at the time the land is placed
in the CRP.
The conversation with Steve Walker and the total misinformation about the
CRP program was determinative in Commissioner Brodie's opinion in voting to
approve the amendment at the deliberations the next day, October 5 , 2006:

..

By commissioner Brodie:
.so, was there a mistake made in 1994.
No, I believe that ground was ag ground and used as much. So the
second question, has there been significant changes and circumstances
since the 1994 comp plan to warrant a change and I believe there have
been. Fact, the ground is not currently being farmed nor has it been for
any number of years. If the ground were productive ag land it would not
be eligible for the CRP program. (Emphasis supplied.)

Transcript, p. 252, L. 1 - 8.
The last quoted sentence of Commission Brodie is absolutely untrue.
Attached to the brief as Appendix B is a copy of the Farm Service Agency Fact
Sheet of the United States Department of Agriculture obtained from the local Farm
Service Bureau at 830 Meadowlark Way in Coeur d'Alene relating to the
Conservation Reserve Program (CRP). This is from the second page:
Eligible Land
To be eligible for placement in CRP, land must be either:
*Cropland (including field margins) that is planted or considered planted
to an agricultural commodity 4 of the previous 6 crop years from 1996
to 2001, and which is physically and legally capable of being planted in
a normal manner to an agricultural commodity;
PETITIONERS OPENING BRIEF

(Two other non-applicable categories.)
Bev Twillmann identified the Blakely property as having been in the CRP
program from 1995 through 2004 and as having received over $190,000 over the
years ranking 26th in Kootenai County in CRP moneys. Transcript, p. 216, L. 9 17; p. 217, L. 23 - 24; p. 218, L. 1 - 2.
Steve Walker confirnled that Dick Blakely was in the CRP program and had
been receiving $10,896 a year. Transcript, p. 223, L. 3 - 13.
At all times when property is placed in CRP, it must be farmable. The
contract durations are 10 to 15 years subject to renewal. USDA Fact Sheet, p. 1.
2. Almost all 3.000 Acres Classified as Timberland

In its initial application, Powderhorn Communities, LLC included a report
by Larry Isenberg that the 3,000 acres was not suitable for growing timber.
Agency Record, Vol. 1, pp. 43 - 49.
In the public comment, the opponents challenged this testimony representing
that the properties had been granted timberland tax exemptions. Transcript, p. 74,
L. 21 - 25; p. 75, L. 1 - 22.
The statutes governing allowances as timber tax exemptions are Idaho Code
$363-1701 to 63-1708. In order to obtain the timber tax exempt status, the owner
must conlplete the form provided by the state, "Owner's Designation of Forest
Land Option," submit a forest management plan prepared by a qualified forester

PETITIONERS OPENING BRIEF
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and agree to inspections by the assessor's office or the Idaho Department of Lands
to insure continued compliance with the submitted forest management plan.
The grounds for seeking the amendment to the Comprehensive Plan were
stated in the Applicant's initial Request for Amendment dated December 8, 2005
as

". . .due to substantial changes in the actual conditions in the area. . ."

Agency

Record, Vol. I, p. 71. That request specifically stated that the soil was not good
for forestry. "Substantial change" was repeated seriatim by the applicant and its
witnesses in writing and in testimony throughout the proceedings.
The Taxation of Forest Lands Act in Idaho Code $63-1703 provides this
mandatory requirement upon the landowner who has obtained a timber taxation
exception:

Any substantial change in the use of forest lands not conforming with the
definition of forest land in Section 63-1701, Idaho Code, during such ten
(10) year period under the designations made in subsection (a) or (b)
shall be reported by the landowner to the county assessor within thirty
(30) days of the change in use. Upon notification of the change in use,
the assessor shall appraise, assess and tax those acres as provided by
applicable laws and rules .
(Emphasis supplied).

..

Submitted with this brief as Appendix C is a Certification on Documents
executed by Gordon Harnasch, ForesterlAgricultural Appraiser, with the Kootenai
County Assessor. The documents and certificate includes all the properties of the
applicants plus those of Blakely, BlaBar, East Point Farms, Coeur d'Alene Land
Company and Hany F. Magnuson.

PETITIONERS OPENING BRIEF

When the request for amendment of the Comprehensive Plan was submitted
on December 8, 2006, all of the private owned real property included in the
approximate 3,000 acres was under timber tax exemption status except for less than
100 acres in other classifications primarily in the Magnuson holdings.
The legal duty imposed by Idaho Code 563-1703 is that a landowner must
notify the assessor whenever that, because of a "substantial change" in use, his
property is no longer eligible.
That occurred on April 13, 2006 with a letter from James L. Foxx for East
Point Farms.

No other landowner within the 3,000 acres has ever given the

requisite notice of "substantial change" required by Idaho Code 563-1703.
Timber tax exemption remains in place after the end of the ten year
designation period. If the ownership changes, the new owner is notified of the
necessity of renewal.
After Powderhorn Properties, LLC and Powderhorn Communities, LLC
acquired its properties from Charles Blakely and BlaBar, Inc. the county assessor
on May 30, 2006 wrote providing the tax exemption documentation. Powderhom
did not advise that there had been a substantial change. See Hamash Certification,
Powderhorn properties..
Receiving no response, tile assessor removed the timber taxation exemption
on December 31, 2006 to be effective for 2006 and 2007. The property still
owned by Blakely and %la Bar, Inc. and all of the property owned by Coeur
PETITIONERS OPENING BRIEF
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d'Alene Land Company and Harry I?. Magnuson as of this date has the same timber
taxation exemption that it had in 2005 and from the time of first seeking such
designation.
There was no bug infestation or fire or clearcut or other timber crop failure
in 2005 to support a "substantial change in the use of forest lands," which
comprised much of the 3,000 acres.
The conclusion of the applicant's expert Larry lsenberg was that the land on
the Powderhorn Peninsula was not even remotely viable as commercial timber land.
Agency Record, Vol. I, p. 47, also quoted by Steve Walker. Transcript, p. 29, L.
14 - 17. The Taxation of Forest Lands Act restricts designation to ". . .privately

owned and held and used primarily for the continuous purpose of growing and
harvesting trees of a marketable specials." Idaho Code 867-1701 (4). This is
followed by four criteria. All the designated lands with small exceptions have been
recognized by the county assessor as set aside for growing timber.
Based upon the certified records of the county assessor in writing initiated
and continued by the landowners within the 3,000 acres commencing in 1990 or
before and continuing through the end of 2005, there has been no substantial
change in the land use for almost all of the 3,000 acres. The Applicant and its
fellow travellers are legally estopped to assert a substantial change.
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TI. WICHMAN CONFLICT OF INTEREST REQUIRES REMAND
Rand Wichman had been with the Kootenai County Planning and Building
Department for many years. He was listed as "Principal Planner" in 1993-1995
while the Comprehensive Plan was being developed and adopted. Rand Wichman
was the Director to whom the original request for amendment of the comprehensive
plan was addressed by Powderhorn Communities, LLC on December 16, 2005.
Rand Wichman as Director of the Planning and Building Department and was
present at the public hearing before the Kootenai County Planning Commission on
April 22, 2006. The Staff Report in response to the proposed amendment to the
Comprehensive Plan was prepared under Director Wichman's supervision and
control for the planning commission which on May 25, 2006 unanimously
recommended that the application is denied.
Rand Wichrnan resigned as director on June 16, 2006 and within one month
was a paid consultant for Powderhom Communities, LLC participating actively in
all hearings and in the site visit of the Kootenai County Board of Commissioners.
Rand Wichman was hired by Powderhorn Communities, LLC to influence
the board of con~missionersand he did so, particularly with Commissioner Brodie
but also with Chairman Johnson.
It is generally recognized that it is an ethical violation for a public employee
upon leaving public employment to participate in any manner in any proceeding
which was ongoing at the time of his or her departure.
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With Petitioners' Brief in Support of Motion for Stay a number of statutes
regulations and opinions relating to post public employment standards were
submitted as references.
Law firms are not

involved, but the reason for the disqualification of

lawyers applies equally here. Rand Wichrnan would have actual and imputed
knowledge concerning everything related to the amendment for change in the
comprehensive plan.

The last action taken before Wichman resigned was the

planning commission rejection. Weeks later Wichman stepped outside and went
to work for pay to reverse that decision.
The federal statutes and the state and city codes submitted earlier have no
comparable match in Idaho, but the principles expressed therein certainly are as
pervasive in Idaho as anywhere else in the country. This Court as a court of equity
has the power to remedy a blatant conflict of interest, rather than reward a shrewd
move by the developer.
A common phase used by the public and by the media and by candidates for
office is whether a governmental action "passes the smell test." Rand Wichman's
public "no" in May and privately for pay "yes" in July, August, September and
October should never pass that test and especially not with the "great, warm,
wonderful" relationship with Commissioner Brodie,
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111. AMENDMENT NOT IN ACCORDANCE WITH 1994
COMPREHENSIVE PLAN
On behalf of the Kootenai County Building and Planning Department, Mark
Mussman, Planner 111, prepared the "Staff Report" to Case No. CP-080-05 under
date of April 19, 2006. Agency Record, Vol. 1, pp. 131 - 138. A copy was sent
to Brad Marshall of JUB Engineers on April 20th and made available to all
members of the Kootenai County Planning Commission for its public hearing on
April 27th.

Id.,p.

130.

The report of the planning commission public hearing is in the Supplemental
Transcript, Volume 1. The deliberations of the planning commission on May 25th
are in the first Transcript at pages 1 to 17. At those deliberations, the planning
commission voted unanimously to recommend rejection of the application of
Powderhom Communities, LLC to amend the Comprehensive Plan. Transcript, p.
17, L. 2

- 15.

Before doing so, the members took careful note of the Staff Report

prepared by Planner Mussman. Transcript, p. 14, L. 21 - 24; p. 15, L. 1 - 7.
1. Planning Commission: Amendment in Conflict with Plan

Commissioner Triplett for the commission noted the violations of the
Comprehensive Plan as set forth in the Staff Report:

.

By Commissioner Triplett. . Uh, there has not been a substantial
change that has occurred in the actual conditions of the area that
justifies the Amendment. Uh, the proposed Amendment does conflict
with Goals 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 17 and 22. And, in the case of CP-08005, the recommendation is for denial with the same recommendation to
wait for the Comp Plan.
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Transcript, p. 15, L. 6 - 12.
In voting to recommend rejection of the amendment, the planning
commission was accepting the Staff Report as its findings and conclusions.
Chairman S.J. "Gus" Johnson and Katie Brodie voted in open meeting in
October 5, 2006 to approve the application of Powderhorn Communities, LLC for
a Comprehensive Plan amendment. Transcript, p. 234, L. 15 - 25.

Because

Commissioner Currie went elk hunting for two weeks and Chairman Johnson went
as a farewell junket to a national county commissioners meeting on the east coast,
the board did not execute the Findings of Fact, Applicable Legal Standards,
Conclusions of Law, Comprehensive Plan Analysis and Order of Decision until
November 9th. Agency Record, Case No. CP-080-05, Vol. 111, pp. 601-613.
Prior to November 9th, undersigned counsel had been in communication
with Jan Gera making it known that the opponents to the Powderhorn amendment
intended to appeal as soon as the formal order had been entered.
A copy of the Order of Decision was faxed by Ms. Gara to counsel on
November 9th. The Petition for Review was drafted and then filed on November
15, 2006 and served on the Kootenai County Clerk on that date.

2. Decision Amended After Suit Filed
On November 16th, Chairman Johnson and Commissioner Brodie signed a
newly drafted "Amended Order of Decision." Agency Record, Vol. 111, pp. 590 600. A comparison of the original with the amended compels the conclusion that
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"A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum," this Court being the forum,
A significant number of the Findings of Fact and the Comprehensive Plan
Analysis in the original November 9th Order of Decision which supported or at
least by inference lent credibility to the opposition of petitioners were substantially
altered to the reverse on the November 16th Amended Order of Decision.
Attached as Appendix A are verbatim comparisons of certain of the Findings
of Fact and Comprehensive Plan Analysis in the November 9, 2006 Order of
Decision and the November 16, 2006 Amended Order of Decision. The alterations
are striking.
In Davisco Foods International, Inc. v. Gooding County, 141 Idaho 784, 118
p. 3d 116 (2005), a concentrated animal feed lot case, Justice Jones wrote a dissent

with observations that could well become law in future cases. Justice Jones
believed that when the county board of commissioners reversed a decision of the
planning and zoning commission, it had a legal duty to give adequate reasons:
Just as agencies must issue a reasoned statement for their conclusions-I.C. 567-5248 (which requirement formed part of the basis for the
court's rule in Woodfield, see 127 Idaho at 746, 905 P.2d at 1053) - so,
too, must county boards of commissioners issue a reasoned statement
explaining their decisions under LLUPA. I.C. 567-6535. If the APA's
reasoned statement requirement produced the rule in Woodpeld, one
could reasonably conclude the rule would apply to decisions that must
conform to I.C. 567-6535.

In a case like Evans, where a board simply adopts its planning and
zoning P & Z's findings and affirms the decision, there is no
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requirement that the board make findings, "only that they are made."
Evans v. Teton County, 139 Idaho at 80, 73 P.3d at 93. However, in a
case where the board reverses its planning and zoning commission, the
board has no commission findings to adopt, since it reversed the
commission's decision. In such a case, the statute requires the board
to make and articulate findings that support the decision.

141 Idaho at 794 -795.
The dissent of Justice Jones was upon the merits. The above quoted portion
of the dissent was upon proper procedure. The majority opinion made no comment
upon the Jones proposal that the board should make and articulate findings that
support its decision to reverse the planning commission. Counsel would predict
that in a future case the majority will agree with Justice Jones for the reasons
stated.
What is shown in the administrative record here is that the board initially
accepted the Staff Report findings that did not support its decision opposite to that
of the planning commission which had adopted the Staff Report.
3. 1994 Plan: Goals Sought bv Public

The most recent version of the Kootenai County Comprehensive Plan was
adopted in 1994 after an extensive public participation process with robust dialogue
pouring in upon the planning and zoning commission members and then upon the
elected commissioners.

What should be in the Comprehensive Plan was a

campaign issue in the 1994 general election.
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At that time, all involved recognized that Kootenai County was being
discovered by wealthy outsiders and by developers seeking to take advantage of the
searching wealthy outsiders. The adopted goals strongly and explicitly directed
preservation of the rural quality oflife:
Kootenai County is a special place with a unique character, culture and
history that distinguish this community from other counties across
America.
This Comprehensive Plan particularly addresses the
preservation and enhancement of these special qualities, such as a "rural
way of life," and that distinctive character felt by the citizens who live
and work here. This sense of uniqueness and pride of place are the
guiding forces and strongest motivation for those who have contributed
to the realization of this plan.
1994 Comprehensive Plan, p. 1.
Within the last five years, the development pace has quickened dramatically.
The solid impact upon those already here has been in the increase in property
values and consequent taxes of 30% in 2004 and 50% in 2005. The Kootenai
County Board of Commissioners, belatedly recognizing the need to update the
Comprehensive Plan, has authorized the expenditure to hire outside consultants to
obtain the maximum impact from a much larger population base and then provide
recommendations to the planning commission and to the elected conmissioners.
The initial result of that ongoing process has revealed that the natives have become
very restless and angry over what had been occurring.
That discontent was manifested in the May 2006 Republican primary when
the two incumbent commissioners, Gus Johnson and Katie Brodie, were voted out.
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It is not coincident that it was those two lame ducks who voted to reverse the
unanimous planning commission and approve the amendment to the Comprehensive
Plan applied for by the Seattle based Powderhorn Communities, LLC.
The record in this appeal reflects an all too typical pattern and repetition of
zoning changes in the past five years. The developer seelts to increase density and
alter the rural ambience in order to provide expensive homesites for second and
third houses or condominiums for those who have prospered elsewhere. The
planning and zoning commission and sometimes even the hearing officer then
recommends rejection after a public hearing in which the overwhelming number of
residents and interested citizens are opposed.
The developers, hiring able and articulate engineers and attorneys, refine their
presentation to the board of commissioners at the second public hearing.

The

neighbors again have the numbers but, as expressed by Doug Allmann in this case,
they are outclassed professionally:

By Doug Allmann:
Powderhorn Development may be well-organized, well-planned out,
they've got the advantage of the others don't have. We don't have a
former planning director on our staff. We don't have a staff. None of us
paid:
Transcript, p. 49, L. 8 - 10.
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4. Amendment Doctored Land Descriptions

The property for which the Comprehensive Plan amendment was sought
includes the ownership of the Applicant plus three adjoining properties whose
owners consented to be included in the initial application to change the
Comprehensive Plan Future Land Use map land use designation from "Agricultural
and Timber" to "Rural Residential."(')
The subject land did not change, but the description did in a misleading way.
Under "Findings of Fact 2.05 Zoning," the planning commission and, in the
original order (November 9, 2006) of the board of commissioners, recognized that
most of the property was "Agriculture" with a small portion zoned "Restricted
Residential" (and therefore not in need of an amendment.) After this petition for
review was filed, the Amended Order of Decision was expanded to include the
whole peninsula down grading the "much of the property. . . is zoned agricultural,"
to "43% Agricultural and 57% Rural or Restricted Residential."
While geographically accurate, the wording is misleading. In 1994, The
Comprehensive Plan recognized the likely future and zoned much of the then

1

After rejection by the planning commission, the application was changed to
seek a designation of "Rural" instead of "Rural Residential." The change is a
distinction without a difference. The Applicant and its fellow travelers seek
subdivision and planned unit development which are prohibited in the Agricultural
and Timber zone but are equally available in "Rural" and in "Rural Residential"
zones.

existing use of a shoreline of the peninsula as being summer home sites
appropriately "Restricted Residential." The reader (and the reviewing court) might
not pick up the salient fact that in excess of 95% of the properties of the applicant
and its fellow travellers was Agricultural and that the Comprehensive Plan
amendment was a major change of zoning 3,000 acres.
Based on this precedent looking into the future, the next major
Comprehensive Plan amendment could well be to change the existing Agriculture
zone covering the Rathdrum Prairie with pitch that a large percentage of the
surrounding property over the entire aquifer is a dense population within the cities
of Coeur d'Alene, Post Falls, Rathdrum and Hayden and zoned as commercial,
residential or industrial.
The issue here was and should continue to be "has there been a substantive
change of use upon the 3000 acres within the application," not what may have
occurred before 1994 and been recognized in the existing land use map zoned in
1994 as "Rural" or as "Restricted Residential."
The county cannot support an amendment to the Comprehensive Plan based
on zones along the lalceshore which the Comprehensive Plan in

1994 recognized

as justifying a greater density.
The vote by Chairman Johnson and commissioner Brodie cannot be sustained
factually or legally for many reasons. Attached as Appendix A is a matching of
some of the Findings of FAct and Comprehensive Plan Analysis between those in
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the November 9th Order of Decision which are largely those continued in the staff
report adopted by the Planning Commission and the November 16th Amended
Order. These demonstrate that the board approval of the amendment was not in
accordance with the 1994 Comprehensive Plan.

5. Major Issue: Transportation Goal Violated Big Time
The initial flashing of red light and danger warning "Don't Go There" is
under the heading of "Transportation". The direct and chosen access from Coeur
d7Alene to the Powderhorn Bay Peninsula is Highway 97. This is what the
planning commission found under the "Transportation" heading.
Transportation
4.07 Goal 14:
Provide for the efficient, safe, and cost-effective
movement of people of goods. Assist in the operation and orderly
expansion of the Coeur d'Alene Airport.

If developed, this project will add substantially to the traffic on Highway
97. It is widely recognized that little can be done to increase the capacity
of Highway 97. Although the Applicant states that any future development
on the property will be seasonal in nature, the increase in traffic will occur
during the summer months when the trafJic on Highway 97 traditionally
increases.
The Applicant has included proposed changes to the
Transportation element of the ComprehensivePlan that may address some
of the issues involved ivith increased development in the area. However,
it is still unclear whether any amount of nzitigation for Highwaj, 97 will
prevent further degradation of its level of service.
As to Highway 97, nothing changed between the planning conmission
hearing and the subsequent board of commissioners hearings, but the access
problem was initially smudged in the original November 9th Order of Decision and
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then with the Amended Order of Decision, made to disappear. The November
9 t h ' ~initial Order repeated verbatim the planning commission for Section 4.07 but
added:

That beirzg said, the present application is not for any development and if
the applicants desire to pursue development they will have to undergo
additiorzal administrative review.
After the appeal was filed, the Amended Order had only the additional one
sentence followed by:

Safety issues associated with Highway 97 will need significant
consideration.
Indeed and by whom? Highway 97 is a clogged arterial.

Adding 2,440

p.m. peak after complete build out is akin to allowing construction of a highrise
housing development to connect to an outdated, deteriorating wooden sewer line
in a metropolitan area.
The testimony and written evidence submitted to the planning commission
and to the board of commissioners was overwhelming negative and unrebutted.
In testimony before the board, Sylvia Lampard, a year around resident living
off Highway 97 with a Harrison address, gave detailed testimony based upon
personal observations and measurements. Transcript p. 54, L. 11 -25; p. 55,
L. 1 -25; p. 56, L. 1-3. From 1-90 to the East Point Road turnout to the project,
there are 209 entries onto Highway 97 canying significant traffic. Sylvia counted
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50 south facing official ITD road signs indicating sharp curves and these were
understated because some read "Curves North Next Two Miles."
There was only one passing lane. Much of Highway 97 had steep dropoffs
on one side and high banks on the other. Sylvia's final observation was noting
greatly increased traffic generated from construction work on Gozzer Ranch.
In the portal to portal recording of the trip of the county commissioners to
visit to the site on October, planner Mark Mussman was recorded as telling the
commissioners that "Gozzer Ranch had 12,500 truck trips on the road" just for the
golf course. Commissioner Brodie found that information to be "incredible."
Transcript, p. 116, L. 5 - 11.
Based on her subsequent vote to change the "Transportation" finding,
Commissioner Brodie must either have concluded that she had not believed Mark
Mussman ("incredible") or that his statement was forgettable.
There is no question that the construction of the golf course plus equestrian
trails, service buildings and 1,300 houses would result in far more congestion,
danger and highway damage than even the ultimate 2,440 p.m. trips at ultimate
build out.
Other residents made similar observations about present condition on
Highway 97. Jackie McNamara, Transcript, p. 50, L. 2 - 25; p. 51, L. 1-4; Bill
Lampard, p. 75, L. 12 - 22; Jean Nelson, p. 77, L. 21 - 25; p. 78, L. 1 - 23. As
.it happened Jon Ingalls, who has property along Highway 07 and who testified
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before the Planning Commission in opposition was City Street Supervisor for many
years and is now Deputy City Administrator for the City of Coeur d'Alene. As
such, he would qualify as an unpaid expert witness for the opposition. His
testimony is in the Supplemental Transcript on pages 69 through 71.

This is part

of what Jon Ingalls said:
Such elements of the comp plan such as land use, comprehensive
community design, population, transportation are designed to work
together with much public input and time into a synergy -- changing one
element without a look at all of the other elements would just plan be
reckless. Timing is the critical issue here. Amendments should only be
considered after the Highway 97 route development plan uh is complete.

Michael Purcelli of the Idaho Transportation Department says IDT has
ongoing concerns with the cumulative impacts on the developments on
the side of Coeur d'Alene Lake have on the roads and highways in the
area. Uh, planning staff, there, the staff reports says it's premature to
pass any change in this area until the status of Highway 97 has been
determined. Staff believes it's appropriate to wait the results before
deciding on this amendment. Let's do the route development plan first.
Then let's decide what the plan and land uses can -- are supportable and
the cost.

The response on behalf of Powderhorn Communities, LLC before the
planning comn~ission was both relatively honest and woefully inadequate.
Christine Fueston, engineer for the applicant, told the planning commission that
Powderhorn Coinmunities would contribute funds to a proposed study by the
Kootenai Metropolitan Planning Organization (KMPO); the study might get started
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in the summer of 2006 if the local match of $50,000 for the total study costs of
$250,000 could be found.

Supplemental Transcript, p. 22, L. 19 - 25; p. 22, L.

At the board hearing on September 14, 2006, Steve Wallter told the
commissioners that numerous meetings with KMPO, ITD and the East Side
Highway District had not resulted in any funds to proceed with the study.
Transcript, p. 33, L. 4 - 2.
The Idaho Transportation Department has, as Steve Wallter stated, made it

plain that improvements to Highway 97 were not in its foreseeable future planning.
See letter, Transcript, p. 33, L. 7

- 9.

At the planning commission hearing on April 27, 2006, Commissioner
Kathlene Kolts gave the realistic final conclusion as to Highway 97:
By Commissioner Kolts: But even so, these people still have to go to
grocery stores, there's still big trucks on this road. That road is
crumbling and eroding and I think there are a lot of people in this room
who want to know how will you mitigate that and where is the money
going to come from to do this especially since you won't be the last
project that is asking for development out there.
Supplemental Transcript, p. 28,

L. 16 - 72.

The 26 miles from 1-90 to the turn off to the Powderhorn Bay development
is state highway. As a matter of law, a private developer cannot alter or improve
that highway. In any event, that cost would exceed the post development land
value.
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Powderhom Community, LLC offered to contribute funds to a study of the
problem by the Kootenai Metropolitan Planning Organization.

There is no

suggestion anywhere that such a study would make the existing road restrictions
and hazards go away. Rather the study would sl~owthe excessive costs and likely
adverse consequences of widening the road.
The other "mitigation" offer was laughable: water taxis from Coeur d'Alene
to Hamson. Agency Record, Vol. 1, p. 51.

A water taxi might be an enjoyable

trip in July or August, but in November through March it would be a cold and
most uninviting adventure. Water taxis could not carry the heavy equipment and
related construction material nor worlters for three golf courses.
"Water Taxis" is just one more instance, like a contribution to KMPG, where
words are mere palliative which would not cure the intractable transportation
problems of Highway 97.
Some of the goals in the 1994 Comprehensive Plan are commendable and
achievable but not of great impact, e.g. Goal 22, Education, schooI representatives
to participate in planning for Goal 14, Transportation the most important word is
"safe."
Allowing urgent increase in traffic, first in construction and then
quadruplicating the daily residential use creates a life and death question. Tlie
citizen testimony based on first hand knowledge of the complete inadequacy of
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Highway 97 today was unrebutted and insoluble in the future. In approving the
amendment, the board recklessly disregarded "safe."
6.

Many Other Conflicts with 1994 Goals.

Any change in the Comprehensive Plan made at a time other than the total
rewrite and adoption of an updated plan must meet the applicable goals established
in that governing Comprehensive Plan. The planning commission by unanin~ous
vote based on the staffs Findings of Facts and analysis of goals in the
Comprehensive Plan Analysis found that the application did not support
amendment.

The board in its initial Order of Decision on November 9th

substantially adopted the identical factual findings and goal analysis with occasional
add-on contradictory or dismissive sentences.
On becoming aware that court review was likely, the board presumably with
direction bom the county counsel and/or the planning staff, rewrote the facts and
goal analysis to contradict the planning commission usually with nothing in the
record to support the alterations. See Appendix A.
"Transportation" has been highlighted above because the clogged artery
should be the lciller to Heartland, LLC. There are other equally insupportable
factual findings and violations of established goals.
Goal 2.05

"Zoning" changed to justify a change based on surrounding

zoning established in 1994 has been mentioned.
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Goal 2.14. "Fire-protection" has added on reliance on promises not made
in any enforceable condition to the amendment.
The series of goal violations begins with the most blatant and unfortunately
the most common violation: "Goal 6: Preservation, Protection and Enhancement
of Fish and Wildlife Habitats."

Except for Whitetail deer and raccoons,

development never preserves, protects or enhances wildlife habitat. See January

25, 2006 letter from Idaho Fish and Game Regional Director Chip Corsi concluding
that the proposed amendment to the Comprehensive Plan "will reduce the capability
of Kootenai County to support future wildlife populations." Agency Record,
Vol. 1, pp. 180 -181.
Without any support in the record from an credible source, the Amended
Order of Decision reads that "impacts on wildlife can be minimized and habitat
improved for some species." This is pure speculation totally without foundation.

7. Oualitv of Life Adverselv Affected
In Goal 10 "Population," the planning comn~issionwas negative. Population
growth would be directed to an area sparsely populated; wildlife habitat and
corridors would be severely affected with this dagger in the heart of Heartland,
LLC:

Additionally, this request will have a dramatic affect on the quality of
life to the property owners of the area.
Agency Record, Vol. 1, p. 136.
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The testimony and letters of opposition both before the planning commission
and the board were largely about the negative effect on the quality of life. The
November 9th Order of Decision followed the above statement with a sentence in
direct contradiction, a yingiyang:

However, the proposed change to Rural, from Agricultural, will
maintain the character of the area and comport with the actual use of
the requested properties as well as the surrounding areas.
Agency Record, Vol. 3, p. 610.
The November 16th Amended Order of Decision struclt the facts; there
would be no change in the character of the area:

The proposed change to Rural, from Ag~icultural,will maintain the
character of the area and comport with the actual use of the requested
properties as well as the surrounding areas.
Agency Record, Vol. 3, pp. 597-610.
Goal 13 is to "Maintain viable agricultural, forestry and mining land uses."
The planning commission and the November 9th Order of Decision accurately
represented that the development would violate this goal. In the November 16th
Amended Order of Decision, that accurate statement was striclten with the
conclusion that agriculture and forestry are not viable.
Goal 26 is to "Foster growth in a manner which does not compromise the
visual qualities of Kootenai County" and Goal 27 is similarly environmentally
protective. Tlie planning comn~issionaccurately recognized the violation as did the
November 9th Order of Decision:
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The public comment generated by this request suggests that this
amendment, to the extent that it culminates in subsequent development,
will compromise the visual qualities of Kootenai County.
Both the response of the planning commission and the initial decision of the
board recognized that public comment properly carried weight. Replete throughout
the public testimony and letters at all stages are pleas to protect the visual qualities
and what the residents regarded as natural land marks and areas of scenic beauty.

IV. LEGAL ARGUMENT: COMPREHENSIVE PLAN VIOLATED
Petitioners recognizing that they carry a heavy burden in asserting that the
action of the board of commissioners in approving the amendment to the
Comprehensive Plan acted in violation of that plan. That burden is set forth in

Friends ofFarm to Market v. Valley County, 137 Idaho 192, 46 P.3d 9 (2002) and
nuinerous other appellate decision dating back to Bone v. City of Lewiston, 107
Idaho 844, 693 P.2d 1046 (1984) almost all of which have upheld the final
decisions by the county boards or the city councils:

The Board's zoning decision may only be overturned where its findings:
(a) violate statutory or constitutional provisions; (b) exceed the agency's
statutory authority, (c) are made upon unlawful procedure; (d) are not
supported by substantial evidence in the record; o r (e) are arbitrary,
capricious o r an abuse of discretion. Id. (citing I.C. $67-5279(3)). The
party attacking the Board's decision must first show that the Board
erred in a manner specified in Idaho Code 967-5279 (3), and then it
must show that its substantial right has been prejudiced. Id. (citing
Angstman v. City of Boise, 128 Idaho 575, 578, 917 P.2d 409, 412 (Ct.
App. 1996).
137 Idaho at 196.
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The action of the majority of the, board as appears from the record cited
above is so egregious and contrary to the Comprehensive Plan that this burden will
be carried fairly easily.
Both the initial adoption and any subsequent amendments to the
Comprehensive Plan are, under Idaho Code 567-6509, initiated with planning
commission recommendations. It is significant here that the planning commissions'
recommendation backed by Findings of Fact and Comprehensive Plan Analysis
rejected the proposed amendment.
Idaho Code $67-6511 provides that both initially and in any subsequent
amendments, zoning districts shall be in accordance with the policies set forth in
the Comprehensive Plan. In the Comprehensive Plan, the "goals" are "policies."
In the recent appellate decisions upholding either amendment of the
Comprehensive Plan or zone changes as compatible with the Coinprehensive Plan,
the actions of board of commissioners were held to be consistent with the
guidelines. In Evans v. Teton County, 139 Idaho 71, 73 P.3d 84 (2003), the
appropriate application of the Comprehensive Plan as set forth in previous decisions
was summarized:

The "in accordance with" language of I.C. 867-6511 does not require
zoning decisions to strictly conform to the land use designations of the
comprehensive plan. Bone at 850, 693 P.2d at 1052; Sprenger, Gr~lbb
& Associates, Znc. 11. City of Hailey. 127 Idaho 575,585,903 P.2d 741,750
(1995); See also I.C. 867-6508. However, a board of commissioners
cannot ignore their compreherzsive plan when adopting or amending
zoning ordinances. Bone at 850, 693 P.2d at 1052. Whether approval
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of a zone change is "in accordance with" the comprehensive plan is a
question of fact, which can only be overturned when the factual findings
supporting the zone change are clearly erroneous. Id; Friends of Farm
to Market, 137 Idaho at 200, 46 P.3d at 17; Sprenger, Grubb, & Assoc.
Inc., 127 Idaho at 585, 903 P.2d at 750; Ferguson v. Bd. of County
Comm'rs for Ada County, 110 Idaho 785, 787, 718 P.2d 1223, 1225
(1986). The governing body charged with making zoning decisions "in
accordance with" the comprehensive plan must "make a factual inquiry
into whether requested zoning ordinance or amendment reflects the
goals of, and takes into account those factors in, the comprehensive plan
in light of the present factual circumstances surrounding the request."
Bone at 850, 693 P.2d at 1052. (Emphasis supplied.)

139 Idaho at 76.
In the relevant appellate decisions, the change sought and granted to the
developer was not inconsistent with the Comprehensive Plan of the county and
pales in comparison with what was granted to Powderhorn Communities, LLC.
In South Fork Coalition v. Board of Commissioner, 117 Idaho 857, 792 P.2d
882 (1990), "the board of county commissioners' findings of fact, conclusions of
law and decision, demonstrates carehl consideration of the requirements of county
ordinance 9 1-2520 as well as a factual inquiry into whether or not the proposal was
in accordance with the Bonneville County Comprehensive Plan." 117 Idaho at 863864.
In Whitted 11. Canyon County Board of Commissioners, 137 Idaho 1 18, 44
P.3d 1173 (2002), a five lot subdivision allowed as conditional use with deed
restrictions and marketing disclosures that would aid in preserving agricultural
nature of surrounding area. 137 Idaho at 123.
PETITIONERS OPENING BRIEF

In Evans v. Teton County, 139 Idaho 71, 73 P.3d 84 (2003), the planning
commission approved the PUD conditionally; the board of commissioners approved
with its report indicating compliance with input on wildlife habitat, traffic and
numerous other concerns:
The record indicates throughout this process Teton Springs adjusted its
application in order to meet the requirements demanded by the Zoning
Commission.
139 Idaho at 77.

1.

Amendment in Conflict with Nine Goals

In this case the planning commission adopting the Staff Report found
Powderhorn Communities, LLC proposed amendment to conflict with (ie., be in
violation of) Goals (Policies) of the 1994 Comprehensive Plan numbered as follows
in IV Comprehensive Plan Analysis:
Goal 5:

Encourage the preservation, protection, and enhancement of
native vegetation.

Goal 6:

Encourage the preservation, protection, and enhancement of
fish and wildlife habitats.

Goal 9:

Develop land use regulations that protect property rights,
maintain quality of life, provide adequate land for
development, buffer non-compatible land uses, and protect
the environment.

Goal 10:

Guide population growth to allow for inevitable expansion
without sacrificing the environment or the quality of life,
which currently characterizes Kootenai County.

Goal 12:

Promote a diversified, safe, and stable economic base in an
environmentally responsible manner.

PETITIONERS OPENING BRIEF
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Goal 13:

Maintain viable agricultural, forestry and mining land uses.

Goal 14:

Provide for the efficient, safe, and cost-effective movement
of people and goods.

Goal 17:

Ensure efficient and effective police, fire and emergency
services.

Goal 22:

Provide for school representatives to participate in the
community planning process.

Supplemental Transcript, p. 15, L. 6 - 12.
The denial was accompanied by a recommendation to await completion of
the new Comprehensive Plan.
Between rejection on May 22nd and the public hearing on September 14,
2006, the Applicant convinced the fire district,(although the testimony of George
Mitchell before the planning commissioml that volunteers quit volunteering for fire
duty at Black Rock was unanswered). Supplemental Transcript, p. 77, L. 4 - 20.
There was no change in the negatives for police and emergency services.
On November 9th, the Board's Order of Decision adopted all of the planning
commission comments on each of these goals. The scrambled and generally
insupportable editing on November 16th has been discussed above.
What the record reflects is that the planning commission and the Staff Report
found that the proposed amendment was not supported by substantial and

competent evidence and that the boards' report on the Comprehensive Plan
Analysis initially concurred but concluded in the opposite with approval. The
PETITIONERS OPENING BRIEF
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1
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lve Plan.

. of Farm to Market v.

Valley County, 137 Id0
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CONCLUSION

I

petitioners
board e r r e d
I
I

testimony of

attackie Board's Order of Decision have shown-lt
the mannecified in Idaho Code $67-5279 (3). Id., P. -91
that neigkg residents at both hearings show that the sub-

rights of the petitioners aqose represented by them would be prejudiced
amendment to t h e Comprasive Plan.
Case No- CP-08-05 1st be remanded to the respondent Kootenai

Scott W. Reed
Attorney for PlaintiffsIPetition-

PETITIONERS OPENING BRIEF

Amended Order of her the appeal was beyond the power of the board
which had lost jurisq even so was contrary to the record.
Unlike Rural firganization, ~ n c v.
. Board of Commissioners, 133
Idaho 833, 993 P.2d i) the initial factual findings relevant to its Order
that decision and the ~'~hanged"
facts

Decision on Noven~bdnot

in the November 16th Order of Decision are not Supported by the record'
I33 Idaho at 845.
Plan.

F~~~ to Market v. Valley Counq, 137 Idaho at

199.
CONCLUSION
Petitioners attackh ~

~ Order~of Decision
~
dhave shown
'
~
that the

board erred in the mannQified in Idaho Code 467-5279 (3).

Id.,P. 196.

The

of all that neighg residents at '00th hearings show that the substantial

"hts

the petitioners aqdse represented by them would be prejudiced by the

amendment to the ComprQsivePlan.
Case NO. CP-08-05 ,t be remanded to the respondent Kootenai County.
Respectfully submitted
of February. 2007.

Scott W. Reed
Attorney for PlaintiffsiPetitioners
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I certify that a copy of the above and foregoing is sent by first class mail,
postage prepaid, this 14th day of February, 2007 to:

JOHN CAFFERTY, ESQ.
KOOTENAI COUNTY DEPT. OF
LEGAL SERVICES
45 1 GOVERNMENT WAY
P. 0. BOX 9000
COEUR D'ALENE, IDAHO 838 16-9000
MISCHELLE FULGHAM
LUKINS & ANNIS
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
250 NORTHWEST
COEUR D'

I

PETITIONERS OPENING BRIEF

APPENDIX A
The following are excerpts from the Findings of Fact and from the
Comprehensive Plan Analysis talten from the November 9, 2006 Order of
Decision (Agency Record, Vol. 3, pp. 601

- 613) and the November

16, 2006

Amended Order of Decision. Agency Record, Vol 3, p. 590 - 600.

FINDINGS OF FACT
NOVEMBER 9TH

2.05 Zoning. Much of the property on the Powderhorn peninsula is zoned
Agricultural. This zone has a minimum lot size of five (5) acres.
There is some property associated with this request that is zoned
Restrictive Residential with a minimum lot size of 8,250 square feet.
There is also property zoned Rural with a minimum lot size of five (5)
acres. (Exhibit -11, Zone Map)
NOVEMBER 16TH

2.05 Zoning. Approximately 43% of the Powderhorn peninsula is zoned
Agricultural. This zone has a minimum lot size of five (5) acres. The
balance of the property on the peninsula, approximately 57%, is
zoned Restricted Residential or Rural. The Restricted Residential
Zone has a minimum lot size of 8,250 square feet. The Rural zone
has a minimum lot size of five (5) acres. (Exhibit S-11, Zone Map).

NOVEMBER 9TH

2.10 Area of City Impact. The southeast portion of this property is
located within the City of Harrison's Area of City Impact.

N O V E M B E R 16TH
2.10 Area of City Impact. The southeast portion of this property is
located within the City of Harrison's Area of City Impact. According
to Kootenai County Ordinance No. 211, "the purpose of establishing
the Harrison Area of City Impact is to identify an urban fringe area
adjoining the City of Harrison, Idaho."

N O V E M B E R 9TH
2.14 Fire Protection. The subject property is within the boundaries of the
East Side Fire District. In a Comment Card dated January 5, 2006,
Fire Marshall Michael Brannan stated that the District had no
comments. (Exhibit PA-7, Commend Card).

N O V E M B E R 16TH
2.14 Fire Protection. The subject property is within the boundaries of the
East Side Fire District. The District has an unmanned fire station
within the subject property. In a Comment Card dated January 5,
2006, Fire Marshall Michael Brannan stated that the District had no
comments. In a letter dated August 29, 2006, Fire Marshall Brannan
wrote that the District "will be able to serve Powderhorn Ranch" if
all the standards and commitments in Powderhorn's letter to them
are implemented. (Exhibit PA-7, Comment Card; Exhibit PA-10,
Letter).

N O V E M B E R 9TH
2.15 School District. The subject property is within the boundaries of the
Kootenai School District #273. The District was asked to comment on
this request but has not done so.

NOVEMBER 16TH
2.15

School District. The subject property is within the boundaries of the
Kootenai School District #273. In a letter dated August 15, 2006, the
District stated that "there are no adverse impacts expected from this
development." (Exhibit PA-9. Letter).

COMPREHENSIVE PLAN ANALYSIS
NOVEMBER 9TH
Goal 6:

Encourage the preservation, protection, and enhancement of
fish and wildlife habitats.

The Department of Fish & Game resporzded that the development
of this property would have a negative impact on wildlife.

NOVEMBER 16TH
Goal 6:

Encourage the preservation, protection, and enhancement of
fish and wildlife habitats.

The Idaho Department of Fish & Game responded that the
development of this property would Izave a negative impact on
wildlife. With proper design, impacts on wildlife can be
minimized and lzabitat can be inlproved for some species.

*

*

*

*

NOVEMBER 9TH
Population
4.04 Goal 10:

Guide population growth to allow for inevitable expansion
without sacrificing the environment or the quality of life,
which currently characterizes Kootenai County.

Because it is proposed to be a seasonal, destination
community it is uncertain how the proposed increase in
dwelling units will affect the overall population growth in
the area. The ultimate developntent has the potential to
guide population growth to an area of the County that
currently has very sparse population. If approved, air and
water quality should not be negati~)elyaffected; Izowever,
existing wildlife habitat and corridors will be severely
affected. Additiorzally, this request will have a dramatic
affect on tlze quality of lge to tlze property owners of the
area.
However, the proposed change to Rural, pant Agricultural,
will maintain the character of tlze area and comport with
tlze actual use of the requested properties as well as the
surrounding areas.

NOVEMBER 16TH
Population
4.04 Goal 10:

Guide population growth to allow for inevitable expansion
without sacrificing the environment or the quality of life,
which currently characterizes Kootenai County.
The proposed change to Rural, from Agricultural, will
maintain the character of the area and comport with the
actual use of the requested properties as well as the
~ ~ r r o u ~ z dareas.
ing

NOVEMBER 9TH
Economic Development
4.06 Goal 12:

Promote a diversified, safe, and stable economic base in
an environmentally responsible manner.

Goal 13:

Maintain viable agricultural, forestry, and mining land
uses.

The proposed amendment allows for the further developmerzt of the
property and contributes to tlze creation of jobs and an improved
ecorzomic base for the region. With the development of this property,
tlze marginal agricultural use and the forestry use will be eliminated.

NOVEMBER 1GTH
Economic Development
4.06 Goal 12:
Goal 13:

Promote a diversified, safe, and stable economic base in
an environmentally respolisible manner.
Maintain viable agricultural, forestry, and mining land
uses.

The proposed ame~zdnzentallows for the further developmeizt of tlze
property and contributes to the creation of jobs and an improved
economic base for the region. The Applicant lzas denzonstrated that
agriculture and forestry are not economically viable in this area.

NOVEMBER 9TH
Community Design
4.11 Goal 26:
Goal 27:

Foster growth in a manner, which does not compromise
the visual qualities of Kootenai County.
Preserve, protect, and enhance natural landmarks and
areas of scenic beauty, such as waterways and unique
landscapes.

The public comment generated by this request suggests that this
amendment, to tlze extent that it culminates in subsequent development,
will compronzise the i)isual qualities of Kootenai County.

NOVEMBER 16TH
Community Design
4.11 Goal 26:

Goal 27:

Foster growth in a mannd, which does not compromise
the visual qualities of Kootenai County.
Preserve, protect, and enhance natural landmarks and
areas of scenic beauty, such as waterways and unique
landscapes.

The visual impact of any proposed development will be addressed
in subsequent development appliLations. The peninsula is not
considered a natural land~narkob unique landmark.

August 2004 (revised 08/11/04)

Conservation Reserve Program Sign-up 29
August 30 to September 24,2004
Overview

USDA's Farm Service Agency (FSA) will hold a Conservation Reserve Program
(CRP) general sign-up from August 30 to September 24, 2004.
CRP is a voluntary program available to agricultural producers to help them
safeguard environmentally sensitive land. Producers enrolled in CRP plant
long-term, resource-conserving covers to improve the quality of water, control
soil erosion, and enhance wildlife habitat. In return, FSA provides participants
with rental payments and cost-share assistance. Contract duration is between
10 and 15 years.
FSA administers CRP, while other USDA agencies and partners provide
technical support. More detailed information on CRP is available in the FSA fact
sheet "Conservation Reserve Program."
Submitting CRP Offers

Land that is not currently enrolled in CRP may be offered for enrollment during
CRP sign-up 29.
In addition, CRP participants with contracts expiring on September 30, 2004, or
September 30,2005, may submit offers during CRP sign-up 29.
To submit CRP offers, producers must visit their local FSA offices. FSA will
accept offers only during the sign-up period (August 30 to September 24,2004).
To find your local FSA office, visit FSA's Web site at:
htto://oip.usda.aov/scri~ts/ndisapi.dllloip aaencv/index?state=us&aqencv=fsa

NOTE: CRP sign-up 29 does not apply to participation in CRP continuous signup, in which land devoted to certain conservation practices mav be enrolled at
any time. Further information on CRP continuous sign-up is available in the
FSA'fact sheet "Conservation Reserve Program Continuous Sign-up."

Eligible Producers
.

.

To be eligible for CRP enrollment, a producer must have owned oroperated the
land for at least 12 months prior to close of the CRP sign-up period, unless
,

.;

.

:,

..

.,

U,

The new owner acquired the land due to the, previous iwner'k death;
The ownership change occurred due to foreclosure where the owner
exercised a timely right or redemption in accordance with state law; or
The circumstances of the acquisition present adequate assurance to FSA
that the new owner did not acquire the land for the purpose of placing it in
CRP.
Eligible Land

To be eligible for placement in CRP, land must be either:
Cropland (including field margins) that is planted or considered planted to
an agricultural commodity 4 of the previous 6 crop years from 1996 to
2001, and which is physically and legally capable of being planted in a
normal manner to an agricultural commodity;
Certain marginal pastureland that is enrolled in the Water Bank Program; .

B

or
-J-

Certain land devoted to hardwood trees that was under CRP contract
which expired on September 30,2001, or earlier.
Additional Cropland Requirements

In addition to the eligible land requirements, cropland must meet one of the
following criteria:
Have a weighted average erosion index of 8 or higher;
Be expiring CRP acreage; or
Be located in a national or state CRP conservation priority area.
CRP Payments

FSA provides CRP sign-up 29 participants with annual rental payments,
including certain incentive payments, and cost-share assistance:
Rental Payments

In return for establishing long-term, resource-conserving covers, FSA
provides rental payments to participants. FSA bases rental rates on the
relative productivity of the soils within each county and the average

-

.

- .

Ye"

I

dryland cash rent or cawt-rent equivalent. The maximum CRk rental rate
for each offer is calculated in advance of enrollment. Producers may offer
land at that rate or offer a lower rental rate to increase the likelihood that
their offer will be accepted.
= Maintenance Incentive Payments

:

CRP annual rental payments may include an additional amount up to $5
per acre per year as a n incentive to perform certain maintenance
obligations.
Cost-share Assistance

FSA ~rovidescost-share assistance to participants who establish
approved cover on eligible cropland. he cost-share assistance can be a n
amount not more than 50 percent of the participants' costs in establishing
approved practices.
Ranking CRP Offers

Offers for CRP sign-up 29 will be ranked according to the Environmental
Benefits Index (EBI).
FSA collects data for each of the EBI factors based on the relative

environmental benefits for the land offered. Each eligible offer is ranked in
comparison to all other offers and selections made from that ranking. Decisions
on the EBI cutoff will be made after the sign-up ends. Those who have met
previous sign-up EBI thresholds are not guaranteed a contract under this signup. Producers can consult with local USDA experts on steps producers can
take to maximize EBI points and increase the likelihood that their offer will be
accepted.
Producers can enroll the most environmentally sensitive land in CRP's
continuous sign-up program. Under the continuous sign-up, relatively small
amounts of land serving much larger areas, such as filter strips, riparian buffers
and grass waterways, can be enrolled at any time.
More information on EBI for CRP sign-up 29 is available in the FSA fact sheet,
"Conservation Resenre Program Sign-up 29, Environmental Benefits Index!'
For More Information

For more information on CRP, contact your local FSA office or visit FSA's Web
site at: www.fsa.usda.aov

The U.S. Department of Agricullure (USDA) prohlblls discnmlnatlon In ail 11s programs and ~cllvilleson the basis of race, color.
nallonal origin, gender. reltglon, age. dlsaollily, pollUcal bellels, sexual orlentallon, and marital ar family stalus. (Nol all
prohlbiled bases apply to all programs.) Persons wlth disabllltles who req~llreallematlve means for communlcaUon of program
Informallon (Bralile. large prinl. audlotaps, etc.) should eontact USDA's TARGET Center al202-720-2600 (volce and TDD).
To Ills a wmplalnt of di's~mlnatlon,wllte USDA, Dlreclor, DRce of Civil Rlghls, Room 326-W, Miltan Building, 1400
Indephndenu, Avenue, SW, Waahlngton, D.C., 20250.8410, or ca8 (202) 720-5964 (volce or TDD).

-' V.
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USDA Is an equal opportunily provtdL

employer.
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Download Prlnt Venlon PDF

[Return to Fact Sheet Index I FSA Home Page I Comments I USDA Home Pave ]

APPENDIX C
CERTIFICATE ON DOCUMENTS
Gordon Harnasch certifies as follows:
I am employed in the office of the Kootenai County Assessor with the
title of Forester/Agricultural Appraiser.
As such I have access to, control and full knowledge of the "Owners'
Designation of Forest Land Option" which provides a timber tax exemption
under Idaho Code $63-1703.
Attorney Scott W. Reed has given to me documents with legal
descriptions copied from the Agency Record Case No. CP-08-05 and asked that
I determine whether timber tax exemptions were ever on file for those
properties.
Attached hereto to the identified labelled descriptions are true copies of
the records in the office of the Kootenai County Assessor relating to timber tax
exemption and of my examination of these records.
Letter of Su~portand Agent Authorization Powderhorn Partners. LLC
Powderhorn Communities, LLC
Owners Desimation
Parcel
Parcel
Parcel
Parcel
Parcel
Parcel

48 NO.
48 NO.
48 NO.
48 NO.
48 NO.
48 NO.

4W-26-4000
4W-22-7400
4W-23-5600
4W-22-0500
4W-15-9500
4W-27-2400

March 20, 1990
March 20, 1990
March 20, 1996
March 20, 1990
July 21, 1997
July 21, 1997

BLA
BLA
BLA
BLA
BLA
BLA

BAR,
BAR,
BAR,
BAR,
BAR,
BAR,

INC.
INC.
INC.
INC.
INC.
INC.

In 2005, Powderhorn purchased these properties from Bla Bar, Inc. :
attached is the letter dated May 30, 2006 from Jackie Sheltcr I,
Timber/Agricultural Technician to Powderhorn Communities, LLC. NO
response was received by December '31, 2006 so all properties were removed
from exemption for 2006 and 2007.

* * * * *
These cover all identified properties except parcel 48 No. 42-274500
which was created in 2006.
Letter of Suvvort and Ownership Bla Bar. Inc. and Chhrles R. Blakely
Ownership Designations
Parcel 48 N 4W-27-0700 December 30, 2004.
Parcel 48 N W-27-1300 December 30, 2004.
Letter dated February 5 , 1990 from James A. Nichols, Idaho Department
of Lands to Dick Blakely.
Letter dated February 8, 1990 from Isaac D. Henry, Kootenai County
ASCS office to Charles Blakely. All properties continue in timber exemption.
Letter of Support and Ownership Map
H.F. Mamuson and Coeur d'Alene Land Company
All land has been in timber exemption except 12.595 acres in Parcel 48
NW 04W-25-4800; 29 acres in Parcel 48 N04W-25-2700 in rural land; 30 acres

in Parcel 48 NO 4W-35-0125 in flood and one acre in Parcel 48 NO 4W-35-

4425 in homesites.
Letters in Supvort and Agent Authorization
East Point Farms. Inc. and Agent Authorization
Owners Designation
Parcel 48N04W-23-5200 March 22, 2002
Parcel 48 N04W-23-6000 March 22, 2002
Parcel 48 N04W-26-4400 March 22, 2002
Parcel 48 N04W-25-5600 March 22, 2002
Letter from James L. Foxx to Assessor asking removal of Agricultural
Classification April 13, 2006.
Dated this

fiday of February,&.

I

We, Powderhom Communities, LLC, the owners of approximately 440 acres (see
attached map) on the Powderhom Peninsula west of Ilighway 97, support Powderhom
Communities, LLC and Heartland, LLC, and their agent, J-U-B ENGINEERS, Inc., in
requesting to amend the Kootenai County Comprehensive Plan Land Use Designation
on the Peninsula from Agricultural to Rural Residential.

Powderhom Communities, LLC
By: Heartland LLC, its Agent
By:

Date: /L //L /o +
/%-?-~l.-%?-d

~te$henP. Walker III, Managing Director

.

FROM

POWDERHORN
PARTNERS,
LLC
AN IDAHO LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

AGENT AUTHORIZATION

Powderhorn Partners, LLC,an Idaho limited liability company, hereby nuthoriza Heartland,
LLC,a Washington limited liability company to act as its agcnt at public hearings and to submit
and sign any and all documents, applications, and permits submitted to Kootenai County, I&ho,
thc State of Idaho, U.S. Department of Agriculture, Eastsidc Eire D e p m c n t and Easrsidc
Highway Department with regard to the foilowingparctls that it owns and any future properties
that it acquires:
Set attachcd map. Prupcny is locatcd in the following TOUS:

This authori~ationis grmted as of December 1,2005 and shall expire Dcccmbcr 1.2007.
POWDERHORN PARTNERS, LLC
Datc:

December -,

2005

FROM

(MON)12 12 2005 1C

12/12/2006

I0:IO FAX 780 325

8

I

SLOVAK

10:46/NO. 5011567244 P 4

BARON 6r EMPliY

Mnol

POWDERHORN
COMMUNITIES,
LLC
AN LDAHO L

r n ~ LLQBILITY
COMPANY

Powdtthora Communities,UC,an Idaho Iidted liability company, hereby ~uthorizcs
]tieartland, U C ,a Washington limited liability Cbmpany to act as its agent at public hcarings
and to submit and sign my and all documents, am,lications, and permits submitted to KooIenai
County, Idaho, the Sm of Idaho, U.S.Department ofAgriculture, Eastside Fire Department and
Eastside Highway Department with rt@
to the follaaring parccis that it owns and any future
properties that it acquires:
See sttached map. Property is locatcd in the following TIR/S:

This authorization is granted as of December 1,2M)5

and shall expim December 1,2007.

POWDERHO

By:
Its:

Date:

Managing Membcr

POWDERHORN COMMUNITIES,
OWNERSHIP MAP

LLC

AS-31,

SCAN.

Void t o Sale
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Owner's Designanon of Forest Lend Option

N m r of forest

1.

1 apply t o dcsignste t h i s forest land f o r assearraent as provided by Section 63-1703. Id&

*

The p m d a n i ~ n t pKpose o f t h i s land i s t o grow and h e r e s t trees of a e r k e t e b l e s#ies.
or not, e M held i n carma amership.
The designstion s h s l l remain i n effect for a minima, period of tm
t r m f e r r e d to another owner i n a different taxine category, or there
l e d not conforming u i t h the d e f i n i t i m of forest land w stated in

2.

/

I understad thst with either option:

*

chsnss i n use of s e i d fareqt l a k not
Code, within t h i r t y (50) days of the

I t i s my r e s m i b i i i t y t o n o t i f y
conforming with the d e f i n i t i m of
change i n use.

been designatd, +hall cause

Failure t o n o t i f y the Assessor o f said
forfeiture of such deignation, end cause
as p r w i d e d i n Section 63-1701, Idaho Code.

3.

end tad a t f u l l nsrket value

/

1 d e r s t a n d with the Bare Land and Yield Gptian:

*

s h s l l be subject t o ths TeQspture
o f the dasisnation, e S W t e n t i a l

4

Report end payment of y i e l d taxes i s the d i r t l i e b i l l t y and responsibility of the l d w n e r a t the t i n e of
severance. In the event of nonpayment, t
y i e l d tsx- due s h s l l cansttture s l i e n on the eaeets of the
iendmner.
The State Tax Camissim
of the landwner, tlnber
s t the tim of s e v e r m e
63-1706, Idaho Code. end

s c c M t 8 and records
other forest products
prwisiaa, of Section

P

\

i
n

DECURATIW

di&. that

e e b v e described lend, 1 @indicate
by my aur Sigmtur (s)
susie d the condition deserihed herein, set u ~ the
n Uesignation o p t i ~ ~ Qed-beton.
a n
or cmrrsct buye/er(s) of

I\

LAND PRWUCTIVITY OPTlDIl
OP

I Cue) also declare
examined by me (us).

i c a t i m and m y eccmwnying p l p r s have been
orrect and complete.
Yi MIST BE SIGNED

i
,

-

BARE U W I ) AND YIELD OPTION
(Have you reed Paragraph 31)

\

1

7

i

Signed:

BY ML I M E R S OF THIS U
W
O

. ..

Data
.

..

5- jT*qd
~ - 9 ~ 3

-

.

F i l e d with the Koote
m t i m t i o n Deadt

1.

I apply to designate t h i s forest Land f o r a r s e s s m t as provided by Section 65-1703, I d s h ~ o d e . f scats that:

The predoninent plrpse o f t h j s land i s to grm and harvest trees of a marketable s&iea.

J

The t o t a l ecreege i s greater than f i v e ( 5 ) ecres, but leas than tw t h o u s d (2,O
or nor, 4nd held in c m n anership.

2.

> acres.

vhether c m t i g u u r

/

1 uderstand that with either oprion:
I t i s w r m r n u i b i k i f y to notify
confonniw with the d e f i n i t i o n of
change in we.

change i n use of seld forest lands not
Code, w i t h i n t h i r t y (30) days of the

f
/

Failure t o n o t i f y the Assessor o f sn5d change i n use #hen f est lends have been designated, shall c a n e
forfeiture of such d e s i m t l o n , and c u e the p r w r t y t o be s roised. assessed and taxed a t f u l l market n l u e
9s provided i n Section 63-1701, Idaho Code.

3.

1 understand with the Bare Lend and Yield Option:

*

P

Forest la& designated under t h i s o p t i m in S e c t i m
-1706, ldaho Code, s h a l l be s u b l u t t o the recapture
of deferred taxer as provided i n section 63-1703, I o code, upon r m v a l of the desienetion, a substantial
change i n use, or minership transfer .and change o f esignetirn.
Report and payraent o f y i e l d taxes i s the
severmce.
I n the event of nonpswnt,
landowner.

7

P l w e selact only a wtim.
have p v i l l y
designat& other tinber1ua-h i n t h State of Idaho you
wt e l u t the srne o p t i m f o r th e tinbertenk.

exmined by ne [us),

and r e s p a r s i b i l i t y of the l h w r a t the tie of
due shall c a r i t i t u t e e l f m on the assets of the

LAND P ~ U C I l V l T ' IWTfOU
(XL

-

BkRE LAND AID YiELD DP7lON
[Have yw reed Paragraph 37)

i t a t i o n end any aeconpsnyine papers have been
orrnct and c q l e t e .

and
E SIGYB,

m ALL

WEUS
OF THIS

Dated: ...

UY)

.. .

.. . , .

.
..

2-AS-90

2 -/5-9'3

.

.

.

-

AS-31, SCAN.

Void to Sale

AS-29,

SCAN

Owner's Designation of Forest Land Option

Name and Address:

*
*

*
2.

The designatton shall remain i n effect f o r a m i n i m period of ten
trensferred t o another omer in s d i f f e r e n t taxing catrjory, or there
lends not conforming u i t h the d e f i n f t i m o f forest land es stated i n

It i s

3.

chaps in we o f said

/

change i n use o f said forest .I& me
Code, v i t h i n t h f r t y (30) days of the

my responsibility t o n o t i f y

conforming with the d e f i n i t i o n of
change i n use.

*

acres. uhether:conti-

The t o t a l acreage i s greater than f i v e (5) acres, ht tans than two thousand
or mt, sml held in cannrn omership.

1 Understand that u i t h either option:

*

+

The predoninant prpose of t h i s land i s co grau end harvest trees of a mrketabte s cies.

P

Failure t o w t i f y the Assessor of said Change in use when
forfeiture of such d e s i m s t i m , and cause the property t o be
as provided In Section 63-1701, I'daho Code.

1 understand with the Bare Land and Yield, Option:

rest L d s have been designated, shall c w e
raised, assessed and taxed a t f u l l nsrketvslue

/

shall be subject t o t h i recapture
of the d n s i m t i o n , e 6.ubstantisl

f

Report am3 p a k t of y i e l d taxes i s tho d i r
l i a b i l i t y ad r c s p o n s i b l l i t y of the LMdouner a t the tiar of
severame.
I n the event o f n a p e m t , t h y i e l d texes due shall constttute a l i e n on the n s d t s of the
lendcuner

.

.

the bmke, accwnts end records
e logs o r other forest products
d e r the p r o v l s i m of Section

The Stste Tax Cmnission shell
of tbe landowner, t i d e r o m r
a t the tim o f swerance o r her
63-1706, idaho c d , and shntl

/
o r contract b q e r l s )

.ware of the

J

DEClAIUTlOU

abave described Id, 1 @indicate
by my @ signslur
herein, set upon the designation o p t l m I@ k w e

Please select m l y me wtim.
you have previously
designated other tinbwlandn i the state of -1
you
~t elect the sene ~ t i m
fo these tiutwlerrln.
I (we) also declare
exmined by ma (us),

LAW PRWUCTIVlT'l OPTIC#
IX
BARE LAHD MID YIELD OPTIOI~

(Hew you reed

Paragraph 37)

tY of false affirmetron, that t h i s application and any a e c m i r s p p e r s have been
best of my (our) kmuledge, ere rrue, correct and carplete.

L
Signed:

-

W E R S OF THIS

Dated:

UY)

'

....................

AS-31,

SCAN.

V o i d t o Sale

Nunbrofforesh3daeresinthispatwk ,3/0
1.

..

.

Iappiy tn desigab this forest land for assessment as pmvidedby Sectiw 63-1703, Idah Code. @te

.

that:

The predorniniint pnposeof this hnd k to gmw and harvest lrees ofa tna&eWe specks.

/

The desfgnalionshall rernainin effect for a minimum period of ten (10) veanvnless the

lands are transfenedtoaiwlhcx~wnerinadilfefent

.

I d a ~ w . Candownenwill have an oppmi6tyb change helr optionWiIhin the berpmgramate tsrr
Ifthe forestlandtransfers ban&erwrnerduringheyear, theflrnberoptiwccumM$jteffectmustbe relamed
2.

1 understandlhatwitheihroptiin:

' It is myrespslbili to wti the

Assepordany substantielch
land in ~ecbbn63-$01, id30 Code, within hrly(30) daysol h e
Failuretonolify the County Assesorof said changeinusewhen
cause Wm property to be appraised. asssssed and liued at MI

3.

e q o f the ls82law:
Ghmthen i vremamdercfihatyear.

have teen desi
as plwided t n

shallcause forfeitureofsud,designslioo, and
a 63-1702. Idaho Code.

/

1 ladetstandwiththe Bare Landand Yield Oplion:
' Forf?l lands desi nated under mii option m Seclion
~ecbw,631703. &ah3 w e , upon removalol the

Code, shall bc s w t to the -lure

of deterred taxes as M e d in

change h use, orownea~pbander and change cfdesiption.

P

~ p n s r i i l i t y othe
f landmer al tlw time d w e w c a . Intlw event of norqaymen~,
the landowner.

Rqcyland paymentof eM taxes is the direct lisbii
the d d taxes due d-6W
aF
mmiheasse
' Tk Slate Tex Ccmndaion shall

of said f o ~ standsnolmnforming
i
with thedefinitimof fowl

or forest p d i r l s owner. or party
v i i r e d undw rhe provisionsd

the books, a w m t s and records of lhe Wwner,, hmbwwer
at severam cw hawest as necessary to wfythe reports
to &ne
Vie wrce land.

pECLARAnON
Aso~e~s)wmnheclbuyerfs)of
heabove
hewn, set upon the designahon option I(w

ndicatedby my(cur) signature(8) below, lhatlam (we are) ware of the mnditiondextibed

Please select cnlv one mtion. if udu have ~reviouslv
designated
State df ldaho y w

LAND PRODUCTIVITY OPTION
v..

BARE IAND AND YIELD OPTION
(Have yw read Paragraph 37)

by me (us), and to the best of

VOID
. .

. .. . ,

. . ..- - - . ..... ... . . . .

.

. ., ..

AS-31,

,-. ,

u-

TO POWDERHORN

SCAN, $210687,

Y2K4 .
~m.chn~.td Bla Bar. Inc.

Owner's Designation of Forest Land Option
.

Flledwih he~oolenai~ w n l y ~ s s e s s r k r ~ B e $ r i n i~anuary1.
fig
lgS

Nwnber d kresadacmslnas ~spefcel:
Y.

/q D 0

I apply to dedgnate IWs fotesf laid for-tas-

..

,

,

. -.

..

~ . .

.

by Seclhn 83-17U3, Id& W e . I s${ht

F~umlamUfycheCounfyhbsa~orofssM&angoln~~~WIY(IIo~
B1*d8si
ted,~l~~eihlra~fsuchder'ithn,and
cause LBpmpedy (3 be appraisal, a
d snd taxed at MI
ar pmded in%on talm2, ldaho code.
3.

t undentandwith the Bare Land end Yield Optton:

ated wderlhk opEon in
' SMkn 631703, daho Code, upon mmvd

bresr'="sndsdeslan

' F+itandpeymanld
he ydd taxesdue

/
Code, r h a l l b e ~ e d UK
b recaphne ofdetened tues ay::dedin
change inuse, ormentJp Lransferandchafga d e s ~ g ~ U a n

'

Inlhewentdnonpeyment

". .

dadgnatad ottre;timborknds

BARE LAND AND YIELD OPTION

mUrt a h t the same wtion

.

Nave you rsed

Psregraph31)

h t this 8pp!be60n and any emmpanyis papen ham been emntned by me (ua), and to ttu, best of

T BE SIGNED BY AU OWNERS Of
Dew

THIS LAND

-

.-,.

i'..- --., ,y

9.

F..,.

As-ln.

'Q

SCAN.

D'

Void cn Powdeih-rn

-

AGRICULTURAL ELtGIBlLtm DETERMINATION FORM AS&
FOR PARCELS LARGER THAN FIVE ACRES
Filed Wlth The K~otenaiCounty Assessor For Assessments Bep!nnlnq Januerv 1.2

00

Name:

-

same to this application.
7

IS THE LAND IRRIGATED?

Yes [

1

No

mnmmnhu

CROPLAND SECTION:
Yes1 I No[ I
Yes11 N o 1 1

6.
7.

Do you lease other land to use in
If yes, list lessor (Name & Addres
Yes[

GRAZING SECTION:

5.

6.

The grazing land is
Is pasturelend leas

and number of head on this unit:
No./Head:
No.lHead:
annually for the past three yeers?

Type:

complete.
Signature:

Dat
Date

1

No[

I

Land Option
Filed with the Kmtenai County Assessor for Assessments Beg'ming January 1 , 1 9 B

Application Deadline: December 31 PLEASE: Only

parcel per application

(Please type or print clearly in black ink)
c-

NameandAddress.

a
'

ir

@uu,'sor\:

&)CL

- PL P /

q 8 /\104O-a3 .34DD

Legal Deswiption:

W 2

EX

Number of forested acres in this parcel:
1.

-

ECEIVED JUL 2
( 2 0 r)
4 -3/,.di

o
~ d f i 533843

Parcel Number

TMBW

Phone Number:

serial (i%i)~uhbei .

1 YO16 $

,6 .C 6

Iapply to designate this forest land for assessment as PRby
IM
Seclion 63-1703, idaho Code. Istate that.
The predwninantplnpose of this land is to grow and harvest bws of a marketable species.
and heidin m m o n m e r s h i i .
Thetotai acreageis greaterthanfrve(5) acres, but less t h a n f i v e t h w d (5,000)acres,~ethermntigwusornot
The designationshall remain in efiect lor a minimum period of ten (10) years unless the lorest lards are transferred to another owner in a dilferent
kcing cateqory, or there is any substantialchange in use of said lands not mnfofming with thedefinition ol lorest land as stated in Section 63-1701,
Idah6--.
Landowners will have an oppott~$tyto change lheiroption,within thefimberprogramat ead, ten-yearanrjversav of the 1982 law.
If theforest landtransfers10 anothermerdunng the year, the Lideropbon cunently meffectrnustbe rebned through the rewnderofthat year.

2.

Iunderstand that with either option:
It is my responsibility to noti the Cwnty Assessorof any substantial change in use ol said forest lands notmnfomin~
with the definilion of forest
land in Seciion 63-1701, Ida o Code, within thirty (30) days of the change cn use.

'u;

Failure to nobly me Cwnty Assessorof said change in use h e n forest lands have b~des@nat+, sshellcausefo~feilureolsuch designation, and
cause the property to be appraised, assessed and taxed at full market value as pmmded in Sectm 63-1702 idaho Code.

3.

I understandwith the Bare Land and Yidd Option:
Forest lands designated under this option in Section a-1706, ldaho Code, shall be subject to the recapture of deferred taxes as provided in
Secticm 63-1703, ldaho Code, upon removal 01 the designation, a substantial change in use, or ownership transfer and change of designation.

' Report and payment of yield taxes is the direct iisbilRy and responsibilityof the landower at the time ol severance. i n the event of nonpayment
the yield taxes due shall constihrte a lien on the assels of the landowner.

* The State Tax Commission shall have the naht at reamable times to examine the books. acmunfs and records of the landowner. limber owner
or lorest products owner, or party utlidng t
klogs or oUler forest productsat the time 01 severance or harvest as necessary to verily the reports
required under the provisions ol Section 63-1706, ldaho Code, and shall have the right to examine the source land.

DECLARATION
Asovmer(s)orcontractbuyer(s) of the abovedesctibedland, I(we) indicatedby my (our) signature(s) below, that Iam (we are)aware oftheconditiondeswibed
herein, set upon the designation option I(we) have marked below.

Please select only one option. It you have previously
designated other timberlands i n the State of Maho you
must elect the same option for these timberlands

17 LAND PRODUCTIVITY OPTION
OR
@ BARE LAND AND YIELD OPTION

(Have yw read Paragraph 3?)
I(we) also declare under penalty of false afiimation, that this application and any accompanying papers have been examined by me (us), and tothe best of

GNED BY ALL OWNERSOF mis LAND
Dated:

. . .

.

.

..

,.

.

.

,

..., ,

... .

.

...,,

PO.Box 9WO Coeur d'Alcne. Idaho 83816-9000
(205)446-ISW ' Fax (208) 446-1501 * E.Mail: kcassr@kcgov.os

45 1 Govcrnmmt Way

May 30,2006
PowderHorn Communities, LLC
c/o Slovak, Baron, & Empey
1800 East Tahquitz Canyon
Palm Springs, CA 92262

Re:

146133,48N04W-22-0500
140164,48N04W-23-3400
173732,48N04W-264000

134890,48NWW-22-7400
173761,48N04W-23-5600

Dear Sir or Madam:
Enclosed are the Owner's Designation of Forest Land Option and Kootenai County
Timberland Management Plan. This plan is the written document designed to help
woodland owqers set priorities and develop a-schedule of action for the management of
their timberlands. A separate application for each parcel is required; however, one plan
may cover all adjoining parcels.
Please read the "Definitions" and complete the Plan. Retain the remaining informationfor
your own references.
Your timber application(s) and plan(s) are due December 31, 2006.
Sincerely,

Jackie Shelton
TimberlAgricultwal Technician
Encl
AS-33, SCAN

~ ~ h l f o u w rI
ChiclDcputy

V
M a l v ~ i nMwger
~

J m Iindodr
Ad~ninism~ive
Mamgcr
..,

GuolC,&d
Vchick ticctlrc M u m p

Lot&

I.Vd

SpcialidAlrpniul Manager

RsridendoIAvl,miul h1amgc1

-.

.,_a

We, Bla Bar, Inc. and Charles R. Blakley, the owners of approximately 219 acres (see
attached map) on the Powderhom Peninsula west of Highway 97, support Powderhom
Communities, LLC and Heartland, LLC, and their agent, J-U-B ENGINEERS, Inc., in
requesting to amend the Kootenai County Comprehensive Plan Land Use Designation
on the Peninsula from Agricultural to Rural Residential.

12-j> -0s
Signature

/

Date

H E A R T L A N D

0036

21 2

airC
'

----

4-5 -31

,

mF

uedwimmaKDatensrCaylqrAssessorlbrAssssmrents~ngJsniery1.

Apptkat1on DeadIine: bumbw 31

PLEASE:Only

panel per appliceth

a33

2.

T
M
B
m

Owner's Degignation of Forest Land Option

263-b~3-36Yo

P

l underatandthat with either o p k
' Itismlre3pdil

ton06 theCounlyAssessadany~Udchangenusedaaidforas($ndsM1~~hde6ni6ondforeDt
%
, ACcdeCcdewRhi,lhirty(30)daysoflhechqemuaa

lendhsecbtnr 1 1

' W l l r e t o n o 6 l y t h e ~ ~ d s a i d ~ h u s 8 w h e n W ~ h a v e ~shallcauoakdeibmdahh&rsibbn.and
been

~lhepmpenybbea~rsised.&8nd$xedatMImslke(valueas~1n

651702.Idaho Code.

naled under Lhbi @on in S&w 631706, Idaho Code,.sfrall be srf$cl $alhe reeaphm,d delened $xes as
~ % 1 " 7 0 ~ d a h a C o d e , q m r s m o v a l d ~ d e s l g n a t i c nctisngeinuse,wonmwSnptraMferandchsnge
.a~
daqmtbn.

Yb,

L?iamam

Asowner(s)oranbad~~~dheabarsd~cibedld,I(we)~Bxlby~(w~~s)bekw,thatlem(weere)ewereoflhemnd~dssc~
he&,setllponfhe~tmophI(we)hevemalkedbebv.

Please selsotoniy one option. llyou
prevfously
designated other limberlands in the SWe of Mnho you
mo&t elect !he aame apfbnfor Uleaa timberlandt

LAND PRODUCTIVITY OPTION
OR
BARELAND ANDYIELD OPTION

(Haw YOU read Paragraph 37)
that~sappl&andenywmnpa~~havebeenaxamiltedbyme(ur),anfblhabsstcf

DOCUMENT MUST BE SIGNED BY ALL OWNERS OF THIS LAND
Dated:

4

Z/JQ~&

-

r-,2gi-5e7 .

c- '

~ 4 7 .4 ~

"

-

I

Owner's ~egianationof Forest

n ~ f i r n e m ~ ~ l x ~ h s e s s m n t s i w
WOSm ~ i ,
P W E : Only= parCel per appR&riin

Appkatlcn Deadline: Dewnber 31

'~ ~ m s h a l l r a m a b r i n e l f e d ~ r a ~ p r M d ~ e n ( l ~ ) ) s s n ; ~ h e ~ W s r u e h a m t s n t x l L o ~ a m s r m a & R e
$mng~ategory,~h~~k
arhdsn6alohsnlpnueedsed~nd
xihthedeSnaicndkresliensns6la*wlhSedion831701,
IdshoCoda

~

~

e

n

~

b

~

%
~
~
progrsmtt&
r
r
~

n

ndvmqd
l
b
e
the lW law.

Elhshrestbnf~b--~he~r.hhe6ntrerqrkndyheffscfmfdbe-~hrarisaderdlhstyear.

i2lama3

AF~s)~coobad~q~)dtheabareclesumedlanJ,l(we)~Wb~my(wr)~~)bebw~matlam(warue)anraredhemdtion~~saib
he&, setyun he dssigMbon optbn I (we] havemsdd bebw.

IAND

P R ~ W C T M NoPnoN

DOCUMENT MUST BE SIGNED BY ALL OWNERS OF THIS LAND

I , z / ~J
~~/o

___

____

_i
+

. ..

...................................

_.
.--.-.-_

!

' .

4 , ' ' .

.

...- .-

..

.

.

ST. JOE AREA OFFICE
1806 MAIN AVENUE
ST. MARIES. IDAHO 83861
(208) 245-455i

STANLEY F. HAMILTON
DIRECTOR

Dick Blakley
P. 0. Box 6
Harrison. I D 83833

.. ..

-

.

Dear Dick:
Enclosed is a copy o f t h e management plah and map I s e n t t o Issac Henry. I .
t o l d him t h a t you may be i n t e r e s t e d i n a e t t i n g up some ifdditional a r e a i f you
f i n i s h t h i s one and have the time.
If it's approved by t h e county board g i v e fa8 & c a l l after yoti g e t going on it '
s o I c& come out and t a k e a look. If you've taken a walk through t h e a r e a
you w i l l see t h a t w e weren't a b l e td.iaiiPk
l o t reserve. Between t h e bark
b e e t l e s and t h e duistletoe t h e r e wasn't a lo* t o leave. Ro doubt w e may have.
marked a tree o r two r e s e r v e t h a t d o e have inistletoe but it wasn't v i s i b l y
evident. After 3 o r 4 years t h e m i s t i e t o e
become more obvious and as long
as t h o s e overstory t r e e s are renioved befbriS t h e r e g e n e r a t i o n is 2-3' high i t ,
shouldn't cause a problem. Normally t h e oV&-)i-dtorytrees in a shelterwood c u t
would be removed once t h e understory is tjell established. This magi t a k e 5 - :7
years.
Give m e a c a l l if you have any questioai?.
Sincerely,

LA.&
JA&S A. ~ICHOLS
F o r b t P r a c t i c e s Advisor

JAN/mb
attachments

KEEP I D A ~ OGREEN
PREVENT WILDFIRE
...

21 5

Kootenai County ASCS Office
1620 8 . Northwest Blvd. Suite 207
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
(2081 664-0018

T

February 8, 1990

Charles Blahley
Rox 6
Harrison, ID
83833
Program:

Agricultural Conservation Program

Dear Mr. Rlalcley,
Your request for cost-sharing under the above program has been
approved for the practice indicated on the attached ACP-245.

:

If you are not satisfied with the practice approved or cost-shares
approved, you niay appeal in writing to the County ASC Conmiittee:
within 15 days form the date o f this letter.
The following items should serve as a guide in completing and
reporting the approved practice.

,

1.

Malte arrangements to install the conservation practice a s soon a s
practical.

2.

Carry out the practice in accordance with J i n Nichol's
.
requirements to ensure an effective practice. The specifi- .
cations must be met to qualify for the cost-shares approved..

3.

If you start the practice and cannot oomplete it before the expiration date, please notify us in advance. If the reasons justify
a n extension o f time, the committee may approve and extension.

4.

Furnish a report of performance o n the attached ACF-245
immediately upon completion o f the practice and not later than
the date indicated on the form otherwise the approval for costsharing will be cancelled.

:

..

'5. Furnish sales slips, invoices, or other evidence for the materials
used in connection with the practice s o it c a n be used in determining your cost-share bayment.

If you have any further questions please give us a call.
Sincerely,

We, H. F. Mamuson and Coeur d'Alene Land Company, the owners of approximately
470 acres (see attached map) on the Powderhom Peninsula west of Highway 97,

support Powderhom Communities, LLC and Heartland, LLC, and their agent, J-U-B

ENGINEERS, Inc., in requesting to amend the Kootenai County Comprehensive Plan
Land Use Designation on the Peninsula from Agricultaral to Rural Residential.

/J - --o,q
Date

H E A R T L A N D

0033

We, East Point Farms, Inc., the owners of approximately 533 acres (see attached map) on
the Powderhom Peninsula west of Highway 97, support Powderhom Communities,
LLC and Heartland, LLC, and their agent, J-U-B ENGINEERS, Inc., in requesting to
amend the Kootenai County Comprehensive Plan Land Use Designation on the
Peninsula from Agricultural to Rural Residential.

East Point Farms, Inc.
By: Heartland LLC, its Agent
By:

-/_/;7
step?;en P. Walker 111, Managing Director

Date:

C

/L

/2

05

I

FROM

AGENT AUTAOKfZATION
East Point Fann, l n c , an ldaho corporation hcrcby authorizes Heartland, LLC, a Washington
limited liability company to act a$ its agent at public hearings and to submit and sign any and all
docurncnts, applications and penni* submittal to Koohai County, Idaho, the Sbte of lhho,
U.S. Deparhncnt of Apiculture, &stride Fire Disbict and hstside Aighway Department with
regard to the following parccls that it owns:

SE-SW, SW-SE

T/R/S: 48N04W23

74.9 acres

NW-SW

T/WS: 48N04W25

40:0 acrw

NE, E2-NW, NE-SW, SW-SW, NW2 of SE-SW, N2-SE
T/fUS:4 8 ~ & ~ 2 6
4 12.329 acrcs
NW-SW

TWS: 48N04W25

40.0 acres

Sec attached map showing ydrccl locations.

This authorization is grantcd as of Decmnher 1, ZOOS and shall expire December 1,2007.

By:

Its:

Its:

Datc:

December

Datc:

~eccmber

Preside*

A

2005

H E A R T L A N D

0063
q0

LL i

.

. .

.

,

..,.

.

,

.

.

.

,

,

. .,

,

.... . .

,

.

.

JOID Per 0wnr.Rqst.

.. .

,

.

. , . .. .

. .

.

Ltr.Coming
'

OWNER'S DESIGNATION OF FOREST LAND OPTION

AS-31

Filed Wlth The Kootenai County Assessor For Assessments Beginning January 1,2=
ADDlication Deadline: December 31. ONE PARCEL PER APPLICATION
(Please Type Or Print Clearly With Black

7
.

/-

ensen en, ~ern/rlaldfdd). .- . ..
EAST POINT FARM, INC.
Name &Address:
.. .
P. 0. Box 65., Colburn, ID 83865 .
. ...---.Telephone#:
( 2 0 8 ) 263 id90
Serial #:
173760 /
Parcel #:
48~04~-23-5200
. .
.Legal Description: TX. r'i12570
Contig. t o others
NO. Of Forested Acres In This Parcel: 5 . 3 4 4 AC.

-

. .
7
- .-

Y'i.

-,-

/

.. ..

/

1 apply l o designatethis forestland for assessment as provided by LC.,5 63.1703,jdnd state that:
The predominate purpose of this land is to grow and hawest trees of a

1.

.

m e tolal acreaae is areater ihan h e I.51, awes but less than 5000.
common ownerrship;
The designation shall
10 another owner in a
conforming with the definition of fowland as stated in
§
to change their option within the timber program at each
forestland transfen to
through the remainder of that year.
1 undentand that with elher option:

-

u..

2.

.

u,

Forest Lands under this option
by &, $ 8 5 1703, upon removal oft

will have an oppoflunny
law.. If the -

subject to recapture of deferred taxes as provtded
ge in use, or ownenhlp transfer.

escribed herein, set upon the designation option I(we) have
marked below.

LAND PRODUCTlVlW
The Same Option At This Ti c

7'

/
I (we) also declare
have been
Signed:

nBARE LAND & YIELD
(HaveYou Read 7 3?1

of false affirmation that this application and any accompanying documents
and, to the best of my (our) knowledge, are true, correct, and complete.
ALL OWNERS MUST SIGN THIS APPLICATION.
.

.
Date:

/

August
, .

.

, 2001.
.

.-....

OWNER'S DESIGNATION OF FOREST LAND OPTION

/

AS-31--SCAN

Filed W& The Kootenal County Assessor For Assessments Beginning January 1,2=
Application Deadline: December 31. ONE PARCEL PER APPLICATION
(Please Type Or Print Cleafiy Weh Black Ink)

Lois

.
.
, ..
..
- . , ...........
,.
Name & Address:
JENSEN, Vern/#afibijb. EAST PO&
FARM, INC.
'
.
.
...
.
P . 0 . Box 65. Colburn, ID
83865.. . . . ..... ;..L
.-;. Telephone#:
(208) 263-14th
Parcel #:
......
48~04~-23-6800
: . . . ..-, . .. . . , ....
. :.:Serial #:
12735d
.
..
......
..
.- . . . . . . . Legal Description: SE-sw, sw-sf. ..
.
.
.
..
....
u*i@
l.7'Ac*
wanre;
.
.
.
-su.um
k--.
No, Of Forest& Acres 1" This Parcel; 62.700 A C .
.
Gross

-

,

I

1.

2.

Iapply to designate this forestland for assessment as provided by E..,
$6
, The predominate purpose of this land is to grow and
* The total acreage is greater than live (5) acres but le
cammon ownership;
The desipnation shall remain in effect for a minimum
to another owner in e different taxing category, or there is any
change In use of said lands not
canformino with the definition olforestland as stated in I.C.. b
will have an onwrtunltv
to changeiheir o&on wHhln the timber program at eachi?iyear a niversary of the 1982 law. lfthe '
forestland transfers to another owner during the year, the timber won currently in effect must be retained
through the remainder of that year.
1 understand that with either option:
It is my responsibility to notify the County Assessor
conform in^ with the definition of forest land in & C..
forfedure of deslgn~tion

...

1

.

right to examine the land source.

.

/

As owner@) or contract buyer@) of
that Iam (we are) aware of the con
marked below.
S~I@ Only One optton.
Timberlands In Idaho Are
The Same Option At Thi ime.

/"

DECLARATION
ve-described land, I (we) indicated by my (our) signature(s)belw.
escnied herein, set upon the designation option I(we) have

LAND PRODUCT~VI~~/

0BARE
LAND & YIELD
(Have You Read 3
31)

documents

..
Signed:

.

Date:

.

...

August

, 2001,

..,.
,

.

.

.-

AS-31, SCAN.

VOID Per 0wnt.Rqst.

Ltr.Coming

/

OWNER~SDESIGNATION OF FOREST LAND OPTION

AS31 --ru/

Filed WRh The Kootenai Counhl Assessor For Assessments Beo~nninaJanuary 1 . 2 0 0 2
Apvlication Deadline: ~ e c e m b e31.
r ONE PARCEL
PER APPUCAT~ON
(Please Type Or Print Clearly Wflh Biadc Ink)
Lois
Name &Address:
EAST POINT FARM, INc. (Jensen, VernlLWidC)
P. 0. BOX" 65, Colburn, ID 83865
Telephone #: (208) 263-14$0
Parcel #:
48~04~-26-4400
Serial #:
1470Zf

- ---

-

Legal Description: EN,E2-NW,NE-SW,SU-SW.NWZ of SE-SW,N2-SE
/
No. Of Forested Acres In This Parcel: 131.700 Ac.
w/279.629 Ac. ,03, 1 b 0 0 Ac.RSite, 7.671

AC.

i apply to designate this forestland for assessment as provided
. The predominate purpose of this land is to grow and hawesltrees of
The total acreage is greater than We (5) acres

1.

-

common ownership;
The desiunationshall remain in effect for a min
to another owner in a different taxing cstegory, or thek is any
mnformina wth the dcflnltion of foreslland as stated in I.C.. 6
to ~han~eiheiroption
within the timber program at
forestland transfers to another owner during the
through the remainder of that year.
1 understandthat will1 either option:

2.

change in use of said lands not
will have an oo~onunitv
niversary of the 1982 law. lfthe' '
currently in effect must be gained

.

been designated shall cause forfeiture of deSgnation
taxed at full market value (
I
.
,
5 63-1702).

..
As owner@) or contract buyer(s)
that i am (we are) aware of the
marked below.

/

The Same Option At

Signed.
/

DECLARATION
bopdescribed land, I(we) indicated,by my (our) signature(s) below.
s described herein, set upon the designation option i (we) have

@ LAND PRODUCTIVITY

Is Time.

BARE LAND & YIELD
((Have You Read 7 37)

any accompanylng documents
correct, and complete.

Date: A U W S ~

. 2001

.

a

4 1 P~e r

Name.
Address

0wnr.Rqst.

Ltr.Comin$

RECEI: :1: !!#R&R_~

AGRICULTURAL EI$GIBIL1N DETERMINATDN FaRM
FOR PARCELS U R G E R THAN FIVE ACRES
Filed Wdh The Kootenar Countv Assessor For Assemenis Beain
--Lois (.?ENSEN,VernlNr$d$$#)

AS-30; s

EAST POINT FARM, INC.

P. 0. Bod 65

83865
(208M63 - d ~ P o
Parcel #: (One App.for Parcel). 48~OLw-26-4400
Colburn, ID

Telephong:

Serial#:

_LwO~5

caiegtny, :Cwtefttmarket vskRwiR ire used to vabie the pmpeay. l€a
form, F4,was filed wiih last year's I-RS. tax return, please attach the

same to fh'i application

6.

7.

lkyoulwseotherlandio~~einmn~
If yes, kd lessor (Name& Admen):

. ..
. ...*
..

d nwnberof he8d.mthis unit:
....

.

..

AS-31,

SCAN.

V O I D per 0wnr.Rqst.

Ltr.Coming.

RECEIFE~
OWNER'S DESIGNATION OF FOREST LAND OPTION

As-3

Flled With The Kootenai County Assessor For Assessments Beginning January 1 . 2 K
A p ~ l i c a t i o nDeadline: December 31. ONE PARCEL PER APPLICATION
(Please Type Or Print Clearly Wfih Black Ink)
Lois

Name & Address: (JENSEN. ~ e r n / W &T
P. 0. BOX 65, Colburn, ID 83865
Parcel #:
48N04W-25-5600
Legal Description: NW-sw
NO. Forested Acres In This Parcel: 8.000 Ac.

.
POINT F W . INc.

Telephone#:
Serial#:

of

w/JL.UUV Ac.,03;

.

/
(208) 263-~90:. .

.

118511.
40.0

./
/

......

-.

..-

common ownership:
The designation shall remain in effedfor a rninimuin.period of
to another owner in a difFerenl taxing category, orthere is any

2.

3.

1 understand that wi!h either option:
It is my responsibility to notify the County Assessor of

1 further understand that, in t
Forest Lands under this

,

-

antial change in use of said forest lands not

e subjed to recapture of deferred taxes as provided
nge in use, or oivnership transfer.
at@ responsibiliiy of the landowner at the time of

landowner. timber owner, or forest
the time of severance or harvest as
tight to examine the land source.

er, or any party utilizing the logs or other forest products at
verily reports required under I.
C.. 63-1706, as well as the
/

DECLARATION
As owner(s) or contract buyer@) of $-tea
that I am (we are) aware of the condition
marked below.
select Only One Option
Timberlands in Idaho Are
The Same Ootion At This Tim

escn'bed land, 1 (we) indicated by my (our) signsture(s) below,
bedherein, set upon the designation option i (we) have

. .-

@ LAND PRODUCTIVITY
BARE LAND & YIELD
I

have been
Signed:

.(Have You Read 1/ 37)

of false affirmation that this application and any accompanying documents
and, to the best of my (our) knowledge, are hue, correct, and complete.
O'$#NERS MUST SIGN THIS APPLICATION.
Date:

August

-, 2001

.

.-

.--....
.....

.

. . .,
...

AS-30,

. .

&AN.

Void Per Gwnr+Rqst.

..

.. .!

Ltr:.Goh-.~g

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

RECEIYZD ff@,j-&~.20@

:'

.+

i:

.

!.,!,

Jensen,
~.Verni. . . . . . .

.

.

II

~~

.. .. <
. .

F. :.
, . -:.
A

+ <;

.

., .

..

,

.....

Name:
Address:

'

,

,

'

.

.,

EAST POINT FARM, INCP. 0. Rnx 6 5

m

-

Telephone:
Parwl fi (One App.fwPar~1):

uqfifi5

-7'.-~;finn

n

.

.

..

....

.,.. .. :
..

.. . ..
/
.. . . . . ' # 1 ~ s ~ p l i c a t l o n i s n o t ~ ~ m ~ ~ ' ~ ~ /
a n h 1 ~ , 2 ~
=. :..
..
for an ag.
. It must be assumed sat the land doas not meet
/
. :.. .. .
/
*
ategory, . M e a tmarket v&e wiR Be used to viilcw. IEa
...
I
w@. 000 'Lc.Tmbi-. . . .
form. FA.was fiied with last mar's LR.S. iax return, please 8tiach the

__

-

,

'

'

.

..<
. .,..

j::.

.,'
....... .

'

.

. . . ... .. .

2

:,>;-

:

:.<.

_ :.,.
.$'....

,

qopwlEmtlfhekndM
k
land 1
4 to momu o p m o ~ ?
tfyas,1Lstiassea@~m~&~):

3.
4.

.

i.'

?.:
.>_

Total number of acres in this pareal devoted M y as
istrrisrmitecahrefy~dnpReklcmp,suchasgmin.
Bay

1.

.

. . ,.: . . .
.--:.
.
.....
.
..

5.

I

,

~

Yls[ 1

byouleareotherkndtou&inwn~m~Wsghic7

6.

Now

1

. .

3.-

+ .:

'

<:.

.

c.

.

~

1.

2
.
-.
3.

.

1

h.
. ..

,

.:

., . . .

.-..,.:

,& :'L,

...

.

.

.

9.

. . . . .
.

grazing:

Total number of acres in

Are
arazino
... vou
<...
- . ~ the land
it-

land used pryXwilT for waling of en&*

-

thd 8% used for

haWt1 I

, nnuallease amount' S
Per Acre for-

MOnHlS

/

-,

fx [ ] Edds 2002;
.
.
*
l

5.
6.

7.
: . 8.

-.,.

..-inahher
.. . . .- .progm.will
...
V~L-2

.4.

' '

< . .

'

yes=

10.

11.

,.

. :. '
.
& .,,. . . ,
-. :
,$' . I , -.:..,
......
........
3

Y&I l'.-&PPO

9.

?',"

-.

..

,.

I

..&..

. -.

. .~sFJ.Nol l . -.-.. . . . . .ysl 1 NOW
. ,-. .. ..... ."
yGr.1 N
p
a -.
.
-..

/
/
N

...

.."......."."

/

.

.- . .....
..
;:,;.:
-c

.....

.......

....

'.

5L:;

-

...-

'

,s.
-7..: .

..

.

~

. .

,

start

"Delinit'lola"+ , t f o c % s 8 m k d a n I ~ ~ s r w % a w . Z M t k
~ ~ a n c i m a n a p , q mmetv
or
ownerto armeriv-a-s
plan to e410re eligibilit~and continuation or the timber cateeon

/

-cfi:

v

+&I$?

/

Lois

vernldddildd)

I.

Property Owner@)Name:

2.

parcel Number(s) Addressed: 48N04W-23-6800; 48-04W-23-5200; 48~04~-25-$00:

4.

Total Number of Timbered Acres Owned Statewide:

5.

Total Number of Acres in Parcel(s) (ifdiffecentfrom

6.

Land Use Bceakdow (See,

EAST POINT FARN. INC. (Jensen,

.-

/

/

~ O r n a m e n l a ~ Trees~ a s

OF

*Fruit
Treesf.
RipariarrCmontl:

app.):

-Aaes
-Axes

&ems

&
Non- or Under-Stocked:

u

e

297.74444-

LiiU@-=

-

l i ' c r e 323
~ -829.

s
Awes
TZ;mAcres

A c r e s

Typography Description (check all that

7.

peg Flat

@Rolling

prfGen'le (0-5s)

8.

&pact (which direction slope faces)

9.

Access Roads:

Steep (30% + )

(6430%)

I

[ ] Fair

M West

MSouth ZXKEast

=North

] Poor

[

1 None

A. Ownership: [ 1State

B. Surface:

[ 1 Dirt

Paved

114 Mi.
10.

Estimate Time When Last

11.

Type of Haw&
Tree Specie

Lodgepole Pine

Pine

9;9 White P i

Others:

Present&yeamAgo

1 . 3niinning i jpartial CIlt I 1O i m t e r Cut i ]-QwstowRmKwai
1 1 Select Cut [- 1 Clear-cut [ 1 Seed Tree Cut

I

KXSani

12.

YZK1 and

Occurred:

fl Douglas-Fir
Hemlock

Grand Fir
[ 3 Spnrce

/
Health:

aWestern Larch
[ 1P8&Iic Yew

-.
[ ]~ o o d

[ 1 Fair
PAGE I

Poor

RECEIVED
1 APR 1 7 2006

April 13,2006

Kootenai Couniy
Assessor

Kootcnai County Assessor
P.O. Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000
Ann: Gordan Harnasch
RE: East Point Farms, Inc. removal of all Agricultural classification
Dear Gordan Harnasch,
Per our conservation it is the intent of East Point Farms, Inc. to remove all Agricultural
classifications from the parcels listed below:
80 acres
420 acres
40 acres
5.344 acres

You have stated that this would be in effect for calendar year 2006. Thank you for your
assistance and please do not hesitate to contact me directly with any question you may
have.
Sincerely,
EAST POINT FARMS, INC

73061 Fred Waring Drive
Palm Desert. CA 92260
760.568.5773tel

.

730.340.3683fax

